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A Healthy Society
Labor has a proud history of building a strong and inclusive health system in NSW that is
amongst the best in the world and NSW has often led the nation in quality and availability
of health and hospital care. Labor established the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme under
Ben Chifley; Medibank under Gough Whitlam; and Medicare under Dr Neal Blewett and
Bob Hawke.
Sadly, our system is under attack from funding cuts by both the Federal and State Liberal
Governments; reducing the quality and timeliness of clinical care and driving up costs in
other parts of the health system. The Liberals and Nationals at the State level have
slashed $3 billion from the health and hospital system – and at the national level, the
Federal Government has ripped out $17 billion from the system.
The NSW Labor Policy Committee for a Healthy Society consulted with doctors, nurses,
paramedics, and other healthcare professionals and organisations, and Labor Party
members regarding their first-hand experience of the healthcare system in NSW and their
vision.
The Committee met with 26 healthcare workers and healthcare organisations, three health
unions, 15 ALP members across six Branches, three State Electorate Councils, one
Federal Electorate Council and seven State Members of Parliament.
Meetings were
hosted at St Mary’s in Sydney’s Western suburbs, Wyong on the Central Coast, and at
Tweed Heads.
The same themes kept coming through. Labor needs to:
• Prevent people from having to go to hospital and emergency departments;
• Improve the experience people have when they are in NSW hospitals; and
• Keep them safe and well at home.
The key to achieving these goals is further investment in community health programs,
including palliative care services and in-reach support to residential aged care facilities,
resourced with appropriate health care professionals.
Health affects our standard of living, our employment, our relationships and how we
participate in the social and economic life of our State. We need to focus on keeping
people well through preventative health programs and effective community care.
The Federal Liberal-National Government has cut a massive $360 million from
preventative health programs and the State Liberal Government is demanding community
health services deliver more with less. State funded community care is being stretched to
the limit; the Child and Family Counselling Service which has only one psychologist for
15,300 children at risk (1 to 5,000 is good practice). A nurse from Murwillumbah who told
us how the community fought against the closure of obstetric services at their hospital;
the Liberals agreed to keep this open under the most stringent conditions; new mothers
must be discharged within 4 hours of giving birth.
Notwithstanding this adversity, our community is innovating to tackle some of the greatest
challenges we face:
3
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•

•

•

GPs in Mt Druitt teamed up with the local community health organisation and a
high school to prevent childhood obesity through the Students as Lifestyle
Activists program which costs between $3-$10 per student and has now been
rolled out to 19 schools in Sydney and is being taken up internationally;
A Hospital in the Home community nurse serves the over-65 community on the
North Coast and saves the Port Macquarie Base Hospital $1.5 million a year in
reduced admissions;
Former emergency department nurses operate the community nursing service in
the Tweed area; 65 per cent of the patients they treat would have otherwise
presented to an emergency department.

These programs are working. They are keeping people healthy and in their own homes.
NSW Labor will support effective community healthcare programs instead of slashing their
funding.
NSW Labor will keep registered nurses in residential aged care facilities keeping our
elderly safe and reducing hospital admissions - meeting community expectations.
Research tells us that elderly people do poorly in hospital environments. Better health
outcomes for our elderly can be achieved by ensuring residential aged care facilities are
resourced with registered nurses and public in-reach support services, whilst reducing
expensive hospital stay costs, where each night in hospital costs the NSW taxpayer
$1160. NSW Labor will fight to keep registered nurses in aged care facilities 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week.
NSW Labor will also prioritise solutions to ‘bed block’. In August, all of the 11 ambulance
crews on the Central Coast were queued outside Wyong and Gosford Hospitals for over 2
hours waiting to offload patients. At the same time, four 000 calls were left waiting.
Bed block also affects patients who do not arrive by ambulance. In western Sydney
hospitals – which are Australia’s busiest – 52% of patients are waiting longer than four
hours. The national benchmark states that 81% of patients must be admitted, treated or
discharged within four hours.
Hospital re-admissions contribute to bed block, cause distress and disruption to patients’
lives and have a massive financial impact on the health budget. Many readmissions are
completely avoidable with some 30% of admissions deemed avoidable, if a patient had
access to a GP in the previous three weeks.
The Liberal-National State Government takes a narrow view to bed block by trying to
change internal hospital processes. NSW Labor recognises that a major part of the
solution is investment in community health care.
Every consumer group we consulted spoke of the additional stress and cost they
experienced – parking, quality of food – these all add pressure on families with a loved
one in hospital. Labor knows that service quality plummets when these services are
outsourced. NSW Labor will oppose the outsourcing and privatisation of public health
services and employment.
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Budget cuts made by Liberal-National State and Federal governments to our healthcare
system are hitting the most vulnerable people – those who rely on the public health
system, who live in less affluent areas, and who are chronically ill.
The Committee believes that nobody should be denied the opportunity to live a healthy
life due to the inaction of government. Whether you choose to live in Waverley, Wiley Park
or Walgett, you should be supported to make healthy lifestyle choices, stay well and get
effective, timely treatment if you need it.
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Platform Amendments
1.

Kings Cross Branch

In Chapter 6, under the heading ‘Promoting a Healthy Society,’ after para 6.29 add new
para (and renumber accordingly):
“NSW Labor will move to ban so-called ‘ex-gay therapy’ (a practice which attempts to
‘convert’ LGBT people into being heterosexual and/or cisgender). This will include
introducing a criminal offence for people conducting ex-gay therapy, with an aggravated
offence, including higher penalties, where it involves people under the age of 18. NSW
Labor will also investigate the possible deregistration of any counsellors, psychologists
or other registered medical professionals involved in the practice of ex-gay therapy.”
Recommendation: Note. Refer back to Shadow Attorney-General.
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Agenda Items
1.

Toongabbie Branch

Extending Age Range For Free Breast Screening
That the NSW Annual Conference requests that the Federal Government increase the
age range that applies for its free annual screening of women for breast cancer to an age
range of 40 years to 80 years of age at a minimum.
Ideally, if funding was provided all women from age 20 years to 85 years of age should
be screened annually.
Recommendation: Reject. We note that whilst the target age group for the
BreastScreen NSW service is women aged 50-74years, currently the service also
provides upon request free access to all women over 40 years and over 74 years.
Breast self-examination (BSE) is best practice for women under 40 years.
2. Toongabbie Branch
That the NSW Annual Conference:
•
•
•

•
•

Acknowledge that all residents in nursing homes should be provided with quality
care led by registered nurses;
Note with concern the potential risk to residents of nursing homes that the removal
of the requirement to have a registered nurse on duty at all times will have.
Support the NSW Nurses and Midwives’ Association campaign to ensure that
permanent legislation is in place requiring a registered nurse on at all times and the
appointment of a director of nursing in all NSW nursing homes, as a minimum.
Note that registered nurses reduces unnecessary admissions to state hospitals and
emergency departments; and
Note that up to 700 hospital beds are occupied by patients who would receive
appropriate care in registered nurse led models of care in residential care facilities.

Recommendation: Support
3. LEAN
Energy efficiency in public hospitals
A NSW Labor Government will deploy energy efficient lighting to all public hospitals with
savings directed to health services in the local area.
Recommendation: Refer to the Shadow Minister for Better Regulation. The
Committee notes that where energy efficient lighting can be used, lighting
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standards should be such that there are no negative impacts on the delivery of
clinical outcomes.
4. Wagga Wagga Branch
Primary Health Networks to be allowed to directly deliver health services, especially in
regional and rural areas where market failure is often the norm.
Recommendation: Refer to National Policy Forum suggesting consideration for
Primary Health Networks to pilot developing partnerships enabling the networks to
be co-providers in instances where there is no service provision in regional/rural
areas.
5. Wagga Wagga Branch
A patient who is discharged from a mental health facility is to have their discharge
summary completed upon their release and a copy provided to them before they leave.
Recommendation: Refer to Shadow Mental Health Minister.
6. Wagga Wagga Branch
Promote mental health first aid training and other evidence based programmes for
workers who are likely to come into contact with people with mental illness, including
those in human services, justice, health, education systems and human resources, as
well as early childhood to encourage more mental health aware approaches and reduce
unintentional discrimination.
Recommendation: Support.
Many Local Health Districts have successful
education programs such as “Understanding Mental Illness”, which target frontline workers across public sector services.
7. Wagga Wagga Branch
Ensure Better Access is universally available to all members of the public and not only
that is be available to communities outside of major cities as recommended by the
Australian Mental Health Commission.
Recommendation: Support
8. Wagga Wagga Branch
Introduce rural loading for Better Access for AHP.
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Recommendation: Refer to the National Policy Forum.
9. Wagga Wagga Branch
That NSW Labor promote as standard practice that all frontline staff likely to come into
contact with vulnerable people, for example, in health, welfare, police, ambulance,
justice and education, undergo mandatory training on suicide identification and
prevention, and that their organisations set as performance targets “zero suicides in our
care”.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to Shadow Mental Health Minister for
consideration.

10. Wagga Wagga Branch
That local health districts with higher than average prostate cancer be provided with
specialist prostate cancer nurse funding.
Recommendation: Support in principle.
11. Community and Public Sector Union
NSW Labor believes giving control over end of life decision-making to patients and their
families is an important part of a civilised society.
NSW Labor will increase the availability and status of end of life care plans and work
with doctors, nurses and palliative care health workers to ensure that the wishes of
terminally ill patients experiencing pain and suffering are respected.
Recommendation: Reject. The Committee notes that NSW Health is already in
partnership with pillar agencies to establish end of life education strategies for
NSW clinicians.

12. Griffith Branch
The previous meeting of the Griffith Branch of the ALP noted that with an aging
population there is a growing need for affordable high needs aged care support in
Griffith and presumably other regional and urban centres as well.
We ask that future Labor NSW and Federal Governments ensure a level of investment in
affordable high needs care for pensioners and those with limited superannuation.
Recommendation: Support.
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13. Prospect SEC
An 89 year old resident of a low care nursing home was admitted to Prince of Wales
Hospital in August after she fell out of bed. She was threatened with ‘eviction’ from the
hospital, as she had been reluctant to return to the nursing home due to the limited care
she could be provided. She was subsequently readmitted to hospital where she passed
away.
This occurred at a time when the need for registered nurses in nursing homes has been
removed.
The Conference:
• Acknowledges that all residents in nursing homes should be provided with quality
care led by registered nurses;
• Notes with concern the potential risk to residents of nursing homes with the
removal of the requirement to have a registered nurse on duty at all times;
• Supports the NSW Nurses and Midwives' Association campaign RN 24/7 to ensure
permanent legislation is in place requiring a registered nurse on at all times and the
appointment of a director of nursing in all NSW nursing homes, as a minimum;
• Notes that registered nurses reduce unnecessary admissions to state hospitals
and emergency departments;
• Further notes that up to 700 hospital beds are occupied by patients who would
receive appropriate care in registered nurse led models of care in residential aged
care facilities; and
• Requests that the ALP adopt a policy to support the requirement for registered
nurses at all times in NSW nursing homes.
Recommendation: Support.
14. Snowy River Cooma Branch
Conference urges the ALP to put into place effective policies to address the issue of
MENTAL HEALTH in rural and regional electorates.
In the light of preventable tragedies, like the recent shootings in Nimmitabel, (in the
Eden-Monaro electorate) we can definitely assert that these events emerge from
entrenched, decades-long, and untreated mental illness. And these events continue to
happen because of the less-than-minimal numbers of medical/psychiatric practitioners
in the area to treat these deep-seated problems.
We recognise that while some resources (for example, services connected with Bega
Hospital) have been recently committed to this health-issue, we continue to need wellqualified, compassionate health practitioners on the ground in each rural and regional
area, so that vulnerable community members may be given prompt professional
treatment and ongoing support.
10
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Recommendation: Support

15. Kings Cross Branch
The Kings Cross Branch opposes the proposed amendment to the public health act that
will delete the requirement for registered nurses to be present 24/7.
Recommendation: Support in principle.
16. Camden Haven Branch
Conference calls on Federal Labor to put forward an anti-privatization bill (similar to that
put forward by UK Labor) to prevent the selling off of all or parts of Medicare to Health
multi-national corporations, whose aim is to exploit the sick for profit, which is contrary
to true Labor values.
Recommendation: Support. Refer to PLP
17. Kiama Branch
Conference must resist the current government’s proposed move to change the
legislation that requires, within NSW Nursing Homes, that a Registered Nurse be
appointed Director of Nursing, also a Registered Nurse to be employed on each shift in
NSW Nursing Homes to a situation of total deregulation to allow providers to employ any
class of Nurse at their discretion; to do so will put the elderly of this state in danger for
the sake of profit.
Recommendation: Support in principle

18. Tamworth Branch
That Lyme Disease be formally recognised in Australia to avoid the difficulties Tahila
Smith and her family have encountered - for instance, not receiving government
assistance to cover the costs of medical expenses and a full-time carer - as a result of
the disease not being recognised in Australia.
Recommendation: Note. Refer to FPLP.
19. Rooty Hill Branch
Conference calls on the next Labor State Government to re-instate services at the Mount
Druitt Hospital, including the Medical and Cardiac wards, to alleviate the current burden
placed on Blacktown and Nepean hospitals.
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Recommendation: Support

20. Armidale Branch
Conference requests that NSW Labor supports increased investment into to Community
Health Services in regional areas.
Recommendation: Support
21. Adamstown Branch/Newcastle FEC
Conference expresses support for the Cancer Council's campaign for the regulation of
advertising of unhealthy food to children. Obesity is a risk factor in a variety of cancers
and reducing children's exposure to unhealthy food marketing is an important factor in
the prevention of obesity.
In particular, the advertising of unhealthy food choices intended to or likely to appeal to
children on television between 7 - 9 a.m. and 4 - 9 p.m. on weekdays and 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
on weekends should be restricted by regulation.
Recommendation: Support in Principle. Refer to FPLP
22. Peakhurst Branch
That Conference request that the ALP adopt a policy whereby Euthanasia should be
legalised as an individual choice where people have a terminal illness and experience
extreme pain and discomfort. That any vote in parliament on this matter be a
conscience vote.
Recommendation: Note. Euthanasia is a conscience vote.
23. Heffron SEC
NSW Labor to commit to making the health and safety of patients a high priority,
maintain the budget allocations to public health services necessary to deliver the range
and quality of services across NSW, strongly reject any proposal to further outsource or
privatise public health services and to work with health unions and associations in their
campaigns to defend public health
Recommendation: Support

24. Tumbi Umbi Branch
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That Conference encourages members of the Federal Labor Party to vote in favour of
carefully prepared legislation that allows Australians to undertake voluntary euthanasia.
We encourage members of Parliament to do this because we believe it is every
Australian’s right to choose to die with dignity.
This is a fundamental human right that we should support. The most important aspect is
that a person makes the decision while they have capacity – this is not prescribing death
but allowing a person to make that choice for themselves in certain circumstances. The
Netherlands have a good model; there is also the Di Natale model to consider. Palliative
care is not enough sometimes. Furthermore, a voluntary euthanasia scheme has over
70% public support.
Recommendation: Note. Euthanasia is a conscience vote.
25. Cessnock Branch
Conference implores the State Parliamentary Labor Party to reconsider the location of
the new Lower Hunter Hospital as the Branch believes the hospital should be more
centrally located in the Hunter and closer to the Hunter Expressway.
Recommendation: Reject
26. Cessnock Branch
Conference urges the State Parliamentary Labor Party to support the retention of the 24
hour registered nurse requirement for aged care facilities.
Recommendation: Support in principle
27. Cessnock Branch
Conference calls on Federal Labor and NSW Labor to adopt voluntary euthanasia within
their policy platforms, where it can be shown that the individual is of sound mind at the
time of their decision.
Recommendation: Note. Euthanasia is a conscience vote.

28. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
That NSW Labor support Dying with Dignity's campaign for the introduction of voluntary
euthanasia in NSW, with appropriate safeguards.
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That Labor support the recent creation of a multi-Party NSW Parliamentary Working
Group on Assisted Dying consisting of Lynda Voltz MLC (Labor), Trevor Khan MLC
(Nationals); Mehreen Faruqi MLC (Greens) and Lee Evans MP (Liberal).
Recommendation: Note. Euthanasia is a conscience vote. NSW Labor welcomes
the contribution of the Working Group to the debate.

29. Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
Unfortunately, there is increasing need for assisted care living for younger people that
fall outside of the Aged Care environment but need constant dignified institutional care.
Many people are suffering from dilapidating diseases or injured through car accidents /
workplace injuries. Placing these people into nursing home /aged care facilities is
inappropriate and has an adverse effect on their quality of life and self-esteem.
Conference on NSW Labor to develop policies for the establishment of assisted care
facilities for those who do not fit into aged care facilities.
Recommendation: Support
30. Seven Hills SEC
Conference calls upon the Shadow Minister for Health and the ALP to support the
retention of legislation which requires nursing homes across the state to be staffed with
registered nurses 24 hours a day,7 days a week. We also call upon the ALP to retain
enrolled nurses and assistants in aged care nursing for safe staffing and high quality of
care across the aged care sectors
Recommendation: Support
31. Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union calls on NSW Labor to develop a policy for the future of
Aged Care Facilities in New South Wales that incorporates level of care and requirement
for registered nurses at the age care facility.
Aged care is increasingly becoming controlled by private for profit institutions that is
resulting in decreasing care and service for the residents. A properly funded service
model must be developed to ensure adequate care and the ability for family to have
timely response to any complaints that may be registered.
Recommendation: Support
32. Heffron SEC
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This conference calls on NSW Labor to commit to making the health and safety of
patients a high priority, maintain the budget allocations to public health services
necessary deliver the range and quality of services across NSW, strongly reject any
proposal to further outsource or privatise public health services and to work with health
unions and associations in their campaigns to defend public health.
Recommendation: Support
33. Wagga Wagga Branch
That access to Allied Psychological Services (ATAPS) targeted programs (ie. Tier 2
programs) be expanded to include mental health support to palliative patients and their
families.
Recommendation: Support in principle
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Australia and the World
The Period since our last Conference in July 2014 has been one of increased tension and
terrorism in many parts of the world. Countries such as Nigeria, Pakistan, Kenya, Somalia,
Iraq, Afghanistan, Turkey, Lebanon and, most recently, France and the USA, suffered
devastating terrorist attacks upon its citizens. The conflicts and instability in Syria and Iraq
have led to massive waves of refugees fleeing to neighbouring countries and Europe. The
campaign to defeat ISIS has meant increased military involvement by western nations.
The Shooting down of Malaysian Airlines plane MH17 raised tensions between Russia and
the West to their highest level since the Cold War. Territorial disputes in the South China
Sea continue to cause tension between China and its neighbours.
All have presented significant challenges for Australia’s foreign policy. We cannot stand
alone, or be unaffected by such developments as evidenced by the attacks at Martin Place
and Parramatta.
ALP Leader Bill Shorten and Shadow Foreign Minister Tanya Plibersek have responded to
these challenges in an appropriate, considered and bi-partisan manner in Australia’s
interests. Unfortunately on a number of occasions the Abbott Government reacted with
misguided bluff and bluster. Tony Abbott’s threat to “shirtfront” Vladimir Putin became an
international joke. His more recent proposals to “put boots on the ground” in Syria
undermine our own and other nations’ strategies and unity in dealing with these threats.
The Israel-Palestine issue continues to be as intractable as ever. The breakdown of the
latest negotiations, the re-election of the Netanyahu Government and its equivocation on
peace talks, and the recent upsurge in violent attacks by Palestinians on Israeli citizens
and settlers on Palestinians all impede progress to peace. The resolution carried at ALP
National Conference in 2015 is a firm demonstration of our party’s commitment to a just
and permanent two state solution.
The Coalition’s savage cuts to our foreign aid budget have marred our international
reputation as a generous country and damaged our bilateral relations, with aid to
Indonesia cut by 50% and to African countries by 70%. We applaud the ALP for strongly
opposing these cuts in the parliament.
In trade, the Federal Government has pursued Free Trade Agreements with China and the
Pacific nations as an end in themselves rather than negotiating the best outcome for
Australia. The ALP and the union movement have stood up for Australian jobs and industry
and achieved improvements to CHAFTA and the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement.
The Government’s defence policy is a shambles. They embarked on yet another White
Paper, the fourth in fifteen years! Fortunately Labor protected our local submarine and
shipbuilding industries by stopping Tony Abbott’s proposal to purchase our next fleet of
submarines from Japan.
Finally, the Government adopted Labor’s approach when it announced that it would
campaign for seats on the UN Security Council and UN Human Rights Council. Yet they
bitterly opposed the previous Labor Government’s successful bid for the Security Council.
16
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It is clear that, as always, Labor understands the issues and has the correct approach and
policies in these complex areas of foreign relations, defence and trade.
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Platform Amendments
1. Kincumber – Branch
The NSW Labor Party affirms its support in the party platform for the United Nations
Development Programme's Sustainable Development Goals, which replace the
Millennium Development Goals. These goals include:
• End poverty in all its forms everywhere
• End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable
agriculture
• Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
• Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote life-long learning
opportunities for all
• Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
• Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
• Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
• Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all
• Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation
and foster innovation
• Reduce inequality within and among countries
• Make cities and human settlements inclusive, sage, resilient and sustainable
• Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
• Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
• Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for
sustainable development
• Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and
halt biodiversity loss
• Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide
access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at
all levels
• Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalise the global partnership for
sustainable development
Recommendation: Support.
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Agenda Items

1. Double Bay/Bellevue Hill Branch
Bombing in Syria
That the Conference calls on the Federal Labor Caucus to oppose any extension to
current air operations from Iraq into Syria, namely bombings. We note that there is no
clear legal framework to support such activity and no clear objective.
Further, this branch views this proposal as nothing more than a distraction from the
dysfunctional domestic performance of Liberal/Nationals since they have been in
government.
A more constructive role for Australia would be to focus our efforts on increased
humanitarian support for the victims and the rapidly escalating refugee crisis.
Recommendation: Amend to read: Conference notes that the basis for Australia
supporting limited military action, in the form of air operations over Syria, has
been the self-defence of the people of Iraq.
Military action must always be supported by a sound international legal
framework and Conference calls upon Federal Labor to ensure this is reflected in
our ongoing decisions regarding military action in Syria.
Further, Conference supports calls for an increase in humanitarian assistance to
the people fleeing this deadly conflict. There is no zero-sum game between
supporting greater humanitarian assistance for those fleeing the conflict and
other actions that Australia may take. Conference condemns the Liberal/National
Coalition for suggesting that such a zero-sum game exists.

2.

Nambucca River Branch/ Lithgow Branch

Bombing Syria
Conference calls on the Federal Labor Caucus to oppose any extension to current air
operations from Iraq into Syria, namely bombings.
Conference notes that there is:
• No clear legal framework to support such activity, and,
• No clear objective.
Further, Conference views this proposal as nothing more than a distraction from
the Liberal/National dysfunctional domestic performance since they have been in
government.
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A more constructive role for Australia would be to focus our efforts on
increased humanitarian support for the victims and the rapidly escalating refugee
crisis.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda Item 1.
3.

Lambton/New Lambton/Kotara Branch

We call on Labor to oppose America’s call to commence fighter raids in Syria. There is
no evidence that the raids in Iraq are achieving positive results and less likely to
achieve results in Syria.
In Syria today there are four different forces fighting for different reasons, they are:
• The Islamic State (holds more than 50%)
• President Assad, 20%
• Rebel forces fighting Assad, 12%
• Kurds, occupying about 10%
Who are we going to bomb?
We propose instead that the Government should give support to the European
countries by bringing a reasonable number of the Syrian refugees (particularly ones
with young children) to Australia.
As a responsible member of the International Community, we ought to be doing our
part in sharing the burden of the current refugee humanitarian crisis. After all, it could
be said that Australia, by its participation in the invasion of Iraq, is partly responsible
for the present Middle East turmoil.
Recommendation: Reject. Refer to Agenda Item 1.
4.

Wentworth FEC

The Conference does not support the Coalition’s decision to join the US campaign to
strike ISIS targets in Syria. The Conference believes that Australia should only act if
there is a UN Security Council resolution approving the use of force in this context and
where such a campaign is multinational in nature.
Conference supports Deputy Opposition Leader Tanya Plibersek's view that Australia
is best placed to lend humanitarian support in the region rather than bombings. It
urges Opposition Leader Bill Shorten to reflect this position and not get caught in the
Coalition’s rush to a widening war".
Recommendation: Reject. Refer to Agenda Item 1.

5.
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That Conference calls on the Federal Labor Caucus to oppose any extension to
current air operations from Iraq into Syria, namely bombings.
We suggest that there is no clear legal framework to support such activity and no clear
objective.
A more constructive role for Australia would be to focus our efforts on increased
humanitarian support for the victims and the rapidly escalating refugee crisis.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda Item 1.

6.

Lakemba Branch

Initiative is required to save Rohinga people in Myanmar in order to provide them safe
environment and diplomatic negotiation is also imminent with the Myanmar
government to protect the interest in Rohinga.
Recommendation: Amend to read: Conference calls on Labor to engage in
international efforts to find a solution to the 2015 Rohingya refugee crisis, in
which some 25,000 Rohingya people fled Myanmar. Support
7.

Lakemba Branch

If any Labor leader (this includes federal, state and council) visits any subcontinent
countries; advice should be taken from the subcontinent friends of Labor. If the leader
visits in Bangladesh then advice should be seeking out from Bengali friends of Labor
for the purpose of coordinating the trip for the leader and associates all relevant
matters between both countries.
Recommendation: Support in principle
8.

Willoughby Castlecrag Branch

While Conference supports the action of the ACTU and the Union Movement aimed at
protecting the jobs and livelihoods of Australians against the provisions of the China
Australia Free Trade Agreement and the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement,
Conference additionally urges the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party and all Party
Units to urgently do all things necessary and possible to seek to protect against the
extension of patents and Intellectual Property rights which curtail the availability of
“generic” drugs and medicines and thereby put at risk the Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme.
Recommendation: Support.

9.
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Conference condemns the Federal Government for its cuts to the Foreign Aid budget
and further expresses our concern about any moves to link the diminishing budget to
trade.
Recognising there are in excess of 60 million refugees currently seeking safety from
persecution, hunger and conflict we call upon the Federal Government to increase its
contribution to the UNHCR to assist them to provide meaningful assistance close to
refugees’ and asylum seekers’ country of origin to ensure their safety and to reduce
the use of people traffickers in their endeavours to escape danger.
Conference calls on the Federal Government to use its best endeavours to promote
human rights and encourage fair and non-discriminatory practices in our region.
Recommendation: Support. Refer to Agenda Item 10.

10.

Australian Services Union

NSW State ALP Conference condemns the severe cuts to the Australian Aid made by
the Federal Government.
These cuts are the largest in Australian history, and have put Australia on track to give
our lowest ever level of aid as a proportion of national income. The cuts to aid have
affected every region around the globe where Australia supports poorer nations and
have put many thousands of lives at risk.
Conference notes that:
• Comparatively, Australia is an extremely wealthy nation with a low debt level;
and
• Australia has recently signed up to help achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals, a new set of global goals that aim to end extreme poverty and ensure a
sustainable planet by 2030.
Australia must do our fair share in helping to achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals and end poverty and extreme inequality. But the current Federal Government is
doing the opposite of this.
Conference congratulates Federal Labor on their opposition to these severe aid cuts,
and notes:
• The importance of Australia pulling our weight in helping to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals;
• The need for the Australian aid budget to increase;
• The importance of restoring transparency to how aid money is spent, instead of
the secrecy of the current Federal Government; and,
• The need to Australian aid to be focused on poverty alleviation and combating
extreme inequality.
Recommendation: Support
11.
22
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The Conference deplores the repeated bombing strikes on the MSF Hospital in
Kunduz, Afghanistan early Saturday morning 3 October 2015 and calls on Bill Shorten
to support a thorough independent investigation into it by the United Nations.
Recommendation: Support.
12.

Thirroul Branch

That the Conference notes significant concerns with the China Free Trade Agreement
as it may relate to infrastructure and major projects in NSW. Conference calls on a
future Labor government in NSW to ensure the highest standards of training, safety,
payments, wages and working conditions and support to add value to local
economies.
Recommendation: Support.

13.

Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch

This Conference opposes provisions in the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) that would
allow foreign corporations to sue governments through Investor-State Dispute
Settlement (ISDS) clauses. ISDS clauses allow foreign corporations to sue
governments for making regulations that could hurt their bottom line.
The Howard and Gillard governments have stood against ISDS provisions in trade
deals with the US in the past. Labor could confirm their opposition to ISDS provisions
and re-commit to their position on ISDS as opposed to inclusions in the TPP.
Due to the secrecy, surrounding the TPP the Australian public has next to no detail on
what the TPP entails. What we do know tells us the costs are likely to outweigh the
benefits.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health experts, including Doctors without Borders, are concerned about the
implications for costs and prices of health products.
Law Professors have said it could have huge impacts on Intellectual Property.
The TPP poses risks to food labelling, already weak and in need of upgrading.
Australian citizen’s labour and employment is under threat in this proposed TPP
The TPP will be detrimental to Australian Manufacturing already undermined by
offshore activities and in serious trouble.
The potential for exploitation of imported workers to the detriment of Australian
standards is huge, i.e. the exposed exploitation of foreign 7-Eleven and
Agricultural workers is the current tip of the Iceberg.

Unless the secrecy is abandoned, the TPP must be opposed, with all issues of
concern publicly clarified and covered off by the ALP.
Recommendation: Support.
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14.

Enmore Branch

Recognising the inequality between Australians resident in New Zealand and New
Zealanders resident in Australia, and recognising the special relationship between the
two countries as entrenched in CER and other acts of parliament, the conference
requests the Parliamentary Labor Party to redress the inequality by permitting New
Zealanders resident in Australia for longer than 12 months to vote in State and Federal
elections and review exceptions to the ban on recourse to public funds.
Recommendation: Reject.
15.
•
•
•
•

Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association

Labor condemns the recent terrorist attacks by Daesh in Paris and Beirut.
Labor condemns the use of violence.
Labor condemns the persecution of religious minorities in Syria and Iraq.
Labor recognises, supports and will uphold the fundamental right of religious
liberty and freedom of religion.

Recommendation: Support.
16.

Yarrawarrah Branch

Conference endorses the resolution on Israel-Palestine carried at ALP National
Conference on 26 July 2015 as follows:
Conference AFFIRMS Labor's support for an enduring and just two-state solution to
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, based on the right of Israel to live in peace within
secure borders internationally recognised and agreed by the parties, and reflecting the
legitimate aspirations of the Palestinian people to also live in peace and security within
their own state.
Conference deplores the tragic conflict in Gaza and supports an end to rocket attacks
by Hamas and the exercise of the maximum possible restraint by Israel in response to
these attacks.
Conference supports a negotiated settlement between the parties to the conflict,
based on international frameworks, laws and norms.
Conference recognises in government Labor retained its commitment to two states for
two peoples in the Middle East and specifically:
•
•
24
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Restated the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, is occupied territory;
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•

•

Opposed Israeli settlements on occupied Palestinian land, recognising that a
just, peaceful and enduring resolution will involve a territorial settlement based
on 1967 borders with agreed land swaps;
Held that the settlements are illegal under international law

Conference recognises that any resolution will be based on 1967 borders with agreed
land swaps, a timeframe to end Israeli occupation, demilitarization of Palestinian
territory, agreement on a solution to Palestinian refugee issues, and resolution of the
issue of Jerusalem's final status.
Conference recognises that settlement building by Israel in the Occupied Territories
that may undermine a two-state solution is a roadblock to peace. Labor calls on Israel
to cease all settlement expansion to support renewed negotiations towards peace.
Conference rejects the boycotts, divest merit and sanctions (BDS) campaign against
Israel.
Conference condemns the comments of Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu during
the recent elections where he ruled out a Palestinian state and further condemns his
appeals to race during the campaign.
Conference recognises a lasting peace will require a future State of Palestine to
recognise the right of Israel to exist and the State of Israel to recognise the right of
Palestine to exist.
Conference recognises the special circumstances of the Palestinian people, their
desire for respect, and the achievement of their legitimate aspiration to live in
independence in a state of their own. This is a cause Labor is committed to If however
there is no progress in the next round of the peace process a future Labor government
will discuss joining like-minded nations who have already recognised Palestine and
announcing the conditions and timelines for the Australian recognition of a Palestinian
state, with the objective of contributing to peace and security in the Middle East
Recommendation: Support. NSW Conference calls on the next Federal Labor
Government to implement the above National Conference Resolution as soon as
possible.
17.

Labor Friends of Palestine

The conference declares that it's time: time for the party to support the establishment
of a Palestinian State.
Further that all settlement products, be subject to boycott, divestment and sanctions
in line with the development of the European Union Policy.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
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18.

Punchbowl Park Riverwood North Branch

Conference calls to discuss the potential of a new resolution towards Israel and
Palestine in light of the 2015 National Conferences Resolution 446R
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
19.

Southern Highlands Branch

1. That Conference welcomes the decision of the 2015 National ALP Conference to
commit the next Labor Government to moving to recognise the state of Palestine.
In view of:
•
•
•
•
•

The continued expansion of Israeli settlements on the West Bank;
The continued oppression of Palestinian residents of the West Bank;
Violence directed at Palestinians by Israeli settlers;
Recognition of Palestine by 135 of 193 nation states; and
The Obama Administration's conclusion that Israel has deliberately obstructed
negotiations toward a two state solution.

The next Labor Government will immediately recognise the state of Palestine.
2. That Australia follows the lead of the European Union in insisting on labelling of any
products emanating from Israeli settlements on Palestinian land. State and Federal
ALP Conferences and the last Federal Labor Government have confirmed that all
such settlements are illegal under international law. No Australian companies
investing in such settlements should be eligible for Australian and State Government
contracts, in line with EU practice toward European companies that invest in Israeli
settlements.
3. Given Labor's support for a two state solution, Conference believes any party official
or State or Federal MP receiving a subsidised trip to Israel must spend an equivalent
time- day for day - speaking with Palestinians and investigating their condition in
occupied Palestinian territories and/or the Gaza Strip. A token visit to Ramallah,
added to a trip paid for by pro-Israel organisations, should not be regarded as
adequate.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
20.

Parramatta Branch

Conference welcomes the decision of the 2015 National ALP Conference to commit to
the next Labor Government moving to recognise the state of Palestine.
In view of recognition of Palestine by 135 of 193 nation states, the next Labor
Government will immediately recognise the state of Palestine
26
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Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
21.

Goulburn- Branch

Preamble
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Australia has consistently supported a two state solution to the IsraelIPalestine
conflict;
Israel is an independent and sovereign state while the Palestinians remain
stateless;
Palestinians, like other human beings, have the right to their own state and their
own nationality. Institutions such as the UN, World Bank, and IMF have affirmed
their readiness for statehood;
The Israeli government has continually resiled from agreeing to a two State
solution;
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was re-elected on a platform stating
'there would be no Palestinian State,' consistent with Likud Charter;
Israel has continually sabotaged peace talks sponsored by the United States by
announcing the building of more Israeli settlements on occupied Palestinian
land needed for a viable Palestinian State;
Israeli settlements - which have been found to be illegal under international law
by the International Court of Justice, the UN Security Council and General
Assembly, and the High Contracting Parties to the Geneva Convention - are
designed and strategically placed to prevent a Palestinian state from ever being
established;
22 years of negotiations since the Oslo accords have produced no agreement,
while Israel has continued to build illegal settlements on Palestinian land, and
has subjected millions of Palestinians to living in abject conditions, and
persistently denied basic dignity and human rights under military occupation;
That if Australia's long-standing commitment to a two-state solution is genuine
and meaningful, we should join the majority of the world's nations in the UN 135 out of 193 (70%) - and recognise Palestine as a nation state;
That a just peace can be achieved in accordance with the relevant United
Nations resolutions, and international and humanitarian law.

Motion
Conference calls upon the Australian Federal Labor Party and the ALP National
Conference to support the recognition of a Palestinian state and declare unequivocally
that the next Federal Labor government will:
•
•
•
•
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Recognise Palestine as a sovereign nation state based on 1967 borders;
Condemn the continuation of illegal Israeli settlements on Palestinian land;
In the pursuit of a just peace, work with the majority of the world's nations to
support an end date to the Israeli occupation of Palestine; and,
Work towards a solution on the issue of Palestinian refugees.
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Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
22.

Hinchinbrook Branch

That in view of the refusal of the Israeli government to agree to a two state solution as
confirmed by the expansion of Israeli settlement on the West Bank, Australia should
join the majority of the world's nations in recognising the state of Palestine.
A majority of the Israeli cabinet is now opposed to a Palestinian state. There is no
alternative to Australia unilaterally recognising the state of Palestine.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.

23.

Liverpool Branch

Conference writes to Federal Parliamentary Leader Bill Shorten, Shadow Minister for
Foreign Affairs Tanya Plibersek, the National ALP Secretary and the State ALP
Secretary to urge the next Labor Government immediately recognise the state of
Palestine.
This resolution is a response to the constant spread of Israeli settlements designed to
block the establishment of a Palestine State.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
24.
Hughes FEC/Hornsby Branch/Balmain SEC/Oatley Lugarno
Branch/Greenacre Branch/Liverpool Branch/Park Hill Granville East Branch
Conference welcomes the decision of the 2015 National ALP Conference to commit
the next Labor Government to moving to recognise the state of Palestine.
In view of:
•
•
•
•
•

28

The continued expansion of Israeli settlements on the West Bank;
The continued oppression of Palestine residents of the West Bank;
Violence directed at Palestinians by Israeli settlers;
Recognition of Palestine by 135 of 193 nation states ; and
The Obama Administration's conclusion that Israel has deliberately obstructed
negotiations toward a two state solution
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The next Labor Government will immediately work towards the implementation of the
National Conference Resolution and the recognition of the state of Palestine.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.

25.

Auburn Lidcombe United Branch

1. That Conference write to Federal Parliamentary Leader Bill Shorten, Shadow
Minister for Foreign Affairs Tanya Plibersek, the National ALP Secretary and the
State ALP Secretary to urge the next Labor government immediately recognise the
state of Palestine.
This resolution is a response to the constant spread of Israeli settlements designed
to block the establishment of a Palestinian state.
2. That Conference calls on Bill Shorten and Tanya Plibersek to announce that
Australia will join the 138 nations that recognise the state of Palestine.
That this motion be forwarded to the ALP National Secretary for consideration at
next year’s National ALP Conference, and to Bill Shorten and Tanya Plibersek.
3. That the following motion be conveyed to Federal Parliamentary Leader Bill
Shorten and Deputy Leader Tanya Plibersek as well as to the National ALP and
State ALP Secretaries:
That in view of the refusal of the Israeli government to agree to a two state solution
as confirmed by the expansion of Israeli settlements on the West Bank, Australia
should join the majority of the world’s nations in recognising the state of Palestine.
A majority of the Israeli cabinet is now opposed to a Palestinian state. There is no
alternative to Australia unilaterally recognising the state of Palestine.
4. Recognising that 2.5 million Arabs on the West Bank will be indefinitely ruled by
the state of Israel unless there is a Palestinian state, this branch urges Bill Shorten
to state clearly that the next Labor government will recognise Palestine. This
motion to be forwarded to Bill Shorten, Tanya Plibersek and to the National ALP
Secretary.
5. This Conference recognises:
•
•
•
•
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Israel has continually sabotaged peace talks sponsored by America by
announcing more Israeli settlements;
that Israeli settlements are designed to prevent a Palestinian state ever being
established;
that 138 nations out of 193 already recognise Palestine as a nation state.
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Conference urges the Federal Parliamentary Leader and the Foreign Policy
Spokesman to speak out in support of the NSW Conference policy in favour of
recognition of a Palestinian state.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
26.

Homedale Branch

That in response to the Draft Motion on the recognition of Palestine that is
being proposed as an agenda item for the Annual State Conference, Conference
supports the resolution of the ALP National Conference of July 2015 and that this
resolution should be included on the agenda of the Annual State Conference 2016
on the matter of the Recognition of Palestine.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
27.

Greenacre Branch

Conference notes that Israel’s settlements in the West Bank are illegal and should be
dismantled and the land returned to the recognised state of Palestine.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
28.

Toongabbie Branch

That the NSW Annual Conference calls on the next Federal Labor Government to
immediately follow the example of 138 countries and confer full diplomatic recognition
to the state of Palestine. The continuing violence directed by Israeli settlers at
Palestinians in the occupied territories requires this to occur. Such action would be a
warning to Israel and its settlers about racist behaviour and offer hope to oppressed
Palestinians on the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
29.

Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch

Before the election of the Israeli Government, the Prime Minister, Mr Netanyahu, in the
pre-election speech, ruled out the internationally accepted ‘two state’ solution to the
Israeli/Palestine problem. Therefore, it is time that the Australian Government along
with the US and UK Governments reassess its Israel/Palestine policy.
Conference urges NSW Labor to adopt as its policy:
• Take an active role in calling for the recognition of a Palestinian State
• Support the application of the Palestinian Authority to join international
organisations, and
30
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•

Protest in opposition to the expansion of Israeli settlements in the West Bank

Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.

30.

Rockdale Branch

Conference calls to recognise:
• A majority of the Israeli Cabinet now oppose a Palestinian state;
• Israel has continually sabotaged peace talks sponsored by the United States by
announcing more Israeli settlements on land needed for a viable Palestinian
state;
• The Israeli government has continually resiled from agreeing to a two state
solution;
• That Israeli settlements are designed and strategically placed to prevent a
Palestinian state ever being established;
• That 2.5 million Palestinians are living in abject conditions and persistently
denied basic dignity and their human rights by an occupying force; and,
• That 138 nations out of 193, 71.5% of the members of the United Nations,
already recognise Palestine as a nation state.
Conference urge the Federal Parliamentary leader and the foreign policy
spokesperson to speak in support of the NSW Conference policy in favour of
recognition of a Palestinian state and declare unequivocally that the next Labour
federal government will recognise Palestine as a sovereign nation state.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda item 16.
31.

Liverpool Branch

Conference calls upon all Labor MP's visiting Israel on sponsored trips to spend equal
time in Palestine.
Following the comments of the Israeli PM in the recent election campaign, conference
calls on the ALP to commit on its election to recognition of a Palestinian State.
Recommendation: Reject. Conference encourages all Labor MP’s, Party Officials
and members when visiting Israel to also visit the Palestinian territories. Refer to
Agenda item 16.

32.

Revesby Branch

Conference believes that due to the lack of progress and as a result of the treatment
of the Palestinian people by the state of Israel that the next Federal Labor Government
formally recognise a Palestinian state.
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Conference also calls on a ban on any trips by any elected ALP official funded by
either an Israeli Lobby group or the Israeli Government to Israel, until such time as
there is a recognised Palestinian state.
Recommendation: Reject. Refer to Agenda item 16 and 32.
33.

Liverpool South Branch/Green Valley Branch

We call upon the Federal Leader and Deputy Leader to strongly condemn the Israeli
government for:
• ruling out a Palestinian state;
• continuing to expand settlements on land that would be a future Palestinian
state; and
• downgrading the citizenship of Israeli Arabs.
We urge Federal and State Labor MPs, party officers and candidates to decline
subsidised tours of Israel funded by the pro-Israel lobby until such policies are
reversed.
We note that Labor MPs, party official and candidates have received free trips to Israel
provided by pro-Israel organisations.
We recognise that the Netanyahu government has rejected completely a two state
solution and continues to spread settlements on Palestinian land.
We urge the Labor Party personnel to boycott such visits until these policies are
reversed and that this be conveyed to the Federal Leader and Deputy Leader and to
the State Parliamentary Leader and to the State and National ALP Secretaries.
In view of the rejection of a two state solution by Prime Minister Netanyahu, the Labor
Party should affirm that when in government it will join 135 nations in recognising a
state of Palestine.
Until an Israeli government recommits itself to a two state solution, Labor MPs and
officials should decline free trips to Israel offered to them by the Israel lobby.
Recommendation: Reject. Refer to Agenda item 16 and 32.
34.

Labor Friends of Palestine

That while the Netanyahu Government:
•
•
•

32
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No ALP officer, including Young Labor or Member of Parliament, accept a paid trip
from the Israel Lobby. To do so in the circumstances is an insult to the Australian
Community who support our party.
Recommendation: Reject. Refer to 32.
35.

Oatley Lugarno Branch

That Australia follows the lead of the European Union in insisting on labelling of any
products emanating from Israeli settlements on Palestinian land.
State & Federal ALP Conferences and the last Federal Labor Government have
confirmed that all such settlements are illegal under international law. No Australian
companies investing in such settlements should be eligible for Australian & State
Government contracts. This is in line with EU practice toward European companies
that invest in Israeli settlements.
Recommendation: Reject.
36.
Greenacre Branch/Strathfield South Branch
Conference notes that Palestinians in Israel’s occupied territories are denied voting
rights and legal equality with Israeli citizens. Further, Conference notes the continuing
refusal of Israel to agree to a Palestinian state and the continuation of settlements in
occupied Palestine. As a result, Labor declares that until a Palestinian state is created
all the population of so called “Greater Israel including the occupied West Bank” must
enjoy equal voting and civil rights regardless of race or religion.
Recommendation: Reject.
37.

Brighton le Sands Branch

Conference welcomes the decision of the 2015 National ALP Conference to commit
the next Labor Government to recognise the State of Palestine in line with 135 of 193
Nation States.
Furthermore, Israel is to be stopped on further settlements on the West Bank.
The Palestinians should be given voting rights in Israel's occupied territories and they
should have the same legal Equality with Israeli Citizens.
Conference calls on Israel to leave Palestine and let the people live in peace.
Recommendation: Reject. Refer to Agenda item 16.

38.
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That Australia follow the lead of the European Union in insisting on labelling of any
products emanating from Israeli settlements on Palestinian land.
And that no Australian companies investing in such settlements should be eligible for
Australian and State Government contracts in line with EU practice toward European
companies that invest in Israeli settlements
Recommendation: Reject.
39.

Oatley-Lugarno- Branch

Conference notes that:
• Israel continues to occupy East Jerusalem and the West Bank
• Israel continues to construct settlements illegal under international law; and
• Palestinians suffer oppression, live under a different set of laws from Jewish
citizens of Israel and have no current prospects of a state of their own.
Therefore Conference calls for full equality in voting rights and civil liberties for both
Arabs and Jews in the territories occupied by Israel.
Recommendation: Reject.
40.

Parramatta Branch

Conference notes that Palestinians in Israel's occupied territories are denied voting
rights and legal equality with Israeli citizens. Further, Conference notes the continuing
refusal of Israel to agree to a Palestinian state and the continuation of settlements in
occupied Palestine. As a result, the population of Israel including the occupied
territories must enjoy equal voting and civil rights regardless of race or religion.
Recommendation: Reject.
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Building Sustainable Communities
Labor believes in the creation of sustainable communities for the future. Australia is a
highly urbanised nation, with over 70% of Australians living in cities of over 100,000
people. Our regional and rural centres are also vital hubs for the creation of sustainable
economic development coupled with thriving communities. Labor’s vision for
sustainable cities, towns and communities, therefore, is critical to national economic
performance, liveability, and environmental sustainability.
The Sustainable Communities Committee of NSW Labor is tasked with presenting a
policy vision for sustainable communities for the future across the policy areas of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport;
Urban planning;
Environmental protection;
Energy;
Regional development; and
Local government.

Transport
Cities that can move people from home to work, study, cultural activities, and service
delivery facilities quickly and efficiently can generate greater economic activity, develop
the capabilities of its citizens more effectively, expose its citizens to more diverse,
enriching experiences, and provide greater levels of service delivery for its people.
Successful cities rely upon an effective, efficient, and reliable public transport network,
and an integrated public transport infrastructure network that includes a multimodal
approach, including walking and cycling, of moving people throughout our cities is vital.
Traffic congestion is a major impediment to the efficient and productive operation of our
cities and regional centres. Increasing the amount of freight carried on rail will help to
alleviate demand pressures on our road networks, while also minimising transport-related
greenhouse gases.
We also recognise the role of transport networks in overcoming social isolation. People
are inherently social beings. Effective public and community transport networks enable
people to engage socially and participate in their local community.
Urban Planning
NSW Labor believes in density done well via a transparent planning process.
Planning must delivers the tripartite balance of bettering social needs, strong
environmental protections, and sustainable economic development.
NSW needs a planning regime that is ethical, delivers new housing stock in a timely
fashion, protects our natural environment and heritage, and listens to local communities.
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Further, Labor supports diversity in communities, and will support planning controls that
encourage diversity, not create ghettos of poverty in our cities.
Environmental protection
The threat of climate change is a great challenge for the future of NSW. Labor in
government will work to preserve the natural environment and its resources through
strong action on climate change, innovative sustainability initiatives such as banning
plastic bags, and a planning system that enshrines the protection of the environment.
Labor will re-create the world's leading environmental protections for our natural areas,
wilderness, and marine areas that have been torn up by the NSW Liberals and Nationals,
and provide an equitable spatial distribution of green spaces for urban communities to
enjoy.
Energy
Globally, cities are responsible for 60%-80% of worldwide energy consumption, and
approximately 50% of carbon emissions are due to human activity in cities. Labor
believes that meeting the state’s energy demands through renewable energy
technologies is vital to the capacity of the state to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Labor will work cooperatively through the Council of Australian Governments process to
increase energy decentralisation, and the local community’s control of its energy needs.
Regional development
Development of the state’s regions is critical to a diverse and resilient state economy that
provides opportunities for citizens throughout NSW. NSW Labor will support the
development of regional areas of excellence and innovation based upon the natural
strengths of different regions in order to stimulate sustainable regional economic growth.
With Sydney's urban infrastructure already stretched, and the cost of housing continuing
to increase in urban areas, there is a clear need to encourage development in other
regional centres.
Local government
Local government is the cornerstone through which Labor seeks to empower local
communities through grassroots democratic participation to build a cohesive society.
NSW Labor supports a framework for local government that provides for a broad ambit
of responsibilities for local government bodies to assume, and does not support the
forced amalgamation of Councils.
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Local government must be empowered to create sustainable and inclusive growth in their
region and deliver services and planning outcomes which reflects the collective
aspirations of its citizens and actively develops the human capital of communities in a
just and equitable manner.
Conclusion
The members of the Sustainable Communities Committee wish to thank the many
Branches and members who have taken the time to contribute to the policy development
of our Committee, either by attending events to provide feedback or, more importantly,
submitting motions for consideration by the Committee.
We look forward to working with Branches and members to campaign for a NSW Labor
Government to implement this vision.
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Platform Amendments
1.

Ourimbah Narara Valley Branch/Berowra FEC/Tumbi Umbi
Branch/Newtown SEC/Robertson FEC/Eden Monaro FEC/Paterson
FEC/Enmore Branch/ Sutherland Branch/ Lambton New Lambton
Kotara Branch

This Conference calls upon the Australian Labor Party to lead the nation on climate
action. It calls on the Australian Labor Party to adopt in its platform:
•

•
•

An energy policy that delivers 50% of our electricity from renewable sources by
2030, and the creation of one ministry of Climate change and Energy to deliver
coherent policy with two aims - affordable and clean.
Reducing Australia’s carbon pollution by 50% on 2000 levels by 2030.
A commitment to put climate action at the heart of its program to deliver jobs,
innovation and investment to build a prosperous, safe and fair Australia.

Recommendation: Support. Refer to National Conference.
2.

Lane Cove Branch

1. That the Australian Labor Party adopt in its platform:
•
•
•
•

An energy policy that delivers 50% of our electricity from renewable sources by
2030.
The creation of one Ministry of Climate Change and Energy to deliver coherent
policy with two aims – affordable and clean energy.
Reduction of Australia’s carbon pollution by 50% on 2000 levels by 2030.
A commitment to put climate action at the heart of its program to deliver jobs,
innovation and investment to build a prosperous, safe and fair Australia.

2. That the policy development to implement the above goals take account of:
•
•
•
•

Market based mechanisms to encourage investment in renewable energy.
Tax incentives to encourage investment in renewable energy.
Opportunities for Government to co-invest in renewable energy projects with the
private sector.
Other suitable policies to achieve the above objectives.

3. That these policies be developed and published prior to the next federal election in
2016/2017 to create public awareness about Labor's environment policy.
Recommendation: Support. Refer to National Conference.
3.
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Conference calls upon the Australian Labor Party to lead the nation on climate action. It
calls on the Australian Labor Party to adopt in its platform:
•
•
•
•

An energy policy that delivers 50% of our electricity from renewable sources by
2030.
Reducing Australia's carbon pollution by 50% on 2000 levels by 2030.
The creation of one ministry of Climate Change and Energy to deliver coherent
policy with two aims - affordable and clean energy.
A commitment to put climate action at the heart of its program to deliver jobs,
innovation and investment to build a prosperous, safe and fair Australia.

Recommendation: Support. Refer to National Conference.
4.

Auburn-Lidcombe United Branch

This Conferences calls on the party to amend the platform to insert a new platform plank
as follows:
Labor in government will legislate:
•
•

•
•

to ban property developers and real estate agents from holding office at a local
government level before the next scheduled local government election;
cap political donations and campaign spending during council elections, with state
level caps to serve as a starting point for the re-examination of caps on ward level
expenditure;
elect mayors for four years to end the horse trading between parties for the
position; and
to repeal changes to section 451 of the Local Government Act, which allows
councillors with a pecuniary interest to vote on planning controls where they could
potentially benefit, as long as they declare an interest.

Recommendation: Support.
5.

LEAN

Amend the Policy Platform 1.1 to read as follows:
NSW Labor will promote urban and regional development that creates sustainable
communities. NSW Labor in government will promote economic growth that creates
liveable communities with appropriate housing development supported by infrastructure,
employment opportunities, affordable energy and affordable public transport. Labor in
government will give priority to measures which promote liveable cities including
improved planning and public transport to reduce congestion and commuting time;
energy efficient building design; green spaces for improved urban amenity and to
combat the effect of a changing climate*. Labor will also seek to balance such
development with access to a protected natural environment and cultural, social and
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recreational activities and facilities. Labor will promote the concept of ecological
permeability in the retention and management of urban bushland**.
*[based on National platform 3.68, 3.71]
**[WA platform 3.42]
Recommendation: Support
6.

LEAN

Amend “A sustainable environment” platform as follows:
1. Insert the follow to 1.26 after “NSW Labor supports strong measures to avoid dangerous
climate change.”
Labor recognises that climate change poses significant risks to economic growth.
Labor will put climate change at the heart of our commitment to deliver jobs,
innovation and investment to build a prosperous, safe and fair NSW.
2. Delete 1.27 and replace with:
Labor recognises the critical interrelationship between the environment, society
and the economy. Labor acknowledges that the prosperity of present and future
generations is dependent on the health of our natural environment and the
effective management of all natural resources.
NSW Labor will integrate
environmental, social and economic policy to produce a best practice approach to
the principles of ecologically sustainable development. The focus will be on
housing options, transport infrastructure, recreational facilities and business
opportunities. Labor recognises that environmental sustainability requires a whole
of government approach and that all government decision-making should consider
the need for a sustainable future. Labor in government will:
•

•

Commit all areas of policy and administration to environmental sustainability,
including reporting on key indicators (including energy efficiency and use,
water use and recycling, waste, and sustainable procurement)
Commit all relevant areas of policy and administration to develop climate
change mitigation and adaptation plans.

Recommendation: Support
7.

LEAN

NSW Labor will create in its platform, policy regarding Environmental Law to read as
follows:
Open and transparent environmental management systems are essential for effective
decision making, monitoring, assessment and reporting of environmental performance
and outcomes.
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NSW Labor will revive and update what were once best-practice systems of
environmental management for NSW, including:
• Management, governance and decision making structures and responsibility,
including the independence of institutions involved in environmental protection;
• Consistent standards and adequate data for decision making;
• Efficient and certain regulation including streamlined environmental assessment
processes;
• Fair and efficient management of Australia’s environment as a foundation for
ecologically sustainable jobs;
• Enhancing biodiversity for the benefit of current and future generations; and
• Resilience in the natural environment.
Labor recognises the need to have a strong environmental watchdog that has the
independence to carry out its mission as protector of the environment and advocate of
best practice environmental management.
Recommendation: Support
8.

LEAN

NSW Labor will create in its platform, policy regarding Role of community groups,
ENGOs to read as follows:
Labor recognises and supports the passion of local environment conservation
groups and the invaluable contribution they make to protecting and preserving
Australia’s environment. These groups play an important role in mobilising
government action on local environmental issues and are critical, active
participants in broader national conversations on issues such as climate change.
Labor will provide sufficient resources to enable community groups, NGOs and
other environmental organisations to participate in government processes and play
a substantial role in ensuring best environmental outcomes for NSW.
Labor will develop and implement an Environmental Justice Action Plan, modelled
on international best practice, to support environmental justice research, public
education and enforcement. Labor will ensure that members of the community
have legal standing to seek enforcement of the law and review of Government
decisions, including reviews in the public interest
Recommendation: Support

9.

LEAN

Insert following 1.29, and renumber:
Labor will support enhanced national standards on air quality and monitoring and
reporting of air pollution [National platform 4.58]
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Labor will require that the costs of pollution control, including licensing,
monitoring, policing, auditing and remediation are met by industry and the costs of
managing the human health and environmental impacts of pollution are met by
polluters. [WA platform 3.44]
Labor will ensure that bodies set up to monitor the effects of pollutants on our air,
water and soil are properly resourced and able to operate effectively to provide
advice, information and recommendations to government in a timely manner. [WA
platform 3.45]
Recommendation: Support
10.

LEAN

Insert the following after 1.30
NSW
•
•
•
•

Labor will ensure that biodiversity offsets policy is built on key foundations:
‘like for like’ offsetting, within a reasonable geographic proximity;
no ‘net loss’ biodiversity outcomes and ideally ‘net positive’ outcomes;
recognition that some high conservation value lands must be off limits to
offsetting; and
ensure a single system for environmental offsets for all development in NSW.

Recommendation: Support
11.

LEAN

NSW Labor will create in its platform, policy regarding Coal Seam Gas, to be inserted
after 1.36, to read as follows:
A NSW Labor Government will impose a state wide moratorium on CSG activity. A
NSW Labor Government will not lift the moratorium unless the industry is proven to
be safe. Labor will ban CSG in the Northern Rivers, in the Pilliga, and within a 2 km
exclusion zone around all national parks and RAMSAR wetlands. Labor will ban
CSG in core drinking water catchments and within 2 kilometres of urban or
residential areas.
Recommendation: Refer to Shadow Minister for Industry, Resources and Energy
12.

LEAN

Amend 1.37 as follows:
NSW Labor recognises the need for immediate and sustainable action to limit
greenhouse gas emissions and counter climate change. Labor recognises that
climate change poses threats, and requires responses, in areas including
agriculture and primary industries, education, energy, health, infrastructure, local
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government and planning, tourism and transport. Labor will require climate
adaptation plans from Departments and agencies to include modelling of climate
change impacts on their operations, services and policy responsibilities. [expanded
from existing Country Labor section] Key principles and goals are to … [continue
as existing]
Insert new paragraphs following 1.37 and renumber:
NSW Labor supports Australian Labor’s commitment to Australia doing its fair
share in reducing greenhouse gas emissions, including the goal that net emissions
must approach zero by mid-century. Within Australia, NSW must also do its fair
share. NSW is responsible for 31% of the country’s economy. [NSW policy 2015]
Labor recognises that the relatively high current emissions intensity of the NSW
economy presents challenges, but also presents opportunities for emissions
reductions. NSW needs to seize the opportunities opening up in a clean energy
economy, and avoid being left behind. NSW Labor will pursue a comprehensive
strategy to achieve these objectives [Victorian platform p81]
Labor will reduce emissions from land management by strictly controlling land
clearing and re-vegetating degraded land; supporting primary producers to adopt
practices that sequester carbon in soils and perennial vegetation, encouraging
carbon farming; supporting energy-efficient technologies that convert emissions
and plant wastes into energy and other useful products [Queensland platform 5.47]
Recommendation: Support

13.

LEAN

Insert a new section on Climate Adaption to read as follows:
1.

Climate change is not only a problem for the future. Parts of NSW are already feeling
the impact of climate change now. Helping communities adapt to a changing
climate is essential to Labor’s long term plan to address the issues arising from
climate change including reduced water and other resources, rising sea levels,
warmer average temperatures and more frequent and intense extreme weather
events including heatwaves, storms and flash flooding.

2. Infrastructure planning will need to take account of projected sea level rises due to
climate change; potential for increased severity of flash flooding (since warmer air
holds more water); and resilience of critical infrastructure in heat waves and storm
events. Labor will give special attention to infrastructure projects which help
affected communities and industries deal with change. Labor will require climate
adaptation and resilience plans for all major infrastructures owned or regulated by
the NSW government; and promote national climate adaptation and resilience
standards and planning for other major infrastructure.
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3.

Coalition governments, Federal and State, have failed to provide local governments
with the support they need to prepare their communities for climate change
impacts. Labor will:
•
•
•
•

Work with Councils to develop risk management procedures and programs
acknowledging the growing impact of climate change
Hold a Local Government Climate Summit to restore the relationship between
State and local governments;
Implement strategies that support coastal communities to respond to the
impact of rising sea levels
work with community organisations (such as sporting bodies) to identify and
address their vulnerability to climate change.

4.

Labor will ensure that health policy and planning takes into account the impacts of
climate change.

5.

NSW Labor will ensure that the particular vulnerabilities of older people are
addressed in planning for heatwaves and other extreme weather events.

6.

Emergency management: Climate change is already causing an increase in the
number and severity of natural disasters and extreme weather events affecting
Australia. NSW Labor will review our emergency strategies and response capacity
and work with other levels of government to ensure capacity meets increasing
demand.
Recommendation: Support
14.

LEAN

Add the following dot points to 1.39:
•
•
•

establish a one off Healthy Rivers Commission to assess the health of NSW rivers
review all legislation and policies relating to river and coastal health
continue to implement National Water Initiative measures.

Recommendation: Support
15.

LEAN

Add the following to 1.42:
A NSW Labor Government will:
•
Establish a dedicated Sydney Marine Park to protect the jewel in Sydney’s crown,
the world renowned Sydney Harbour;
•
Lift the Liberal/National Government’s moratorium on the creation of any new marine
parks;
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Return marine sanctuary zones to full protection, so they again become areas where
wildlife and habitats are protected;
Prioritise protection of breeding areas such as the islands, headlands and beaches
where seabirds nest and raise their young;
Ask the NSW Scientific Committee to consider the addition of the hawksbill sea turtle
to the State’s Threatened Species List, to give this rare and beautiful creature the
protection it deserves; and
Immediately reinstate protections on the state’s Mid North Coast for the Labrador of
the ocean - the critically endangered Grey Nurse Shark.

•
•
•

•

Recommendation: Support
16.

LEAN

Add the following to 1.43:
Labor will:
•
•

•
•
•

Require Government Departments and agencies to set waste reduction targets that
will be audited and reported in departmental Annual Reports
Require each industry sector to develop its own program for meeting waste
reduction targets, including product design, materials used, recycling and reuse
systems and infrastructure
Support sustainable markets for recovered resources and recycled materials with
strong incentives to stop particular waste streams going to landfill
Insist on world’s best practice in the storage of hazardous waste materials
Use landfill levies to support local government initiatives and trial projects that are
proven to, or are likely to, reduce waste and increase recycling within their
municipalities, particularly green waste [Victorian platform P 83]

Recommendation: Support

17.

LEAN

Insert the following to 1.48:
Labor recognises the intrinsic value of nature, along with the vital role forests – on public
land as National Parks and State forests, and on private land - play in protecting
biodiversity and water systems and in mitigating the effects of climate change. [Victorian
platform p84] NSW Labor supports world heritage recognition for internationally
significant NSW forests [NSW policy 2015] NSW Labor will: …(continue as existing)
Recommendation: Support

18.
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Insert the following paragraphs after 1.46 and renumber accordingly:
Labor recognises that the Convention on Biological Diversity sets a target to preserve
17% of the Australian landmass as protected area estate. Labor commits to securing
and conserving representative and viable samples of all bio-geographical regions of the
state in the national park estate and moving towards the target set through the
Convention on Biological Diversity.
An elected Labor Government will continue its legacy of National Park creation. Labor
will direct the National Parks and Wildlife Service to develop funded reserve proposals
and a plan for progressing the implementation of the NSW National Parks Establishment
Plan. Our first priority is the creation of the Great Koala National Park on the state’s north
coast. Other priorities include improving the links between the various parts of the
Paroo-Darling National Park to ensure this inland oasis of lakes and birdlife is safe.
Recommendation: Support
19.

LEAN

Amend Platform Chapter 1 with the text below to follow 1.63:
NSW Labor recognises that improving energy efficiency offers important opportunities to
reduce greenhouse emissions, as well as reducing power bills. NSW Labor will provide
national leadership in revitalising national strategies on energy efficiency. Labor will
implement energy efficiency measures across all areas of State responsibilities,
including:
• water supply, distribution and use;
• energy distribution and use, including residential, commercial and industrial use;
• government services, procurement and building works;
• land use planning and design;
• public transport; health; and education;
A NSW Labor Government will develop, no later than its first year of office, a
comprehensive strategy for energy efficiency in Government agencies and departments,
taking into account initiatives in other Australian jurisdictions such as Victoria, including
measures for central budget financing and repayment of initial costs, and reporting of
energy use and emissions
A NSW Labor Government will deploy energy efficient lighting to all public hospitals with
savings directed to health services in the local area.
A NSW Labor Government will deploy energy efficient lighting to all public schools and
TAFE facilities, and pursue other areas of energy efficiency in education including
heating and cooling, with savings after payback of initial costs directed back to
education
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A NSW Labor Government will institute a comprehensive program for upgrading public
housing for energy efficiency
Recommendation: Support
20.

LEAN

Insert the following paragraphs after 1.46:
Labor recognises that we cannot protect the environment with National Parks alone.
We must look after ecological systems across the landscape if we are to continue to
have a healthy environment
Labor is committed to building a network of corridors across the landscape and
across tenures that improve the ecological fabric of our state, building resilience and
allowing natural processes to operate. Dangerous global warming makes this ever
more important, as connectivity is essential if we are to prevent extinctions in a
changing climate. Done well, this land stewardship will also support our agricultural
industries by increasing the land’s resilience and productivity.
Labor will:
• Reinvigorate the multi-stakeholder and multi-level approach to landscape wide
planning and management in NSW. We will ensure investment is targeted and
effective in delivering outcomes and that rural communities are given the tools
and support to protect the assets they manage;
• Deliver state wide planning and goals for natural resource management by
restoring the Natural Resource Commission as a respected leader in
scientifically based resource management and environmental protection. We
will put a scientist at its head
• Maintain in the environment portfolio an effective, well-resourced and
independent Threatened Species Scientific Committee;
• Deliver regional planning and accountability by restoring the integrity of Local
Land Services as regional leaders in natural resource management. We will
rebuild the strength of the governance model in which local plans and
initiatives are embedded in state wide planning and reinstate a strong
emphasis on community innovation and cooperation in relation to biodiversity
protection; and
• Support local communities in driving protection by encouraging community
level collaborations to drive outcomes. We will adopt the framework developed
by the last Labor Federal Government to support community led proposals for
corridor projects, integrating them into biodiversity planning. Adopted corridor
projects will receive support on issues like governance and be priorities for
funding. The NRC will lead these decisions. [NSW policy 2015]
Recommendation: Support
21.
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Add following paragraphs after 1.55 and renumber accordingly:
Labor recognises that public transport inherently offers energy efficiencies. Labor will
work to ensure that all electric rail operations are able to deliver energy efficiency
through regenerative braking; and upgrade lighting across public transport premises for
energy efficiency.
Labor recognises that electric vehicles offer cleaner air in urban areas, and reduced
emissions when combined with clean energy sources. Labor will investigate deployment
of electric buses in Government and contracted bus fleets, and provides appropriate
support for deployment of electric vehicle charging technology.
Labor will preference local procurement to maximise job creation opportunities and
minimise transportation.
Recommendation: Support

22.

LEAN

Amend 1.64 as follows:
1. Delete existing 1.64 and replace with:
Labor is committed to strategic household energy and energy efficiency responses
to help reduce utility bills for families and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Labor
will:
•

•
•
•
•

•
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establish a uniform building code based on energy conservation principles for
new homes and major renovations, and will work with local government in order
to secure compliance with this building code allowing for regional variations of
the code based on climatic and other determinants. The code will emphasise
reduction in energy consumption and will provide guidelines on correct
orientation, insulation and solar access for solar energy collectors.
Consider a target, and support programs, for improving the energy efficiency
standards of existing homes
Actively promote information about the energy rating of homes that are sold or
leased
Support programs and incentives to improve the energy efficiency of social
housing
Investigate innovative funding models and incentives to assist residential
tenants and landlords to improve the energy efficiency of homes and to assist
with the installation of solar photovoltaic rooftop systems
Investigate finance options for energy efficiency upgrades for low income
households
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•
•

Support mandatory minimum national energy efficiency standards for all major
appliances
Aim to achieve a new ‘One Million Stars’ goal to improve the cumulative star
rating of all NSW homes by at least one million additional star rating points, and
achieve this through a range of measures including incentives for more efficient
appliances and building materials, information for buyers and renters, strategic
funding and regulatory support

2. To follow 1.64:
To address energy costs for business (particularly small business) as well as to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, Labor will institute a comprehensive program to
promote energy efficiency upgrades by owners of commercial buildings
Recommendation: Support

23.

LEAN

Amend Platform Chapter 1 with the text below to follow 1.61:
Labor recognises the important linkages between climate change and electricity policy.
Accordingly, Labor will bring those portfolios together in Government. We must pursue
greater energy efficiency and cleaner sources of energy. Labor will support the growth of
the renewable energy sector in NSW, creating jobs and economic opportunity. Obtaining
a greater share of our energy needs from renewable sources is not only better for the
environment, but promotes greater energy security and reduced energy costs for
industry, businesses and households.
A NSW Labor Government will establish an Office of Renewables within the Department
of Premier and Cabinet, led by the Energy and Climate Change Minister to drive Labor’s
dual policy aims of affordable and clean energy.
NSW Labor will develop a comprehensive plan to progressively decarbonise Australia’s
energy sector, particularly in electricity generation while providing affordable energy
security to business and households. A commitment to reinvigorate and grow renewable
energy industries in NSW is essential to that plan
NSW Labor supports Australian Labor’s target for at least 50% of Australia’s electricity
to come from renewable sources by 2030. NSW Labor will work with energy experts and
stakeholders to develop NSW renewable energy targets and detailed strategies to
achieve these targets. NSW Labor will take ambitious NSW targets on renewable energy,
for 2030 and beyond, to the next election.
Labor recognises that committing to sustainability will create jobs, improve living
standards, support regional development and encourage growth in new industries.
Labor believes this will best position NSW to remain competitive as the global economy
changes. Labor will support the growth of the renewable energy sector in NSW, creating
jobs and economic opportunity.
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NSW has abundant clean energy resources (including solar, wind, wave and geothermal)
and is home to world leading centres of clean energy research and development
(including in the Hunter, Sydney and the Illawarra). The Hunter, for example, has
everything it needs to prosper in a low carbon future, given appropriate policy support:
world class academic institutions and research, a strong manufacturing sector used to
commercializing innovation and a highly skilled workforce. We must plan for the future
and ensure we are building modern, resilient industries that provide prosperity for
decades to come.
Labor will:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

Support public and private sector research and development in innovative
energy technologies
Encourage development, manufacture and commercialisation of renewable
energy technologies
Encourage investment to increase renewable energy technology
manufacturing and implementation capability
Pursue opportunities for co-operation with the Clean Energy Finance
Corporation and Australian Renewable Energy Agency, and consider needs
and options as appropriate for further NSW based financing of renewable
energy development and deployment
Remove arbitrary and discriminatory barriers to deployment of clean energy
technologies
Ensure that regional NSW benefits from opportunities in a clean energy
economy (including through development of the Hunter as a clean energy
hub)
Assist fossil fuel dependent communities to diversify their economic base
and capitalise on global shifts to a decarbonised economy

NSW Labor supports local and community initiatives for renewable energy generation
and decentralised power.
The Office of Renewables will reinvigorate the Renewable Energy Precincts to foster
locally driven plans to increase renewables and decentralise power. Barriers to the
growth of decentralised power will actively be removed, embedding these projects in the
planning system, standardising contracts and approaches. Labor will establish a fund to
augment renewables proposals from councils and communities.
The Office of Renewables will work with the Clean Energy Finance Corporation and other
sources of finance and support to further promote community energy initiatives. NSW
Labor will promote community generation and energy storage as part of new housing
developments. [new] NSW Labor will support communities reliant on diesel fuel for
electricity to transition their use to clean energy alternatives
Labor supports renewable energy generation by households as a means of reducing
power bills, increasing renewable energy supply, and reducing greenhouse emissions.
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NSW Labor will facilitate the establishment of an Australian first market that allows
electricity customers to trade energy savings and generation into the wholesale
electricity market. A NSW Labor Government will provide consumer protection for solar
households and mandate a fair price for householders’ excess solar electricity.
NSW Labor will seek to ensure that the electricity grid is able to equitably accept and
distribute dispersed renewable energy generation. NSW Labor will make compliance
with the Clean Energy Council’s Code of Conduct for solar retailers mandatory for all
those who wish to receive NSW government contracts. This will provide consumer
protection for solar households.
NSW Labor will promote renewable energy generation and energy storage as part of
new housing developments.
NSW Labor will work with stakeholders, including industry and finance bodies, to
promote access to renewable energy, including rooftop solar, for renters and apartment
dwellers NSW Labor will roll out rooftop solar for all suitable public housing premises.
The Office of Renewables will develop a strategy for facilitating household purchasing of
renewable energy, particularly for households which lack suitable space for installation
on their premises such as rooftop solar .
Labor will work with stakeholders (including the Clean Energy Finance Corporation and
other finance sector bodies; small business representatives, and the property industry)
to promote access to renewable energy in commercial premises, including small
business – as a means for reducing costs for business, and to take advantage of
available space for renewable energy generation.
Labor believes that government must lead by example in purchasing of renewable
energy. NSW Government agencies include some very substantial power users, such as
the electric rail network.
A NSW Labor Government will purchase electricity for NSW Government departments
and agencies from renewable sources, where possible. As power contracts come up for
state government electricity use, a NSW Labor Government will purchase power from
renewable sources, if it can be done in a cost effective manner. Labor will investigate
"reverse auctions" that have been used successfully in the ACT and will be explored in
Queensland.
As well as addressing greenhouse gas emissions, installation of rooftop solar power on
government premises will save energy costs to the budget and the taxpayer. A Labor
Government will install solar panels in all public schools in NSW in TAFE facilities, in
public hospitals, and on all other government properties wherever appropriate, and
where possible will accompany this with installation of energy storage.
A NSW Labor Government will remove the Coalition Government’s draconian restrictions
on approvals for wind farm developments.
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NSW Labor will facilitate a fair go for the wind industry, the fastest growing, most mature
and cheapest renewable energy source. Wind farms will be subject to usual planning
laws for developments of the applicable size and scale. Instead of leaving the industry in
limbo with unclear guidelines, Labor will provide clarity for the wind industry and the
community. A
NSW Labor Government will ensure that the wind industry properly
consults with affected communities as well as provides an adequate and shared
financial benefit from the prosperity generated.
Burning of native forest timber and cleared vegetation for electricity production is not
clean or renewable energy, and forms no part of a credible strategy for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. Labor will reinstate the prohibition on burning native forests
and cleared vegetation for electricity.
NSW Labor has long opposed the exploration and extraction of uranium in this State,
and its export from NSW. We remain unconvinced of any benefits nuclear power may
bring, and remain mindful of the challenges caused by how to manage and store spent
fuel rods and radioactive waste that lasts many lifetimes. A Labor Government will
maintain a ban on uranium exploration, extraction and export.
A NSW Labor Government, through COAG, will initiate a national framework for the
decommissioning of obsolete coal fired generation plants. Labor will work to ensure that
(1) those coal fired generation plants within the national electricity market with the
highest emissions intensity are retired first (including through regulatory and
pricing mechanisms)
(2) rehabilitation of obsolete power plants is funded by their owners and operators,
and not left to the taxpayer
(3) just transitions are provided for affected workers and communities
The transition to a clean energy economy carries both opportunities and uncertainty for
workers. Labor will ensure jobs in the clean energy economy provide security, decent
wages and conditions. Labor will not only address the challenges but will pursue all
opportunities to modernise our economy, build more and better jobs and build a future
that is clearer, healthier, more equitable and ultimately sustainable.
Growing diverse regional economies in areas such as the Illawarra and the Hunter Valley
is necessary to make the transition to a clean energy economy while ensuring this is a
just transition for affected workers and communities.
Labor will work with communities, unions and industry to develop a comprehensive
regional development approach which supports the growth of sustainable new
industries, technologies and practices.
Labor will ensure that NSW plays its part in:
• making training and skills programs available for workers wishing to build skills
in energy efficient technologies and transition to new, clean energy or low
pollution industries;
• capitalising on the significant new job opportunities across the renewable
energy supply chain;
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•

and developing structural adjustment strategies
communities impacted by change in the sector

and

investment

for

Recommendation: Support

24.

LEAN

Amend 8.10 as follows:
NSW Labor will, in co-operation with the Federal Government, implement a
Conservation Strategy for sustainable development and protection of renewable
natural resources. This includes programs of advice and assistance to land holders
and community groups that prevent land degradation and encourage Total
Catchment Management practices. NSW Labor will seek co-operation with the
Federal Government and States and Territories to pursue this strategy nationally.
Insert following 8.10:
Land clearing: Labor will prevent broad-acre clearing and clearing of endangered
and threatened regional ecosystems and ecologically sensitive areas. Labor will
establish programs to revegetate depleted landscapes and ecosystems. [Qld
platform 5.50-51]
Recommendation: Support
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Agenda Items
1. Bathurst Branch
Conference supports the establishment of a national institute of professional extension
to serve Australia’s national interest regarding agriculture and natural resource
management.
This body will actively support and promote best practice extension practice, research
communication, and maximise innovation adoption across our agricultural industries and
natural resource base.
Recommendation: Support in principle
2.

Auburn Lidcombe United Branch

That this Conference endorses the campaign to Restore the Inner West Line and that the
Conference write to the Minister for Transport to call for the restoration of lost services
on this line.
Recommendation: Support
3. Auburn Lidcombe United Branch
That this Conference calls on Transport for NSW to install an Opal recharge machine at
all stations. Further that we call on Transport for NSW to maintain station staffing to
provide customer service, safety and security to city rail users.
Recommendation: Support.
4. Auburn-Lidcombe United Branch
Conference calls for an urgent Senate enquiry into the operations, staffing, funding and
key decisions of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GNRMPA).
Conference demands the reinstatement of the authority’s funding and the return of the
expert advisors needed to protect the reef.
The GNRMPA has had its funding reduced by the Abbott /Hockey budget, at least 3
senior directors and 17 key marine experts have been forced to leave.
These experts are from the preservation / conservation and biodiversity sections. These
people have shaped the policy and strategies to protect the reef.
Poor planning, lack of effective public consultation and notification, limited research and
reasoning are behind the approval of the Abbotts Point Coal Terminal in Queensland.
The proposal to dump the dredged spoil firstly on the Reef then on the coastal mudflats
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/ mangroves and wetlands displays complete disregard of the unique close
environmental links between the reef, the mudflats and the mangroves.
It is the moral, economic and environmental duty of all political parties in Australia to
protect the Great Barrier Reef from any threat and at any cost!
Recommendation: Support

5. Taree Branch
Conference calls to extend its proposed policy banning coal seam gas extraction in the
Richmond and Clarence valleys to the Manning and Karuah river catchments. (Including
the Gloucester - Manning basin in the CSG ban would mean extending the proposal by
one further electorate.)
The NSW Branch is doubtless well aware that Coal Seam Gas extraction has become a
vital issue in this electorate.
While the contentious site is outside of the Myall Lakes electorate in the vicinity of
Gloucester, we not only stand in solidarity with our comrades in that area, but share the
concern of many residents of Taree and Forster at the risk such activity poses to the
water supply. The upper Manning - Avon river catchment, a prime site for "fracking", is
also the source of urban water supply for Greater Taree and Forster-Tuncurry, as well as
supply for Primary industry.
The Coal Seam Gas Industry has a bad record overseas, due to chemical spills,
inadequate reservoirs and unmediated workings, in particular: AGL, the main enterprise,
can hardly be said to have an unblemished record. Additionally, licences have been
granted to drill close to residences and urban areas.
Recommendation: Refer to Shadow Minister for Industry, Resources and Energy
6. Seven Hills Branch
Conference urges the NSW Branch of ALP and the Shadow Minister for Energy to adopt
a policy of hypothecating the first 20 % (or an appropriate amount) of natural gas
production in NSW to the domestic gas market.
Recommendation: Note: Superseded by National Conference Policy
7.

Robertson FEC

Conference moves that the Labor Party begin the process of making all levels of
Government Carbon Neutral. The Commonwealth, State and Local Governments are
large organisations that have significant carbon footprints on our atmosphere. While in
office, Labor Governments should be leading the way to ensuring that Government
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reduces its impact on the climate through a range of measures including clean energy,
carbon offsetting, and other green efficiency initiatives. Climate Change is an urgent and
dangerous threat to our environment, and we should be looking at all possible measures
to reduce human impact.
Recommendation: Support

8.

Armidale Branch

That the ALP investigates the availability of low interest loans through the establishment
of a Green Bank in Australia to promote renewable energy and support local business
and employment.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to National Conference
9. Kuring-Gai Branch
In light of the disgraceful actions of the Abbott government and the antienvironmentalists in the Senate in repealing key aspects of the Labor Party’s Clean
Energy program:
•
•
•
•

•

•

other actions to protect the environment are urgently required;
the opportunity is there for Labor to take meaningful action if we win power in New
South Wales next March;
the motions represent ideas of what could be done;
the actual goals (the amount of renewable energy to be achieved) set out in the
first motion are of necessity at this stage arbitrary and will need to be refined when
Labor gains power having regard to the advice of those expert in the field;
the motion concerning licencing CO2 emissions is no different in practice to what
now occurs with other noxious and toxic gases – those producing them are
obliged to take action to limit their amounts to acceptable levels with the view to
eliminating emissions over time;
the Conference wants the in-coming Labor State government to be vigorous in its
actions in reducing greenhouse gases

That, as a matter of priority, the next Labor Government have Parliament enact
legislation requiring electricity retailers to source (by 2025) at least 50% of the power
that they sell from renewable sources.
The legislation must provide for the progressive achievement of this goal, setting out
annual goals.
Retailers that do not reach their goals should be required to pay the equivalent of
meeting their target into a fund which is to be used to finance the production of
renewable energy. This payment shall not be taken as the equivalent of meeting the
shortfall for that year. That shortfall is to be carried forward and made up in subsequent
years.
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Retailers that exceed annual goals should be rewarded (where that greater percentage
of renewably sourced power is carried forward in subsequent years, that is where the
retailer also meets the base target for subsequent years) by being able to access power
at favourable prices from renewable energy sources constructed from payments made
by retailers who do not meet their targets.
Renewable sources are to include large scale wind, solar, tidal and hydro power as well
as more small scale sources such as roof top solar.
Retailers should also be able to be credited (that is, taken as having met a part of their
target by the amount of energy produced or saved) where they assist in financing
individuals and companies who:
• Install solar photovoltaic cells or other approved types of renewable power
generators on rooves of elsewhere on their properties;
• Reduce their consumption of energy.
The Government is to continually monitor this scheme with the view to increasing the
target percentages or bringing them forward, having regard to scientific evidence as to
speeding up our efforts to reduce CO2 emissions.
Reduction of CO2
That, as a matter of priority, the next Labor Government has Parliament amend the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act to:
1. Specifically identify CO2, when produced as the result of any type of industrial or
mining activity, as a pollutant which can only be emitted under a licence under the
Act;
2. require licences permitting the emission of CO2 to contain conditions to:
• limit the amount of CO2 that can be produced; and
• oblige licence holders to put in place measures to progressively reduce or
capture CO2 emissions;
• require the EPA to identify and publicise industrial and mining sources of CO2,
setting out where they are located, the amount of CO2 emitted and the
measures in place to limit or reduce those emissions.
Recommendation: Support in principle
10. Port Macquarie SEC
Labor supports the fibre to the premises model of the NBN for ALL Australians.
Recommendation: Support
11. Wyong SEC
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NSW State Conference urges the inclusion, as its policy, that the State of NSW become
the broker for insurance for risk associated with sea level rise and that a plan be made
by the State of NSW for the effects of sea level rise by using the principal of planned
retreat of at risk coastal land.
Recommendation: Note. Refer to the reform of the Coastal Management Act. Labor
calls on State Government to ensure comprehensive, evidence based plans for sea
level rises are in place.
12. Woy Woy Branch
That Conference supports the preservation of the Liverpool plains as an agricultural food
bowl and opposes the commencement of any mines in the area that impinges on this
usage.
Further we call on the State and Federal ALP Leadership to do everything possible to
stop mining in the area from proceeding.
Recommendation: Support in principle
13. Lane Cove Branch/Lane Cove SEC
That Transport NSW immediately investigate alternative options for the Sydney Metro
City and Southwest proposal, namely that a second harbour rail crossing be delivered as
part of the existing heavy rail system, with the existing north shore line being
reconfigured to a "metro" style of operation.
Those other details of the alternate options be developed as best suits each option.
That these options be communicated to the NSW public and Sydney rail commuters
prior to a final investment decision is taken on the Sydney Metro City and Southwest
proposal.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to Shadow Minister for Roads.
14. Lane Cove Branch
Conference calls for the NSW Parliament to immediately suspend the 10/50 Vegetation
Clearing Code of Practice and to conduct a full inquiry into the abuse in the application
of the Code.
Conference supports the repeal of the 10/50 Vegetation Clearing Code and its
replacement with a system of rapid assessment and approval for vegetation clearing for
the purpose of bushfire protection.
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Recommendation: Support
15. Tamworth Branch
Conference calls on the next federal/NSW state Labor government to stop all work on
the Shenhua Watermark mine on the Liverpool Plains in New South Wales for these
reasons:
•
•

the environmental reports are both incorrect and biased towards the
development of this mine
all the people of the Liverpool Plains will get out of this mine will be a hole in
the ground since the Free Trade Agreement with China will mean that no
employment will be provided for local workers.

Recommendation: Refer to Shadow Minister for Industry, Resources and Energy

16. Hornsby Branch
Conference requests the NSW Labor Opposition take a strong and principled stand on
the location of the emission portals for the proposed road tunnel linking the M1 and the
M2.
Conference recognises the need for this important road infrastructure and the expensive
difficulty in retrofitting these road tunnels into the urban landscape. However, it is an
indisputable fact that the pollution discharged from these portals will have serious and
potentially life threatening effect upon the residents who live in close proximity. The
World Health Organisation has described air pollution as the ‘asbestos’ of the next
century, and the very young, sick and elderly will be most severely impacted.
This Conference strongly recommends that a future Labor Government will move swiftly
to make sure that the portals be relocated away Hornsby Hospital and from residential
dwellings at the Wahroonga end.
In addition, that the Pennant Hills portal stack is fitted with the most efficient, welldesigned filtration system currently available as a minimum best practice option.
This is a local issue that our local Labor candidates can and are campaigning on for the
next state election and this Conference requests your urgent favourable consideration
and prompt action on this issue.
When the Liberals were in Opposition, they vehemently debated on Lane Cove tunnel,
asking for filtration on the stacks but now they are in government, they are choosing not
to use best practice. This is disingenuous behaviour and the current NSW Liberal
Government should be brought to account for it!
Recommendation: Support
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17. Bathurst Branch
Conference condemns the existing NSW Government Policy with respect to Water
Charges, in that it does not meet its intended demand reduction intent, and seeks to
have the matter investigated by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal. This
policy must be changed at State level.
Recommendation: Support
18. Kings Cross Branch
Conference calls on the NSW ALP to take the necessary steps to ensure that all people
in NSW have equality of access to safe and secure housing by using all state powers
including the Application of Inclusionary Zoning principles (or value-uplift) to ensure the
provision of affordable housing.
Recommendation: Support

19. Lakemba Branch
Conference believes council property should be used to create employment for the
locals. Emphasis should be on industrial developments, where many jobs can be
created, to not only encourage developers to build more apartments. A certain portion of
the sale proceeds should be engaged in employment creation to reduce the
unemployment rate in Canterbury.
Conference also urges council to stop selling government properties as government
properties are valuable resources and they are hardly get restored once they are sold
out.
Recommendation: Note. Refer to Member for Canterbury
20. Lakemba Branch
Conference notes continuing concerns in the community about public safety in Railway
Pde between Haldon Street and Croydon Street, Lakemba. Conference calls for more
police patrols and community forum to be chaired by the Central and West Ward
Councillors.
Recommendation: Note. Refer to Member for Lakemba
21. Lakemba Branch
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Conference calls on the Government and the Australian Labor Party to adopt a
regulatory approach that ensures Australia's gas prices are not completely exposed to a
distorted global price. This would be in the form of a gas reservation - or reservation like
- policy. Conference notes that every other gas exporting country in the world manages
to balance the interests of gas producers and broader economy- Australia should too.
Recommendation: Note. Superseded by National Conference

22. Rooty Hill Branch
Conference calls on the next State Labor Government to invest significantly more,
funding into public housing as a way of promoting the building sector. More housing
means more affordable housing.
Recommendation: Amend to read "funding into public and affordable housing..."
and support.
23. Clarence SEC
Conference objects to:
• the exclusion of the Clarence electorate from policy announcements at the
2015 State election described as applying to the "NSW Northern Rivers"
• announcement of the policy to establish a Koala conservation reserve on State
Forest land with little or no consultation with union and industry
representatives as to the potential impact of the particular proposal let alone
expert opinion about its dubious benefits for the diverse and scattered koala
populations
Recommendation: Note. Refer to SPLP
24. Adamstown Branch
Conference calls for Labor to commit to funding the construction of a multi-storey car
park at the University of Newcastle's Callaghan campus and to supporting such a
project at the local level.
The University of Newcastle has become infamous for its parking and traffic problems. It
is now reaching the stage where students are faced with a choice of illegally parking
their car on campus or give up and go home. As this university continues to grow, this
issue needs to be addressed.
Recommendation: Note.
25. Adamstown Branch
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Conference calls for the following initiatives for public transport in the Newcastle area:
The light rail service from Wickham to Newcastle Station to be routed along the
existing heavy rail corridor with the saving, when compared with the proposed Hunter
Street route, to be used for feasibility studies for extending the network to Newcastle
University, the John Hunter Hospital complex and other significant developments.
Conference believes that the windfall from the sale of the port provides the opportunity
to establish an initial light rail network which can form the basis of future effective
public transport infrastructure in the Newcastle area.
Recommendation: Amend to delete “feasibility studies” as studies are currently
underway. Support.

26. Epping SEC
Conference urges the State Labor to reaffirm existing height limits for the Sydney CBD
and recognises that future growth in commercial office capacity should be developed in
decentralised centres around the Sydney metropolitan area and must be supported by
adequate public transport links.
Recommendation: Reject. Labor supports the development of future growth in
commercial office capacity around the Sydney metropolitan area, and notes this
must be supported by adequate public transport links

27. Toukley Branch
The NSW State conference ask that the NSW State Labor party adopt a policy to
disallow the approval and development of any coal mining operations or head works
within a distance to be set by the NSW chief scientist of an existing or planned urban
growth area and any land that is likely to be zoned residential or commercial in the
future.
Recommendation: Refer to Shadow Minister for Industry, Resources and Energy
28. Newcastle FEC
The Conference urges the adoption of a national container deposit scheme. The
Conference understands that the South Australian scheme has been successful in litter
reduction. The Conference also notes that organisations such as Clean Up Australia
support such a scheme.
Recommendation: Support
29. Toukley Branch
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Biobanking will help provide incentives for private landholders to hold valuable
conservation lands in planned wildlife corridors both east and west of the Great Divide.
Conference calls on NSW Labor party to adopt as its policy:
• the preservation of important existing bushland,
• to provide important connections between bushland areas
• to extend bushland reservations to include important ecological environments
through a program of planned wildlife corridors systems and wildlife refuges
east of the Great Dividing Range and in the coastal regions of NSW.
It is proposed that this would be achieved through an incentive scheme under
amendments to the Biobanking legislation and would as a goal promotes high levels of
environmental value to the planned bushland refuges and corridors without diminishing
land values relative to the surrounding improved land values (in other words developed
land).
That a similar but separate scheme under amendments to the Biobanking scheme be
implemented throughout the Great Dividing ranges and west of the Great Dividing
Range.
Recommendation: Support
30. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
This Conference supports Cycleways for Newcastle.
Newcastle Cycleways proposed CycleSafe Network. This proposal should be fully
implemented with money from the privatisation of Newcastle Port and commenced
immediately.
Newcastle Cycleways have produced a system of safe, easy-to-follow cycle routes
connecting destinations across Newcastle and Lake Macquarie. The CycleSafe Network
attempts to overcome key barriers to cycling: it provides convenience, connectivity and
an environment in which people feel safe cycling. It can make cycling a viable transport
option for our region and benefit tourism, as well as delivering major economic, social
and health benefits. The CycleSafe Network includes approximately 90km of existing
paths and 160km of new routes concentrated in the areas of denser populations, with
connecting links to outlying suburbs.
Recommendation: Support in principle
31. Enmore Branch
Conference calls upon NSW Labor to investigate how to best protect non-threatened
fauna species in the 2016 NSW Labor Policy. The protection of non-threatened fauna
species is crucial for the conservation of biodiversity across the entire state. While
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existing party policy is to be commended for its focus on endangered fauna species,
protection needs to extend to non-threatened fauna species because in terms of both
species numbers and, more importantly, total population sizes, non-threatened species
predominate.
Recommendation: Support
32. Newtown SEC
Conference notes:
(a) that the re-elected Baird Government plans to go ahead with its plans to build
WestConnex with all the attendant disastrous aspects which will affect the areas in
the vicinity of the St Peter's Interchange;
(b) that Labor policy in the recent State Election was that a Labor Government would not
build that phase of WestConnex;
(c) that it was Labor on the Marrickville Council that first raised the alarm over the
Government's plans to build the St Peter's Interchange;
(d) That Labor remains opposed to the Government's plans for the St Peter's interchange
and the SEC commends the Labor Member for Heffron, Ron Hoenig, for arguing that
the Government must drop its plans for this aspect of the project.
Accordingly, the Conference:
(a) affirms its support for the community campaign against the Government's plans for
WestConnex at St Peter's and we will urge Labor members and supporters to support
that campaign;
(b) Will approach Labor-affiliated unions which would have coverage of workers on the
site to ask them to enter into consultations with local residents and their
representatives, including the Marrickville Council, with a view to supporting this
campaign. The demand should be for the State Government to enter into meaningful
negotiations with residents and the Council to avoid the current ill thought out plans
for the interchange. Should the State Government refuse to enter into meaningful
discussions with the residents and their representatives, we would ask the unions to
consider imposing green bans on work associated with the site, including on the
destruction of homes;
(c) will publicise its support for the campaign and the terms of this resolution in the
community, calling for the widest possible support for a well-planned and
coordinated campaign to support the affected residents, a campaign that will bring
residents and workers together in supporting a socially and environmentally beneficial
approach to this project.
Recommendation: Amend as follows, and support:
Conference notes:
(a) That the re-elected Baird Government plans to go ahead with its plans to build
WestConnex with all the attendant disastrous aspects which will affect the
areas in the vicinity of the St Peter’s interchange;
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(b) That Labor policy in the recent State Election was that a Labor Government
would not build Stage 3 of the Westconnex project.
(c) That it was Labor on the Marrickville Council and the City of Sydney Council
that first raised the alarm over the Government’s plans to build the St Peter’s
Interchange.
(d) That Labor remains opposed to the Government’s plans for the St Peter’s
Interchange and conference commends the Member for Heffron, Ron Hoenig,
for arguing that the Government must drop its plans for this aspect of the
project.
Accordingly, Conference:
(a) Affirms its opposition to the building of the St Peter’s interchange as it will
cause traffic chaos for inner west communities.
(b) Commends the SPLP for pursuing transparency around the entire project,
including the release of the full business case and traffic modelling used to
justify the project from the WestConnex Delivery Authority, now Sydney
Motorway Corporation.
33. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Conference notes that every other gas exporting country in the world manages to
balance the
interests of gas producers and the broader community by reserving a domestic gas
supply; this includes the United States of America.
Conference supports the principle of reserving for domestic use a part of National gas
production and call on the Federal Government through the Australian Labor Party to
regulate pricing accordingly.
Recommendation: Note. Superseded by National Conference Policy
34. Newtown SEC
Conference urges the Shadow Minister for the Environment and fellow MP’s to pay
close attention to the detail of the forthcoming Biodiversity Legislation, because it is
shaping up to dilute the legislative gains of Labor and diminish the states capacity to
manage its natural areas and its fauna.
Recommendation: Note. Refer to SPLP

35. Newtown SEC
Conference recognises the extreme scarcity of public housing the inner city of Sydney
and calls for the NSW State Labor Conference to commit to:
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1. opposing the privatisation of affordable housing;
2. a future Labor Government having a affordable housing involving large-scale
public housing construction;
3. the construction to include the inner areas of the city, rather than being
concentrated at the urban fringe; and
4. an affordable housing construction program that builds housing of all sizes, of high
quality, and of the highest environmentally sustainable standards.
Recommendation: Amend point 1 to read: “opposing the sale of public and
affordable housing to anyone other than not for profit affordable housing
providers”. Support
36. Kuring-Gai Branch
The Conference calls on the Party to adopt as policy that every proposal for State
Significant Infrastructure and State Significant Development to be carried out by or on
behalf of the government including for public purposes such as toll roads and railways
be accompanied by a detailed report setting out the economic case for the proposal,
detailing (amongst other things) the financial costs and benefits and the social costs and
benefits of the proposal and the degree of and rationale for any public subsidy
Recommendation: Amend to include: “financial, social and environmental costs
and benefits of the proposal”. Support
37. Kuring-Gai Branch
The Conferences calls on NSW Labor to adopt a policy for a comprehensive transport
plan to be prepared for the greater Sydney area identifying the routes for different means
of public transport and laying down indicative timings for its implementation.
Recommendation: Support
38. Glebe Branch/Balmain SEC
This Conference calls upon the State Parliamentary Labor Party to:
• actively support significant investment in public and affordable housing projects in
major urban renewal areas in NSW;
• re-establish a Minister for Housing when in Government to reform the sector; and
• support a national housing affordability summit bringing together Federal,
State,and local government to consider all aspects of housing policy, including the
abolition of negative gearing and the capital gains tax rebate, reform of planning
legislation to support significantly higher levels of public and affordable housing
close to jobs and services, a strong charter of renters rights, and cooperative
housing schemes.
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Recommendation: Support
39. Alexandria Branch/Heffron SEC/Balmain SEC
That the Conferences does take the necessary steps to ensure that all people in NSW
have equality of access to safe and secure housing by using all state powers including,
but not limited to:
• Levying of Stamp Duties on property sales with a view to expending a significant
portion of income arising from the sale/purchase of ‘investment’ properties on the
provision of public housing stock as government owned and operated
infrastructure
• Application of Inclusionary Zoning principles to ensure space for the building of
affordable housing stock
• Removing the budget relief granted to NSW Government Departments and
Agencies such as Health and Corrective Services through requiring NSW Lands
and Housing Corporation to provide housing for the clients of said
agencies/departments without requiring the agencies to pay for such services,
which would enable NSW Lands and Housing Corporation’s entire budget to be
applied to the provision and operation of public housing stock for the benefit of the
people of NSW in accordance with the Aims and Objects of its empowering
legislation
Recommendation: Support, noting amendments to add “affordable” before “public
housing”
40. Cessnock Branch
Conference urges the State Parliamentary Labor Party to consider the policy of using
open cut mining areas to dispose household waste once mining has finished in the hope
of averting illegal dumping.
Recommendation: Reject
41. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Conference calls on the NSW Government to consider using the existing Newcastle rail
corridor for light rail, and undertake community consultation on the proposal. That a
copy of the original business case justifying the truncation of the rail line be made public.
Recommendation: Support
42. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
1. That Conference supports the retention of the rail line to Newcastle Station and
notes the Liberal State Government’s decision to truncate the line in late 2014 and
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the disastrous public transport consequences of this decision for the City of
Newcastle.
2. That Labor MPs works to hold the Government to account on delivering proposed
revitalisation projects for Newcastle and will formulate a broader plan for an
integrated public transport network in the Lower Hunter including, but not limited to,
expansion of the proposed light rail network to connect the Inner City with the
University at Callaghan, the John Hunter Hospital, Merewether Beach, Charlestown,
Newcastle Airport, the Wallsend CBD, the proposed Glendale Interchange and
Hunter Stadium.
3. That the proposed light rail should be fully accessible by wheelchair and prams, and
be based on state of the art hardware.
Recommendation: Amend as follows and support:
1. That Labor MPs works to hold the Government to account on delivering
proposed revitalisation projects for Newcastle and will formulate a broader plan
for an integrated public transport network in the Lower Hunter including, but
not limited to, expansion of the proposed light rail network to connect the Inner
City with the University at Callaghan, the John Hunter Hospital, Merewether
Beach, Charlestown, Newcastle Airport, the Wallsend CBD, the proposed
Glendale Interchange and Hunter Stadium.
2. That the proposed light rail should be fully accessible by wheelchair and prams,
and be based on state of the art hardware.
43. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Conference supports the Newcastle Urban Renewal Strategy 2012 (NURS), including the
NURS principles for the Hunter Street Revitalisation; and that building heights of 40m
AHD ['metres above sea level'] be applied in the inner city for development greater than
10,000m2 in line with the community consultation included in the original Newcastle LEP
[Local Environmental Plan] 2012 to facilitate development while protecting Newcastle’s
historic centre and skyline.
Recommendation: Support in principle
44. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Conference recognises that the Convention on Biological Diversity set a target to
preserve 17% of the Australian landmass as protected area estate. Labor commits to
securing and conserving representative and viable samples of all bio-geographical
regions of the state in the national park estate and moving towards the target set
through the Convention on Biological Diversity.
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A Labor Government will continue its legacy of National Park creation. Labor will direct
the National Parks and Wildlife Service to develop funded reserve proposals and a plan
for progressing the implementation of the NSW National Parks Establishment Plan.
A Labor Government’s priority will be the creation of the Great Koala National Park on
the state’s north coast. Other priorities include improving the links between the various
parts of the Paroo-Darling National Park to ensure this inland oasis of lakes and birdlife
is safe.
Recommendation: Support
45. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
That Labor in Government will review the planning act to support contributions for state
significant development, to ensure that local councils receive their fair share of funds
from these developments, and to ensure council funded infrastructure, the need for
which has been created by the development, are so funded
Recommendation: Support
46. Toongabbie Branch
That the NSW Annual Conference calls upon the NSW State Government to:
• Declare ‘no-go zones’ for mining and gas in coastal drinking water catchments and
our rivers, streams, wetlands and groundwater.
• Declare ‘no-go zones’ for mining and gas on our productive farmlands, in areas
where it will have a negative impact on local business and employment, and in our
iconic natural places.
• Restore the legal right for communities to appeal mining approvals in the courts.
• Put in place an independent, transparent and rigorous assessment of mining and
gas projects and strengthen monitoring of existing operations and enforce
penalties for breaches.
Recommendation: Refer to SPLP
47. Toongabbie Branch
That the NSW Annual Conference support the establishment of a Trust to take
responsibility, ownership and management of the Fleet Street, North Parramatta 'World
Heritage' quality site.
On forming a Trust to control all government land, aboriginal culture and convict heritage
on the site, planning and development, the Trust would set up a Community
Consultative Committee to report to the Trust.
Recommendation: Support
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48. Toongabbie Branch
That The NSW Annual Conference supports the retention of the Caloola Reserve at
Constitution Hill and its listing as a National Heritage site.
The reserve is the site which commemorates the 1804 assembly point of the Irish
political convicts who sought their freedom in the early colony of NSW.
Recommendation: Support in principle

49. LEAN
Labor recognises that the Convention on Biological Diversity sets a target to preserve
17% of the Australian landmass as protected area estate. Labor commits to securing
and conserving representative and viable samples of all bio-geographical regions of the
state in the national park estate and moving towards the target set through the
Convention on Biological Diversity.
An elected Labor Government will continue its legacy of National Park creation. Labor
will direct the National Parks and Wildlife Service to develop funded reserve proposals
and a plan for progressing the implementation of the NSW National Parks Establishment
Plan.
Labor's first priority is the creation of the Great Koala National Park on the state’s north
coast. Other priorities include improving the links between the various parts of the
Paroo-Darling National Park to ensure this inland oasis of lakes and birdlife is safe.
Recommendation: Support
50. LEAN
NSW Labor will review the EPA Waste Levy and ensure that funds raised are returned to
local councils for environmental improvement/sustainability works.
Recommendation: Support
51. Australian Services Union
NSW Labor is committed to maintaining and supporting high quality and specialised
social and community services. The community sector provides support for the most
marginalised and vulnerable in our community. NSW Labor is committed to working with
the sector to develop fairer and more secure funding mechanisms into the future.
In particular NSW Labor:
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•

•
•
•
•

Does not support competitive tendering for community services and will always
advocate for a fairer distribution of funds between smaller locally based
organisations and larger state-wide organisations, and between specialist
organisations and generalist support providers.
Does not support for-profit providers making profits from the provision of essential
community services
Supports sustainable funding cycles of 5 year service agreements
Is committed to agreed and planned indexation of community and social services
funding
Values the important advocacy work of the community sector and will not seek to
silence the voice of the sector and the people they support in gag-clauses or any
other such restriction

Recommendation: Support
52. Alexandria Branch
That Local Government Councils include with rate demands adequate information as to
what rates are being spent on so that the ratepayers are aware of how their rate moneys
are being spent.
Recommendation: Support
53. Lane Cove SEC
That the Conference calls on NSW Labor to:
• Support the policy calling for the NSW Parliament to immediately suspend the
10/50 Vegetation Clearing Code of Practice and to conduct a full inquiry into the
abuse in the application of the Code, AND
• Support the repeal of the 10/50 Vegetation Clearing Code to be replaced by a
system of rapid assessment and approval for vegetation clearing for the purpose
of bushfire protection.
Recommendation: Support
54. Lane Cove SEC
Conference calls on NSW Labor to:
1. Oppose forced council amalgamations of Ryde City Council, Lane Cove Municipal
Council, Hunters Hill Municipal Council, North Sydney Council, Willoughby Council
and Mosman Council.
2. Support the concept of a Joint Regional Authority between Ryde City Council,
Lane Cove Municipal Council and Hunters Hill Municipal Council in lieu of a forced
amalgamation. A Joint Regional Authority will allow each Council to determine
which services are to be jointly procured versus which services are to be retained
under the individual control of each Council.
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3. Support a voting ratio of Ryde (3 votes), Lane Cove (2 votes) and Hunters Hill (1
vote) for any decisions that are made by the Joint Regional Authority.
4. Support the notion that each Council can choose in its own right which services
are transferred to the Joint Regional Authority.
Recommendation: Support
55. Farrer FEC
That Conference re-examine the Party's stance on nuclear energy
Recommendation: Note. Refer to National Conference
56. United Voice
Today more than 30% of people live in rental housing. The proportion of people in rental
housing, and the amount of long-term tenants, is constantly increasing, with over a third
of people renting for ten years or more.
Rental housing has substantially lower quality of housing stock and lower incidences of
energy efficient appliances. Despite substantive improvements around energy efficiency,
people on low income and renters have substantially missed out on these gains. Renters
are increasingly living in energy inefficient, uncomfortable and unhealthy homes, and
often paying substantially more for their energy.
Our platform recognises "the importance of housing in the economic and social life of
Australia". In order to do so rental housing must become both liveable and sustainable if
it is to remain such a substantive proportion of our housing. According to ACOSS Report
‘Energy Efficiency and Low Income people’ people on low incomes are twice as likely to
have heat related health impacts compared to people on higher incomes.
Labor in opposition and as a priority for their first term in government will explore
policies and programs to improve the housing stock and energy efficiency of rental
homes in order to make renting more comfortable, healthy and sustainable.
Recommendation: Support
57. Byron Bay Branch
Conference calls on a future Labour Government to support local Councils to enable to
implement local initiatives to provide additional sources of revenue.
Byron Shire Council and the community are required to build and maintain significant
public infrastructure to support the thousands of tourists that visit our region. There is
currently a massive infrastructure backlog and obvious ongoing maintenance issues, not
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least of which is the state of our local roads. It is unfair to expect local residents and
residential ratepayers to fully finance this infrastructure required by tourists.
As such, Conference calls on a future NSW Labor Government to enable local councils,
such as Byron Shire, to implement local initiatives that will provide additional sources of
revenue from visiting tourists – both overnight stayers and day-trippers.
Conference supports a change to the Local Government Act to enable local councils to
implement a levy on accommodation providers that can then be used to support the
provision of local services, infrastructure and tourism development.
The current restrictions in the Act that require a council to show a ‘direct benefit’ are
restrictive and unworkable. We call on the NSW Labor conference to support this
resolution.
Recommendation: Support

58. Enmore Branch
The Conference considers that the Pilliga forests/coal seam gas debate is a great
opportunity for the ALP to find weaknesses in the State government’s haste to push
CSG at the expense of the environment."
Recommendation: Note. Refer to SPLP
59. Enmore Branch
The Conference asks the shadow minister for the environment to pursue the government
over what it is doing to conserve the grey-headed flying-fox as a threatened species.
There is no doubt that the species causes conflict, and management is essential, but all
management actions should be in the context of a recovery plan for the species.
Recommendation: Note. Refer to Shadow Minister for Environment
60. Enmore Branch
The Conference urges the state parliamentary party to pursue details of the proposed
biodiversity legislation that seeks to review, reform and consolidate Labor's invaluable
environmental legislative legacy. It is easily possible to envisage a relaxing of current
legislation and regulations, with government departments moved away from conserving
biodiversity and letting local interested individuals determine the future of our natural
environment
Recommendation: Support. Refer to SPLP
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61. Enmore Branch
The Conference urges shadow federal environment spokesperson, Mark Butler, to
pursue the Coalition Government, particularly the PM, on its decision to revoke 74,000
ha of World Heritage Area in Tasmania.
Recommendation: Support. Refer to Shadow Minister for Environment, Climate
Change and Water
62. Ermington Branch
Conference opposes proposed changes to strata law that would see less than
unanimous support required for the sale of a property.
Recommendation: Support
63. Ermington Branch
Conference unequivocally supports the independence of the ABC.
Recommendation: Support
64. LEAN
Conference calls on:
•

•

•

•

A Labor government to takes responsibility for the implementation of planning
measures associated with climate change induced sea level rise and coastal
flooding by formulating a plan with the insurance industry enabling proper risk to
be assessed on each property for the year of the policy.
A Labor government to enable a local government body to be provided with
insurance across the local government area for any risk of a flood event caused by
a storm event designated to be over and above a normal flood risk.
A Labor government to legislate to provide local government a way to levy land
owners a share of the local government’s insurance premium for insurance cover
above the risk of a normal flood event.
A Labor government to legislates to allow local government to levy property
owners a proportion of the insurance premiums for the purpose of collecting
money unto a fund used for the express purpose of buying properties at high risk
of tidal inundation and flooding. This fund would be used for the purposes of
putting a floor price under the property market and allowing for the re-use of the
land for a less intensive use.

Recommendation: Support in principle
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65. Byron Bay Branch
Byron Shire Council and its community are required to build and maintain significant
public infrastructure to support the thousands of tourists that visit our region. There is
currently a massive infrastructure backlog and obvious ongoing maintenance issues, not
least of which is the state of our local roads. It is unfair to expect local residents and
residential ratepayers to fully finance this infrastructure required by tourists.
As such, Conference calls on a future NSW Labor Government to enable local councils,
such as Byron Shire, to implement local initiatives that will provide additional sources of
revenue from visiting tourists – both overnight stayers and day-trippers.
Conference supports a change to the Local Government Act to enable local councils to
implement a levy on accommodation providers that can then be used to support the
provision of local services, infrastructure and tourism development.
The current restrictions in the Act that require a council to show a ‘direct benefit’ are
restrictive and unworkable.
Recommendation: Support in principle
66. Ermington Branch
Conference calls for a fair share of arts funding for Western Sydney. We welcome the
proposed relocation of the Powerhouse Museum to Parramatta at an appropriate
location with convenient public transport access.
Recommendation: Amend as follows, and support:
Conference calls for a fair share of arts funding for Western Sydney.
We welcome a new Museum to Parramatta at an appropriate location with
convenient public transport access; however strongly reject the proposed
relocation of the Powerhouse Museum from its current location.
67. Ermington Branch
Conference calls for the immediate world heritage listing of the Parramatta Female
Factory and the cessation of the North Parramatta Urban Renewal plan until a full
process of public consultation can occur.
Recommendation: Note. Refer to Shadow Minister for Planning, Penny Sharpe
68. Ermington Branch
Conference expresses strong support for improved public transport infrastructure for the
Parramatta area. It is essential that the route of the proposed light rail service is selected
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through an evidence based approach that reflects community needs, particularly access
to employment opportunities and projected population growth patterns.
Recommendation: Support
69. Balmain SEC
That this Conference, believing it is unacceptable that public housing on prime land
should be sold to the wealthy, calls upon the State Party to adopt a radical policy that it
will legislate for any such housing to be re-purchased at the sale, not the current market,
price.
Recommendation: Note. Refer to SPLP
70. Balmain SEC
That this Conference, believing that:
•

•
•

New South Wales is experiencing unprecedented pressure from mining interests,
especially unconventional gas and coal mines that threaten water catchments,
aquifers and our food security;
air pollution from coal mining and transport of coal, and from leaking gas wells
threatens people’s health; and
Many of our important environmental areas such as the Leard and Pilliga State
Forests are also threatened with destruction by mining and drilling projects,

Demands NSW State Government take action to protect our water, land, air, health, and
significant environments by:
•
•
•
•
•

•

declaring ‘no-go zones’ for mining and gas in our drinking water catchments and
our rivers, streams, wetlands and groundwater;
declaring ‘no-go zones’ for mining and gas on our productive farmlands and in
areas where it will have a negative impact on local business;
declaring ‘no-go zones’ for mining and gas development in our iconic wild places,
conservation areas, state forests and travelling stock routes;
setting strong limits on air, noise, water, and carbon pollution from coal and gas
developments;
giving landowners and local councils the right to refuse access to mining
companies and restore the legal right for communities to appeal mining approvals
in the courts; and
putting in place an independent, transparent and rigorous assessment of mining
and gas projects and strengthen monitoring of existing operations and enforce
penalties for breaches.

Recommendation: Note. Refer to Shadow minister for Industry, Resources and
Energy
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71. Balmain SEC
That this Conference believes that Labor's environmental policy should focus on
Environmental Innovation in key areas such as Renewables and Urban Sustainability
which deal directly with the major global policy drivers of the next fifty years - food,
water, energy and environmental security.
The benefits of Environmental Innovation include:
• It drives science, research and development, innovation, technology and
commercialisation in sectors that Australia already has major comparative
advantages - such as solar energy and drought solutions.
• It drives new investment and builds new infrastructure in the Australian economy
that offers long run generational returns attractive to patient investors like
Superannuation funds.
• It creates new job opportunities and industries for young people plus offers
alternative employment for people in traditional sectors such oil, coal and gas.
• It reduces the vulnerability of the Federal Budget and the broader economy to
terms of trade swings from externally set commodity prices for iron ore and
reduces oil supply risks; lower volatility goes hand in hand with greater opportunity
and growth outcomes.
• Overall it breaks the cycle of the last ten years of a backward looking policy
agenda that lacks vision, courage and results; builds confidence and grows
incentives that support new jobs, skills, productivity and ultimately continues to
enhance Australia's global competitiveness.
Recommendation: Support
72. Balmain SEC
That this Conference calls for a Parliamentary Inquiry into the planned WestConnex
project to include:
• Release of the full business case
• Conduct of a comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement
Recommendation: Support
73. Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union expresses its disappointment that despite numerous ALP
conferences endorsing a high speed rail connection from Brisbane – Sydney –
Melbourne, that no such legitimate planning has been undertaken by any Labor
politician. This conference calls on NSW Labor Leader Luke Foley to take the lead and
coordinate the activities required to explore options regarding this high speed rail
concept.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to SPLP
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74. Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union expresses its outrage to the treatment of maintenance
issues for people living in Department of Housing homes. Adequate maintenance is not
being provided and the policy of outsourcing Department housing to cooperatives is a
form of privatization that is reducing service to people from lower socio-economic
background. NSW Labor is called upon to reverse this policy and provide adequate care
and support to people living in public housing.
Recommendation: Support
75. Double Bay Bellevue Hill Branch
That Conference is strongly opposed to Part 10 of the Strata Title Development Bill
2015, introduced by a state government that is particularly sympathetic to property
developers. The provisions of the bill allow a building to be redeveloped if a mere 75% of
the owners in a strata scheme agree, thus making it easy for developers to force owners
from their homes.
Strata Title owners would no longer enjoy the same security of tenure as other NSW
home owners. We therefore call on NSW Labor to continue to oppose this Bill and
should it be passed, to work for its repeal.
Recommendation: Support
76. United Voice
NSW Labor believes the NSW Government should increase the provision of public
transport in Sydney, major regional centres and across NSW.
Labor’s public transport vision for NSW is to meet the 400:15:1 SCA2 standard.
This standard is everyone should be within 400 metres of public transport, that transport
should come at least every 15 minutes throughout the day, you should only need to pay
once for any journey, no matter how many transfers you make, you should feel safe on
your journey, it should be clean, it should be accessible to all and it should be
affordable.
NSW Labor will explore revenue options to fund public transport infrastructure to meet
this standard.
Recommendation: Support
77. United Voice
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NSW ALP State Conference reaffirms Labor’s commitment to taking action on climate
change, particularly in light of its importance to the wider Pacific region.
Conference notes that:
•

•

Nations in our region are particularly affected by the risks of climate change. For
example, all of the land area of the Marshall Islands and Tuvalu, and 97% of the
land area of Kiribati, is less than five metres above sea level.
There are also significant opportunities within our region in the economic transition
to clean energy, such as the $2.5 trillion expected to be invested in renewables in
the Asia Pacific region up to 2030.
Conference condemns the Turnbull Government’s lack of credible action on
climate change, underscored by Peter Dutton joking about Pacific Islands
threatened with inundation.

Conference calls on a future Labor Government to re-engage with countries in our region
on climate change and do our fair share to meet this significant challenge.
Recommendation: Support. Refer to National Conference
78. Summer Hill Branch
That NSW Labor, in government, will amend the legislation covering strata schemes in
New South Wales to require the support of all owners of the lots in the scheme before it
can be terminated. This will ensure that families and the elderly cannot be forcibly
evicted through a vote of other owners, which could include developers who have
purchased lots in the scheme.
Conference notes that 100 per cent was the required level of support from 1961 until the
Baird Government forced through an amendment to support property developers by
requiring the approval of only 75% of lot owners, regardless of the condition of the
building or its age. The Labor Opposition strongly opposed this change.
Conference further notes that in exceptional cases where a building was in a state of
disrepair or unviable and 100 per agreement could not be reached, strata schemes
could be terminated following a request by the owners corporation or by a court order.
This provision should also be reinstated.
Recommendation: Support
79. Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union notes the 2014 NSW ALP Conference for the support of
the following resolution:
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Badgerys Creek Airport (BCA) has the potential of providing much needed infrastructure
and job creation for the residents of western Sydney. For far too long, this region has
been neglected of a properly coordinated planning for road and rail infrastructure to
support a projected population in the next 20 years of approximately 4 million people.
Western Sydney residents’ have also expressed concerns regarding the proposed
airport that must be resolved prior to the construction of the airport.
These issues include:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The same curfew times and flight movements must apply to both airports;
The establishment of Western Sydney Infrastructure and Jobs Development Authority
that will develop new rail lines linking BCA to Penrith, Richmond; Blacktown & new
north-west line; and dedicated rail lines to central and Kingsford-Smith Airport. The
construction of a new motorway linking western Sydney to Sydney.
Updated Environmental Impact Statement and appropriately addressing the major
concerns;
Australian made products used in the construction of the airport and infrastructure
Youth and long-term unemployment programs to be part of the jobs and training
provided in this project
Proper community consultation to take place
NSW Labor commits in ensuring the above points are appropriately resolved prior to the
construction of the airport at Badgerys Creek.”
Now, in 2016 the Liberal Federal Government has:

•
•
•

released the EIS allowing only 60 days for the public to comment;
held “information sessions” where one could pick up flyers and individually chat to
representatives;
announced a scoping study on possible rail needs for western Sydney to be may
possibly be announced at the of 2016.
The Australian Workers’ Union calls on NSW Labor to re-endorse the 2014 NSW ALP
Conference resolution.
Furthermore, given that business lobby groups and the Liberal Federal & State
Governments cannot be trusted in delivering a successful project that NSW Labor
formulate a Campaign Committee with interested Unions that seeks community
involvement and to ensure all elected Labor MPs (State & Federal) and councillors
actively campaign for the implementation of ALP NSW Conference resolution.
Recommendation: Support
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Education & Skills Policy Committee
Since the election of the O’Farrell/Baird Government in 2011, and the Abbott/Turnbull
government in 2015, education has suffered its worst ideological in Australia’s history.
We have witnessed the chronic underspending by many $10’s of millions on early childhood
education by the State Coalition government, the broken promises of the federal coalition on
the full Gonski funding, the decimation of public TAFE offerings and colleges accompanied by
appalling lack of oversight of private providers and the fiasco following the proposed
deregulation of higher education. Compounding these failures has been the appalling
mismanagement of the computerised payment systems LMBR in schools and EBF in TAFE
which have not only seen massive cost overruns, some $560m has been spent so far, it is
$70m over budget and yet only services 10% of schools effectively. Many schools
embarrassed due to the failure of the department to pay both service and product suppliers.
This had seen schools have their power cut off and suppliers refusing to deal with them.
The Committee calls on Conference to condemn the coalition for its negative ideological
approach to all levels of education at the expense of need, and calls upon future state and
federal Labor governments to address and repair the damage so apparent at present and to
restore public confidence and morale.
Your Committee at Work
Following the reinstatement of Policy Committees and the inaugural meeting in May 2105, the
Education and Skills Committee has met regularly and has actively sought input in the form of
policy discussions and motions from a variety of Party Units particularly from outside of the
Sydney/Newcastle/Wollongong urban triangle.
The purpose of these meetings and activities has been to focus on a range of priority issues
seen by the Committee as vital to Australia’s future and necessary in order to repair the
damage done by both state and federal coalition governments which has damaged
confidence in the community as witnessed by its uncertainty about the economy and
Australia’s ability to adapt to a rapidly changing future.
In particular the Committee agrees that;
• The next election should be fought about jobs, high-skilled, smart jobs which will come
to Australia
• We should be teaching our children coding
• We need to increase the number of teachers with STEM qualifications
• We must develop a national STEM Policy as Australia is one of the few countries
without one
• To ensure that people are ready for those jobs we must invest in people through
schemes like the Gonski agreement between the federal and state governments which
the coalition has reneged on
• We must repair and restore the considerable damage done to our public TAFE system,
whilst at the same time giving ASQA sufficient staff and resources to enable it to fully
monitor the operation and outcomes of private providers
• We must ensure that early childhood education is supported better in order to provide
a seamless transition from the early years to Year 12.
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Priority Areas
Teacher Training and Qualifications
It must be a high priority for Labor to raise the status of teaching as a valued profession if we
are to meet the challenges of our future in a rapidly evolving economy.
We must not lose sight of the fact that many of our present teaching workforce have had
limited opportunities for professional development or upgrading of their qualifications to meet
the challenges of the digital era and the increasing need for the teaching of coding and other
STEM-related subjects which are becoming increasingly import as the economy changes.
A time when it is claimed that there is an oversupply of teachers, provides an ideal
opportunity for a state government to provide support for study leave and/or extended
professional development opportunities for teachers to upgrade their skills and qualifications.
At the same time these teachers, whilst on release, could provide much needed mentoring to
beginning teachers.
TAFE and VET in Schools
The federal government has cut $2b from TAFE including a cut of $1b for apprenticeships,
while the Baird government’s allocated $39million was underspent.
The effects of this on TAFE colleges and their students, have been catastrophic. There has
been a drop of 43,000 TAFE students including between 3,000 and 4,000 aboriginal students.
The Committee recommends that the next State and federal Labor Governments commit to:
• Guarantee a proportion of its TAFE budget to public TAFE colleges to enable them to
compete with private providers when tendering for courses
• Provide a variety of entry points for school students to VET courses and TAFE colleges
• Boost funding and staffing to ASQA to enable it to audit vigorously all private providers to
ensure quality and consistency in their service for staff and students
• Ensure quality assurance compliance by private providers by auditing their performance
and reducing their funding where there is evidence of significant numbers of students not
completing courses
• Return TAFE fees to more affordable levels for students
• As a means of generating revenue for TAFE, the government should explore the possibility
of exporting TAFE expertise to emerging economies such as India.
Special Education and Funding for Children with disabilities in schools
In 2010, a Labor Government set up the Gonski Review of schools funding and it was a Labor
Government that turned the Gonski recommendations into law, putting in place the national
arrangements that ensure all schools are funded according to need for the first time ever.
Schools in regional areas; with high numbers of students from poor households; with
disabilities or learning difficulties; with English as a second language and Indigenous students
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will get the biggest increases in funding. Future Labor Governments, both State and Federal
MUST commit to full Gonski funding.
PATHWAYS IN SCHOOLS LEADING TO FUTURE EDUCATION, TRAINING AND
EMPLOYMENT
There are interdependent linkages between education and economic productivity, which
ensures social, economic and personal benefits to both the individual and society. In an
evolving economy it is crucial that curriculum be continually monitored and revised to
recognise prior learning (RPL) and retraining be facilitated on a needs basis. The Committee
commends the initiatives of Vocational Education and Training (VET) within the education
system and contends that school based apprenticeships and VET courses be expanded from
Year 9 onwards to re-engage students and improve employment outcomes.
Further factors which highlight the need for constant monitoring and evaluation of school
structures and curriculum are:
•
High levels of disengagement with schooling. It is most pronounced in the indigenous
population
•
An often quoted factor claimed by students has been a perceived lack of relevance of
what is being offered in the curriculum
•
Significant numbers of students are re-entering the education stream, frequently not by
their own choice, thereby creating management problems
•
Census data reveals that there are some 566,000 school age students currently living in
families where there is no working adult. Many of these have been like this for one or
two generations.
•
Unemployment rates are 3 time higher in those who have not completed secondary
school
•
Aboriginal students average about one half of the school retention rates in Years 10 – 12
and between, one half to one third in Years 7 – 10
•
Increasing mobility of the workforce and its impact on families and communities
Collectively, these factors reinforce the principles that the existing school structures mostly
the “One size fits all” K – 6 and 7 – 12 models are not sufficiently flexible enough to meet
these challenges. With improved early childhood education, the introduction of VET in
schools and improved digital communication, educations systems must be enabled to
provide a variety of school structures according to the needs and location of communities.
Models such as; Early childhood centres from Pre-School to Year 3, Middle Schools from
Years 4 – 8 and Senior Schools from Years 9 – 12 could be considered where appropriate.
There are already several variations from the “One size fits all” model.
The Committee recommends that the next Labor Government evaluate educational structures
to ensure the desired outcomes of each community are met and that there is cross curriculum
content which leads to better choices of pathways for students in their final years of
secondary education. It is also proposed that a Labor Government increase spending in rural
and regional areas to ensure that the benefits of the digital economy are provided to those
communities.
Tertiary Education
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This committee believes that a well-funded, accessible, and equitable higher education
system is vital to the future of Australia.
This committee applauds the recently announced policy commitments from the Shorten
Labor Opposition in the area of higher education. In particular, the commitment to increase
and index per-student funding for universities is a bold and necessary reform to ensure that
our universities can continue to provide a world class education without increasing the debt
burden on students.
This committee notes our opposition to the deregulation of student fees
Early Childhood Education
Access to quality early childhood education is vital for children's development and is the
foundation for later success in learning and life.
In particular, early childhood education can provide targeted intervention programs to support
children with disabilities, those with additional learning or developmental needs, and those
whose families are affected by poverty, isolation or social disadvantage.
All children should have access to at least 15 hours pre-school in the year before their formal
schooling commences and funding should also be increased for three year olds to enhance
their participation in early learning programs
The Committee recommends that Labor governments commit to high quality, accessible and
affordable early childhood education provided by trained teachers and other educators who
are valued and remunerated as education professionals.
This Committee welcomes the
introduction of BOSTES accreditation of qualified early childhood teachers in NSW so that
Early Childhood (EC) teachers will have the same professional status as teachers in schools.
Equity Issues
The importance of education in achieving equity is well known; at the outset the committee
reiterates the Labor commitment to fair, accessible and high quality education services from
the early years through to the vocational and tertiary years regardless of student economic or
social background.
The committee sees equity in education as vital at multiple levels of the policy process
including 1) equity of access; 2) equity of quality; and 3) equity of funding.
The committee notes that despite significant investment the capacity for low SES groups,
Aboriginal people and some CALD communities to access high quality education has only
seen limited improvement over the past decade.
The committee recommends that Labor governments continue to commit themselves to the
Gonski needs based funding model and that policies developed balance the need for school
autonomy with the need for systems based approaches to improving equity in education.
Teaching Coding in Schools
NSW Labor supports the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party's proposal for computer
programming (coding) to be taught in all schools in NSW. In an era of accelerating digital
innovation it is essential that NSW students be equipped with the skills and confidence to
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embrace new technologies. NSW Labor recognises that any change to the state and national
curriculum will require consultation, resources and the up-skilling of teachers to ensure they
are confident to deliver new content.

Platform Amendments
1. Education and Skills Committee
Insert two Bullet Points after 5.8:
•

•

NSW Labor is committed to the provision of a minimum of 15 hours pre-school
education in the year before their formal schooling commences and to provide
funding so that more three year olds can participate in early learning programs.
Labor will explore the feasibility of transitioning to the UK model of 30 hours per
week
NSW Labor is committed to the policy of co-location of pre-schools and primary
school wherever possible.

Recommendation: Support

2. Education and Skills Committee
Insert a New heading and paragraph before Developing Skills for the Future to read:
Pathways in Schools Leading to Future Education, training and Employment.
5.11 NSW Labor will evaluate educational structures to ensure the desired outcomes of
each community are met and that there is cross curriculum content which leads to better
choices of pathways for students in their final years of secondary education. It NSW
Labor will increase spending in rural and regional areas to ensure that the benefits of the
digital economy are provided to those communities. Pathways to further education and
training, which enhance career opportunities in those final years of schooling, need to be
facilitated. An expert working group will also be established to guarantee that teaching
strategies and school / work experience contain curriculum aspects that enhance
subject related employment opportunities. The initiatives outlined are a solid step
forward in expanding the pathways for further education, training and employment.
Re-number the subsequent topics accordingly.
Recommendation: Support
3. Education and Skills Committee
Amend 5.11 (current numbering) to include the following bullet point:
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•

NSW Labor will ensure that school students are provided with a variety of entry
points into VET courses and TAFE colleges

Recommendation: Support
4. Education and Skills Committee
Insert a new paragraph 5.15 to read:
NSW Labor will retain TAFE as a state-based institution and will strenuously oppose
any proposed takeover of TAFE by federal governments. NSW Labor will work with
Federal Labor to ensure that relevant authorities such as ASQA, ACCC and the
Ombudsman are resources adequately to ensure that there is a comprehensive
program of regular auditing of all private providers. NSW Labor will guarantee a
sufficient proportion of its budget is allocated to public TAFE colleges to enable them
to compete with private providers on an equitable basis.
Recommendation: Support
5. Education and Skills Committee
Insert additional two bullet points to 5.31:
•

NSW Labor will work with federal Labor in Developing a National STEM Policy in
order to ensure that all new entrants to the teaching profession are equipped to
facilitate the teaching of coding and other STEM-related subjects

•

NSW Labor will work with Federal Labor in monitoring the entry qualifications,
particularly the ATAR scores or their equivalent of those wishing to enter teaching
as a profession.

Recommendation: Support
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Agenda Items
1. Newcastle FEC
That Conference expresses concern that the Health and Physical Education component
of the National Curriculum does not adequately address sexuality education.
The draft of this component of the National Curriculum is currently ‘awaiting final
endorsement’, but it does not specifically mention sex or sexuality, and it does not seek
to educate for social inclusion of diverse expressions of gender and sexuality. Research
into the issue suggests that relying on the autonomy of teachers to include sex, sexuality
and socially inclusive material results in this important information being glossed over or
excluded altogether. The Conference requests that these matters be taken into
consideration by Federal Labor when forming a position on the National Curriculum.
Recommendation: Note the motion. The new PDHPE curriculum adequately covers
it from K-10.
2. Queanbeyan Branch
Conference calls upon Labor to commit to an evaluation of the current Australian
Curriculum to ensure that every student during their time in the K-12 curriculum has the
opportunity to:
• Develop their emotional intelligence
• Become more aware of life beyond school
• Explore the many pathways which will help to maximize their innate abilities
• Equip them to participate successfully in a rapidly changing world.
Recommendation: Support

3. Labor for Innovation
That NSW Labor condemns the Baird Government for delaying the introduction of the
new digital curriculum to NSW Schools until 2018. We condemn the Baird Liberal
Government for refusing to promote digital literacy in our schools when other states and
territories are progressing with the implementation of the digital curriculum.
Recommendation: Support

4.

Labor for Innovation
That NSW Labor promotes the digital curriculum in NSW Schools and promotes the
uptake of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics by students from diverse
gender, racial and socio-economic groups.
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Recommendation: Support

5. Swansea SEC
The NSW ALP Conference condemns the State Government cuts to TAFE and Tertiary
Education. Conference calls on a future NSW State Labor Government to reinstate the
funding and move towards utilising the Public Education system as an export
opportunity.
Recommendation: Amend to read; “..Calls upon a Labor Government…” Support
6. Valentine Branch
Conference is concerned that the State Government's Smart and Skilled program
regarding TAFE has been a dramatic failure as evidenced by the extraordinary drop in
enrolments at a time when Australia desperately needs to build its skills base. We call on
NSW Labor to ensure students are properly trained and that the private providers of
education do not dominate the Vocational Education and Training space in NSW.
Students are not being well served as evidenced by current outcomes.
Recommendation: Support.
7.

Maroubra Junction Branch
Believing that the provision of high quality, public, vocational education which is
affordable and available throughout the nation is under threat through closure of TAFE
colleges, through provision of courses by many poor quality registered training
organisations focussed on profit, and rapidly rising uncapped fees calls upon the Party
at the State and National level to give top priority to the rebuilding of the public,
vocational education sector to guarantee, for young, disadvantaged and ‘second
chance’ Australian workers, quality training and education pathways into the workforce
including necessary support services for language and literacy skills development.
Recommendation: Support

8.

Port Macquarie SEC
TAFE is a second chance education provider. Funding must provide for the support
services that students need in terms of financial assistance, transport and childcare
services.
Recommendation: Support and refer to SPLP.
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Port Macquarie SEC
TAFE provides students and community members with the confidence to achieve their
further education goals. Funding needs to be provided so that TAFE can reach out to
people from rural, low SES backgrounds and young single parents.
Recommendation: Refer to Agenda Item 8. Note and refer SPLP.

10. Port Macquarie SEC
Support services are provided to ensure that all students have access to healthy lifestyle
programs in terms of nutrition, smoking and hygiene at TAFE, private vocational
institutions and schools.
Recommendation: Note
11. Port Macquarie SEC
NSW Labor commits to removing financial penalties for TAFE students who have a
previous qualification from continuing their education or undertaking re-training.
Recommendation: Support
12. Port Macquarie SEC
NSW Labor commits to returning TAFE fees to 2014 levels and terminate unrealistic
HELP loans.
Recommendation: Refer to Item 5. Support and Refer to SPLP.

13. Port Macquarie SEC
NSW Labor will work with industry and training professionals to develop new skills lists
which appropriately encapsulate real skills shortages, including on a regional basis and
apply funding appropriately.
Recommendation: Support
14. Port Macquarie SEC
Labor will ensure that TVET funding is provided to public school students, at no future
disadvantage to their ability of undertaking further study.
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Recommendation: Support.

15. Port Macquarie SEC
Labor sees vocational education as a lifelong process and will ensure disincentives do
not impact employers or employees.
Recommendation: Support
16. Port Macquarie SEC
Labor supports foundation programs at TAFE which teach people to learn, thus to
support lifelong learning.
Recommendation: Note
17. Port Macquarie SEC
Labor commits to restoring TAFE model to pre-2014, where funding goes to reputable
organisations rather than students.
Recommendation: Support and Refer to Item 5 above.
18. Port Macquarie SEC
Labor supports the role of online learning where adequate support and training are
required in vocational and tertiary education. Labor acknowledges that different people
learn in different ways and a diversity of teaching styles and structures are required.
Recommendation: Note
19. Port Macquarie SEC
Career Advisors – Labor will reinstate and strengthen the role of career advisors to
support students through challenging structures that impact entry to workforce
(application for Tax File Number, application to University and TAFE, choosing
appropriate pathways, understanding financial implications of undertaking training).
Recommendation: Support
20. Dudley/Redhead/Kahibah Branch
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Conference is dismayed at the cuts to education made by the NSW Coalition
Government, in particular:
1. Cuts to TAFE funding leading to:
(a) 2600 staff being sacked;
(b) The sale of numerous TAFE sites;
(c) The privatisation of tertiary training by allowing private education providers to
proliferate. These companies charge very high fees and many students do not
complete their courses.
2. K-12 Public Schools. Many of these schools are in desperate need of maintenance yet
the $39million budgeted for capital works has not been spent.
3. In the University sector, moves by the Federal Coalition Government to increase the cost
of degrees will preclude many students from studying as they will be saddled with a
huge burden of debt well into the future to repay HECS fees.
Recommendation: Note
21. Clarence SEC
Conference calls on a NSW Labor Government to restore and expand the TAFE network
as the provider of vocational education and training for regional and rural communities
across NSW.
Recommendation: Support

22. Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
TAFE courses are being decimated across NSW. The reduction in staffing and shutting
down of courses with the centralization of courses to only a few colleges is reducing
opportunities for young people to have easy access to quality education. The Australian
Workers’ Union through this Conference calls upon NSW Labor to ensure that direct
support teaching personnel such as tool trades store people are not cut from the system
and that accessible and supportive TAFE education returns with the election of the next
Labor State Government.
Recommendation: Support
23. Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union expresses its outrage that supported educational services
for children with special needs in public education system is either being cut or being
inappropriately provided to them. This Conference calls on NSW Labor to immediately
work towards a policy for providing adequate funding and facilities for children in need
of assisted support in our public schools.
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Recommendation: Support
24. Tumbi Umbi Branch
Conference calls on the ALP to restore funding to community-based organisations
including TAFE that assist low socioeconomic disadvantaged students in completing
their education.
Recommendation: Support and refer to Item 5 above.

25. Warnervale Bay Branch
Conference condemns the NSW Coalition Government for the stance taken on TAFE
funding. Fees are now almost unattainable, in a system which has always been seen as
a second chance QUALITY educational institution.
Conference calls on a future NSW Labor Government to commit to taking fees back to
2014 levels and to ensure that opportunities for TAFE education are available to all.
Recommendation: Support and refer to Item 5 above.

26. Swansea SEC
Extra Education funding for our Indigenous, Disabled and the Disadvantaged
We call on conference to ensure a future NSW Labor Government provides additional
funding for the education of our Indigenous, disabled and disadvantaged members of
the community to access the TAFE system for training and skills development. NSW
Conference requests this be made ALP policy under a State ALP Government.
Recommendation: Support.

27. Port Macquarie SEC
Adequate transport funding must be provided for those with disabilities, young parents
with prams and ELS students to achieve their potential.
Recommendation: Support and refer SPLP

28. Port Macquarie SEC
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Conference calls on a future Labor government to increase support for all students with
behavioural issues, not just for students with diagnosed disabilities, to ensure that
students do not fall through the cracks.
Recommendation: Support.

29. Port Macquarie SEC
Individuals who undertake training while at high school or as an inmate in prison will not
be disadvantaged in undertaking further training in later life.
Recommendation: Support in principle
30. Port Macquarie SEC
Labor will embrace realities of a modern economy including mobility in the workforce by
removing disincentives for people to retrain as a result of redundancies.
Recommendation: Support

31. Port Macquarie SEC
Labor will remove current structural disincentives of the current scheme adversely
impacting those who require most assistance, eg: disabled, reformed inmates, women
returning to the workforce.
Recommendation: Support

32. Tumbi Umbi Branch
That Conference calls on the ALP to restore funding to community-based organisations
including TAFE that assist low socioeconomic disadvantaged students in completing
their education.
Recommendation: Support
33. Swansea SEC
Ethics classes in Schools
Conference urges the ALP to make it well known to parents that teaching Ethics lessons
is available in Government Primary Schools, as an alternative to Scripture classes. NSW
Conference requests that it be made ALP policy to actively support a push to make
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Ethics classes an alternative to religious teachings in all government schools, at both a
primary and secondary level.
Recommendation: Support

34. Yass Valley Branch
That a future Labor government ceases funding for the School Chaplains program,
which has twice been found to be unconstitutional by the High Court of Australia.
Savings from this measure should be directed to the states for the provision of School
Counsellors and Careers Advisers.
Recommendation: Support and refer to FPLP.

35. Peninsula Day Branch
Conference condemns the actions of the State Government in its endeavours to change
the enrolment forms for children in public schools to the extent of obscuring the ability
for parents to enrol children in ethics classes instead of religious instruction.
The proposed enrolment forms apparently ask for a child’s religion and, when provided,
ensure that they will automatically be expected to attend religious instruction of that
religion, without the option of selecting Ethics classes. Only well informed parents will
know that they may opt to have their child enrolled in Ethics classes.
At present large numbers of parents choose to have their children attend Ethics classes.
While this may not please the Christian Democrats it is a choice parents are entitled to
make.
Conference requests that the Leader of the State Opposition advises the community that
the A.L.P. supports the retention of the current enrolment form.
Recommendation: Support
36. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Conference calls on the NSW Minister for Education to support equal treatment of
parents and children, regardless of their religious faith or non-faith. Parents must be
provided with full information about all options regarding ethics classes and scripture, at
the same time, and on the same form, without preferring any belief system.
Conference calls on the NSW Government to reinstate the Ethics Class option on
enrolment forms in order to ensure that parents and children are fully aware of their
options when enrolling at a Public School in NSW.
Recommendation: Support
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37. Port Macquarie SEC
Conference calls on NSW Labor to ensure that a future Labor government implement the
full Gonski funding, to support students with disabilities, students in regional areas and
students from non-English speaking backgrounds.
Recommendation: Support.

38. Richmond Valley Branch
Conference urges Bill Shorten and the Federal Labor Party to Commit to the Gonski
Funding Models continuation for years five and six. The schools in our local area, which
is a low socio economic area with a high Aboriginal and Torres strait Islander population,
have benefited greatly from Gonski funding for the last 2 years and will continue to
benefit for the next 2 years. It would be a great LOSS if the last 2 years of Gonski
Funding were abandoned.
Recommendation: Support
39. Tumbi Umbi Branch
Conference demands that Labor commit to taking a pledge of restoring the full original
‘Gonski school funding plan’ to the next federal election.
Recommendation: Support

40. Cessnock Branch
Conference asks the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party to confirm their support and
commitment to the full six years of Gonski funding.
Recommendation: Support
41. Auburn Lidcombe United Branch
Australian education is becoming increasingly inequitable with the movement away from
needs based funding models such as the Abbott Governments attempt to stop the
Gonski funding model. We are risking turning into a two-tiered education system with
quality education only for a privileged elite and all the equity problems such a two tier
system would entrench.
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We believe that every Australian student should have access to a high quality, free and
secular and compulsory education irrespective of their gender, socio economic status,
geographical location, race, religion cultural background, ethnicity, disability or sex. We
believe that this is best achieved through a strong comprehensive and well-funded
public education system. We oppose measures, which threaten the health and viability
of public education and policies that move away from needs based funding.
We call on the Federal and State oppositions to oppose the abandoning of the Gonski
funding model and commit to needs based funding models.
Labor will campaign in local communities to support the “I give a Gonski” campaign and
will oppose threats to public education and needs based funding.
Recommendation: Support

42. Port Macquarie SEC
As an employer, Labor in Government will increase work integrated learning
opportunities for students, including placements, apprenticeships and cadetships.
Recommendation: Support
43. Port Macquarie SEC
Career Advisors
Labor will reinstate and strengthen the role of career advisors to support students
through challenging structures that impact entry to workforce (eg: application for Tax File
Number, application to University and TAFE, choosing appropriate pathways,
understanding financial implications of undertaking training).
Recommendation: Support

44. Lane Cove Branch
That NSW Labor:
1. Commit to not allow the sale of any publicly owned land currently occupied by a State
Public School, State Public High School or a TAFE campus in the Lane Cove and
Willoughby State Electorates and the Lower North Shore area of Sydney,
2. Introduce a policy for all other publicly owned lands that are currently surplus to
original requirements to be considered as new school sites (including all Departmental
land and land owned by State Corporations),
3. Adopt a policy to replace all demountable classrooms with permanent classrooms
and multi-purpose facilities in the Lane Cove and Willoughby Electorates and the
Lower North Shore area of Sydney, and
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4. Prepare a specific funding commitment for the Lane Cove State and Willoughby
Electorates concerning new school infrastructure to be announced during the 2019
State Election campaign.
Recommendation: Support

45. Wentworthville Branch
Conference recommends that State Labor consider a policy to urge the government to
raise the wages and educational standards of teachers in an effort to encourage quality
teaching that will reverse a decline in school standards across the state.
Recommendation: Support

46. Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
There is much said about the skills shortage, however, this is not going to be arrested by
dismembering the traditional apprenticeship and traineeship system as suggested by
some. The NSW Liberal Government is in the process of dismantling TAFE.
Tradespeople should be afforded high quality training opportunities and outcomes. One
of the main disincentives for apprentices is the low wages that are paid to them whilst
training and the lack of job opportunities.
Conference calls on the NSW Labor to support the apprenticeship system and advocate
for reforms to improve resourcing of high quality training through TAFE, and to address
the need to improve completion rates by supporting the increase of apprentice wages
and conditions and providing great incentive for employers to take on apprentices and
retain them as tradespeople. NSW Labor should support use of Government
procurement policy to further drive engagement of apprentices and trainees.
Recommendation: Support
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Indigenous People and Reconciliation
Committee at Work
Following the reinstatement of Policy Committees and the inaugural meeting in May
2015, the Indigenous Peoples and Reconciliation Committee has engaged in policy
discussions with a variety of Party Units, and has sought to reinvigorate the Party’s
focus on Indigenous policy as we work to win government at a state and federal level
once again. We have established a working relationship with the NSW Aboriginal Labor
Network, a newly formed Labor Action Committee which has the dual purpose of
building our Indigenous membership and involving Aboriginal members in Party
activities.
Minjungbal Branch – Northern NSW
The first Indigenous affairs consultation was held in the Tweed and was hosted by the
Minjungbal Branch. The newly formed Branch – NSW Labor’s first Indigenous Branch –
is an encouraging demonstration of meaningful engagement between existing Party
Units and Indigenous communities. The Branch Members led discussions on current
government policy and the unintended impacts many communities feel when Indigenous
voices aren’t included in the policy formation process.
Cunningham FEC – Illawarra
The Committee’s second consultation was held with the Cunningham FEC in
collaboration with the NSW Aboriginal Labor Network. Central to our discussions were
Party reforms to encourage Indigenous membership as well as leadership within the
Party.
The Policy Committee firmly believes increasing Indigenous membership is crucial to our
Party’s success in offering meaningful change when it comes to Aboriginal affairs. We
call on all Party Units to focus on building substantial relationships with local Aboriginal
communities and service providers, especially as Australia moves towards a national
discussion around constitutional recognition and continuing disadvantage.
Policy Areas
During the first meeting of our Committee, we identified several priority areas of concern
for our Party. Throughout the year, these priority areas have evolved as a result of our
consultations with Branches, SECs and FECs, as well as the Aboriginal Labor Network.
We are grateful to all Party Units who have submitted policy this year, and we are
particularly proud of our movement toward Indigenous affirmative action following on
from the work of ACT Indigenous MP Chris Bourke at National Conference.
The short time frame between National Conference and this State Conference, and the
preselection processes that we have already gone through, has meant that we are able
to develop this rule change in a consultative fashion over the coming twelve months. We
have recommended, in agreement with the Aboriginal Labor Network, to form a working
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group to discuss the mechanism through which our Party can apply Indigenous
affirmative action to preselection processes going forward.
The Aboriginal Labor Network submitted a range of other rule changes which the
Committee has noted – specifically Indigenous representation on the Administrative
Committee and the ability to elect delegates to Conference. We encourage further
discussion around these issues into the future so that a case can be made more broadly
for greater structural representation within the Party. It is the current view of the
Committee that such a case has not been made to date with regard to the two specific
rule changes mentioned above, but we are encouraged by the direction of debate for
greater Indigenous involvement within the Party.
The Committee has noted several policy concerns among the Indigenous membership
which we believe warrant continuing consideration within the Party. Of particular
concern is the defunding of local Indigenous-run community service providers in favour
of non-Indigenous providers as a result of poorly managed or non-existent tendering
processes.
The policy of disempowering local Indigenous service providers is closely aligned with
the fear of community closures in outback NSW. The Policy Committee notes the
important relationship Indigenous communities have with their ancestral lands and
denounces any move to close Indigenous communities.
Conclusion
The Committee wishes to thank all Members and Party Units who have engaged in
Indigenous policy discussions throughout the year, particularly those who have
submitted policy for consideration at this Conference.
We would once again stress the importance of continuing to build relationships with
local Aboriginal communities and we encourage all Party Units to engage with this Policy
Committee as well as the Aboriginal Labor Network going forward.
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Platform Amendments
1.

NSW Labor Aboriginal Network

That the following words be added to Chapter 7 Indigenous People and Recognition, Clause
7.2:
NSW Labor further considers the power presently found in section 51(xxvi) of the
Constitution for the Commonwealth to make laws in respect of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples should be retained, with the added proviso that such laws do
not discriminate adversely against them. This suggested power and the proviso are
based not on race but on the special and unique position of Aboriginal Peoples within
the Nation based on their prior occupancy of this land since time immemorial. In
addition, given the now bipartisan support for the series of Aboriginal Constitutional
Conventions to be held around Australia, NSW Labor further proposes that Federal
Labor review its position on constitutional change in the light of the outcomes from the
series of planned Aboriginal Conventions.
Recommendation: Support

2.

NSW Labor Aboriginal Network

That NSW Labor, believing the time is right, in terms of the National Platform 47th National
Conference, Chapter 11, paragraphs 10 and 23, section (i) to incorporate into domestic law
the provisions of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, of
which Australia is a signatory, amend Chapter 7, clause 7.4 of NSW Policy 2015, as shown:
1. Delete first bullet point in existing Clause 7.4
2. Insert proposed new bullet point in its place to read:
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples have the rights set out in the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, to which Australia is a
signatory, including particularly the right to self- determination, to autonomy in the
management of their own affairs, to be represented by the their own institutions
and to give their free, prior and informed consent to legislation and administrative
actions that directly affect them as Indigenous People. In the context of the Party
structure, this includes the right of Aboriginal Party members to be represented
through the NSW Aboriginal Labor Network, which may make decisive
contributions to Indigenous policy issues in constructive consultation as equal
partners with other relevant Party Units
Recommendation: Amend to remove word "decisive". Support.
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Agenda Items
1. Tumbi Umbi Branch
Conference supports the granting of funding to the Aboriginal Legal Service (NSW/ACT) for
the Custody Notification Service for 12 months and calls for a future Labor Government to
provide long term security of funding for this important service.
Recommendation: Support

2.

Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch

We are concerned about the loss of Federal funding for remote communities and the
subsequent decision by WA government to relocate indigenous people forcefully. This is a
similar policy to the communist government in China!
It appears that the decision is being be put into action and Land Councils and Churches may
fund a court action against it. Aside from the sheer inequity of the decision, we cannot
envision a win by the WA government. Therefore the money wasted by the WA government,
Land Councils and churches would be more productively spent in addressing problems in
those communities.
We the membership respectfully ask what Labor is doing about this issue, and
What actions have been taken by the WA government and Liberal Government to date?
We have come a long way from the philosophy and ideas of Whitlam, Hawke, Keating and
even Fraser.
Recommendation: Note.
3. Toongabbie Branch
That the NSW Annual Conference calls on the ALP Federal Caucus to work to repeal the 2007
Howard Conservative Government Northern Territory intervention and repeal the 2012
Stronger Future legislation that extended the Intervention approach to control Aboriginal
people and their land and manage their income and buying with the Basics card.
Stronger futures for Aboriginal people will require more self-determination and cultural
consultation, in accordance with local values and aspirations, not imposed ones.
This approach will overcome the negative impacts now occurring as a result of the
Intervention approach on Aboriginal people and communities.
Recommendation: Support in principle
4. Australian Manufacturers Workers’ Union
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Increasing Indigenous Representation in Public Office
NSW Labor is committed to increasing the representation of Aboriginals and Torres Strait
Islanders in public office positions.
At the 2015 National Conference, State Branches were asked to consult the Indigenous Labor
Networks in development of affirmative action rules for the preselection of public office
holders that require a minimum of relevant positions to be held by Aboriginals or Torres Strait
Islanders. National Conference determined that the minimum level that can be set by such
affirmative action rules is 5%.
NSW Labor instructs the Party Officers to initiate this consultation process with the NSW
Indigenous Labor Network and other Indigenous party members to develop a package of
rules reforms to achieve a binding target for Indigenous representation at the 2017 Annual
Conference.
In order to assist with this consultation process and the implementation of a strategy to
increase Indigenous representation, NSW Labor will:
•
•

Ensure that application and renewal forms ask prospective and existing ALP members
whether they are Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander
Maintain a contact list of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander members that can be
provided the NSW Indigenous Labor Network.

Recommendation: Refer to Working Group
5.

Granville Central Branch

NSW Labor strongly condemns the use of "cashless welfare" cards to restrict the human
rights of predominantly Indigenous Australians' access to Australia's social security programs.
Conference believes that Human Rights are paramount in the pursuit of dignity and support
for first Australians. We recognise that Social Security assistance is a universal right available
to everyone regardless of their race, religion or socio-economic status. We also note that
many communities in NSW, including Moree, and across Australia have condemned the
wholesale targeting of local areas and specifically regard the actions as racist and against the
spirit of a fair go for all.
We also note that the use of cards at major retailers not only places local retailers at a fiscal
disadvantage in larger communities but will almost certainly lead to price gouging in remote
communities who are often serviced by only one store. We believe that the use of these cards
will lead to further corruption and manipulation.
Only NSW Labor can initiate positive discussion within our communities to help facilitate a
healthy lifestyle, practical education and lower incarceration rates by entering into joint
discussions with community leaders and people directly affected by paternalistic jingoism and
"once in a lifetime" visits to communities.
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Recommendation: Support in principle

6. NSW Labor Aboriginal Network
That, noting that Section 2 of the NSW Constitution Act 1902 (as amended in 2010)
recognises the special position of Aboriginal Peoples within the State but that Subsection 2
(3) creates a "non-justiciable waiver" and believing that subsection has the effects of
continuing to apply the doctrine of "terra nullius", denying Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples from enjoying appropriate rights before the law and rendering recognition
hollow, a sham, the Party repeal sub-section3 of the NSW Constitution Act as soon as
possible.
Nothing in this section creates any legal right or liability, or gives rise to or affects any civil
cause of action or right to review an administrative action or affects the interpretation of any
Act or law in force in New South Wales.
Recommendation: Support in principle
7.

NSW Labor Aboriginal Network

That NSW Labor, believing the time is right, in terms of the National Platform 47th National
Conference, Chapter 11, paragraph 10:
10. Labor will protect and promote human rights. This is vital to achieving a peaceful
and secure world where all people have a right to live with dignity, freedom, safety and
prosperity. Labor will strongly advocate for and observe internationally accepted
human rights and civil liberties.
Will incorporate into domestic law the provisions of the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, of which Australia is a signatory, will therefore move at the next
National Conference to delete Chapter 9, Clause 44 page 127 as shown below:
44. Labor supports the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The
Declaration affirms the entitlement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
peoples to all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognised in international
law and provides an aspirational framework for future dialogue. Australia’s formal
support was welcomed by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights,
key Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, UN experts and the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner. This support underlines Labor’s
desire to work in good faith with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
acknowledging that our relationship will be tested and evolve over time.
And to insert the following words to take their place:
44. Labor supports the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and will
work in equal partnership with Aboriginal Peoples and their representative Institutions
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to incorporate those rights into Australian law and administrative practice and, as
appropriate, into the National and State Policies and Rules.
Recommendation: Support in principle
8.

NSW Labor Aboriginal Network

That pursuant to the 2015 National Platform (Chapter 12, clause 12, page 233) that each State
Branch form an Indigenous Labor Network and to the State Conference motion of 27
September 2014 about the re- formation of the NSW Aboriginal Network and in order to
recognise the Network in the NSW Labor Rules, to invest it with appropriate authority with the
aim of achieving more effective governance of Aboriginal policy issues, the following
amendments be made to NSW Labor Rules 2015:
1. Amend Basic Principles, B. Objectives, paragraph 18, Page 5, by adding the words
emphasised:
Recognition of the prior ownership of the land by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples and their reciprocal rights and responsibilities as Australia’s First Peoples,
recognition of their special and essential relationship with the land….
2. Include the following in Section A, page 14, following "NSW Young Labor", renumbering
following paragraphs:
Section A 42. NSW Aboriginal Labor Network:
A.42. The NSW Aboriginal Labor Network has been formed to contribute in accordance
with Labor values to increased Aboriginal membership, and greater participation by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples in the Party. The Constitution and Rules
of the NSW Aboriginal Labor Network will be settled from time to time by the
Administrative Committee in consultation with the NSW Aboriginal Labor Network and
incorporated in the NSW Labor Rules 2015 as Appendix M.
3. Add the NSW Aboriginal Labor Network to the Party Units that may propose changes to the
Party Rules or Platform, or ordinary policy motions, for consideration by Annual Conference
by including in Section B, B.8 at page 17:
(v) The NSW Indigenous Labor Network.
4. In order to achieve the goal of the Network for greater participation by Aboriginal Peoples
within the Party, approved by NSW State Conference on 27 September 2014, the NSW
Aboriginal Labor Network be authorised to appoint:
(a) Up to seven delegates to the Annual Conference by including in 2015 NSW Labor
Rules "Representation at Annual Conference, clause B.21 (l):
(l) Seven delegates from the NSW Aboriginal Labor Network.
(b) One member and one proxy to the Administrative Committee by inserting the
following new subsection:
D.2 (a) (vi) One member and one proxy appointed by the NSW Aboriginal Labor
Network.
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5. Identify the NSW Aboriginal Labor Network as a "Party Unit" by including in Section A,
Interpretations, A. 43 (a) (vi), page 15, after "includes" Aboriginal Labor Network
6. Noting the proposal to change the Australian Constitution to make laws in respect to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples by providing they do not discriminate adversely
against them; and Article 18 of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (the
right "to give free prior and informed consent" to Indigenous specific legislation and
administrative actions) a new section B.18 (s) be inserted in 2015 NSW Labor Rules:
B.18 (s) Consistent with the right set out in the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (of which Australia is a signatory) that they should have the right to
give their free, prior and informed consent to legislation and administrative actions that
directly affect them as Indigenous Peoples, and notwithstanding other provisions of
section B18, when the Forum or a Policy Commission considers Aboriginal-specific
policies, up to seven delegates of the NSW Aboriginal Labor Network shall be invited to
attend, with at least seven days’ notice, as equal, participating members with full
voting rights. The Report by the Forum or Commission will state whether those
members gave any proposed changes their free, prior and informed consent. A
statement of reasons for any reservations or dissent will be included in the report.
Recommendation: Note.

9.

NSW Labor Aboriginal Network

That NSW Labor, recognising that the special and unique place of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples, have rights, including those set out in the United Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples, extending beyond the removal of discrimination and of social and
economic disadvantage, will move at the next National Conference that the existing clause 48
of Chapter 1, Enduring Labor Values as shown below, and clause 24 of chapter 11, Australia’s
Place in a Changing World as shown below, be deleted and replaced by the following:
Labor recognises the special and unique position the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples have within the Nation and in their relationship with the Australian
Government and that this special relationship is based on respect for their prior
occupation of and continuing relationship with their traditional lands and waters. Labor
will work in equal partnership with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and
their representative Institutions to ensure that the reciprocal rights and obligations
arising from this relationship will be implemented and observed.
Recommendation: Support in principle
10. St Georges Basin Jervis Bay Branch
NSW Labor supports, in principle, affirmative action for the preselection of Indigenous
candidates for public office, as passed at the 2015 ALP National Conference.
This Conference requests a working group be established to consider mechanisms for
Indigenous affirmative action, with a proposal to be put to the Indigenous Policy Committee
for consideration prior to the next State Conference.
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Recommendation: Support
11. Cunningham FEC
Conference supports the provision of financial expertise to Aboriginal Land Councils in NSW
to assist in developing land held by Land Councils for the economic gain of their members.
Recommendation: Support
12. Cunningham FEC
Conference supports Indigenous languages being taught in all levels of schools from crèches
through to primary and secondary schools.
Recommendation: Support
13. Cunningham FEC
Conference supports the provision of culturally appropriate health care for Aboriginal people
including the provision of Indigenous speaking health providers.
Recommendation: Support
14. Cunningham FEC
Conference calls for certainty in funding for service providers to Aboriginal communities and
calls for three year rolling funding models and the end of one year funding cycles currently
employed by the Turnbull/ Abbott Government.
Recommendation: Support
15. Cunningham FEC
Conference calls on all local government authorities in NSW to work closer with Aboriginal
Land Councils and other Indigenous representative bodies and service providers.
Recommendation: Support
16. Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union acknowledges NSW Labor support for Indigenous issues.
Unfortunately, health and education standards are still below average when compared to the
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average population statistics. This conference calls upon NSW Labor to continue to develop
policies that specifically addresses and financially supports culturally specific early
intervention and rehabilitation services so as to address health and education needs for
Aboriginal people.
Recommendation: Support
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OUR ECONOMIC FUTURE REPORT
The Australian economy is approaching a record 25 years of continuous economic growth.
The reforms of past Labor governments, both State and Federal, are largely responsible for
this achievement. The economy needs innovative reforms to remain competitive in a
constantly changing global market and to further improve living standards for all Australians.
There are many issues to consider, including but not limited to:
•
•
•

•

Population growth, changing demographics and congestion;
Transformation of work in the digital era (digital economy) and the consequences for
our workforce and workplaces as the economy adapts;
Impediments to international competitiveness including unjustified barriers to greater
efficiency and insufficient investment in infrastructure, innovation, technology
development and deployment; and
The economic consequences of climate change.

Current Economic Climate:
National economic growth was 2.5% in the year to 31 September 2015 which is below-trend
and The unemployment rate in Australia is currently 5.8% (at November 2015) which is higher
than the 5.6% inherited by the Liberal government in September 2013.
Treasurers Hockey & Morrison have delivered federal deficits across the forward estimates.
The Liberals campaign to undermine the Australian economy with claims of a “budget
emergency” as justification for the failed 2014 budget caused business and consumer
confidence to collapse. The unnecessary repeals of the Minerals Resource Rent Tax & the
Clean Energy Plan have directly hit at the bottom line of the Australian budget.
When in opposition, then federal Shadow Treasurer Joe Hockey alleged that the government
financed its economic success by creating a “mountain of debt”. Net government debt was
estimated to peak at $191.6 billion or 11.4 per cent of GDP in Labor's final budget. Only two
years later it is headed for $336.4 billion or 18.5 per cent of GDP.
Superannuation Policy
After almost three years of the Abbott/Hockey and Turnbull/Morrison Federal Governments,
we have seen an idealistic attack upon Australia’s superannuation system. The Liberals’ have
frozen Labor’s initiative to increase the superannuation guarantee from 9% to 12% by 2020
for all of Australia’s workers, attempted to remove tax concessions for low-income workers
and reduced consumer protection for consumers seeking financial advice (FOFA).
The Abbott & Turnbull Liberal Government has legislated to have the low income super
contribution cease in 2019 whilst maintaining tax concessions for high-income workers. Labor
will continue to campaign for the reinstatement of this benefit for low-income workers.
Labor will also better target the tax concession for earnings on superannuation assets
supporting retirement income streams. Earnings above the $75,000 threshold will attract the
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same concessional rate of 15 per cent that applies to earnings in the accumulation phase.
This policy has been officially announced and will be taken to the 2016 Federal Election.
The Abbott & Turnbull Liberal Government sought to destroy Labor’s FOFA reforms which
included the scrapping of the opt-in requirement allowing an adviser to continue to charge
fees indefinitely without receiving consent from their client. Labor is committed to these
reforms in their entirety to protect consumers from past demonstrable poor financial advisory
practices.
The importance of Trade in Australian Economy
NSW Labor supports trade between Australia and the rest of the world because trade
generates economic growth, creates jobs, improves living standards and reduces poverty.
Labor has a longstanding commitment to trade through the Chifley, Whitlam, Hawke, Keating,
Rudd and Gillard governments.
Reducing barriers to trade creates more competitive industries and benefits consumers
through lower prices and greater choice. Trade is a pathway to a high-skill, high-wage future
for working Australians. The benefits of trade can and must be shared fairly, both at home and
abroad. We must ensure safeguards support local job opportunities, support Australian
wages and conditions, maintain workplace skills and safety standards, and deter exploitation
of overseas workers.
Taxation
NSW Labor supports an equitable and efficient taxation system, as follows:
1. Maintenance of a progressive, stepped, personal income tax regime, noting Australia’s
total income tax take is currently lower than the average among OECD (comparable)
nations.
2. Co-operative effort by all levels of government to reduce the reliance by NSW on State
taxes which are narrow, volatile, inequitable and/or inefficient, and, in particular, property
transfer (stamp) duties.
3. Maintenance of the corporate tax base by reducing corporate tax avoidance and evasion
(e.g. the use of offshore tax havens, transfer pricing or dishonest/sham accounting) and
using the proceeds to provide relief to good corporate citizens paying their fair share, by
reducing the corporate tax rate over time.
4. Maintenance of the current levels of fuel taxation, noting the environmental dangers of
encouraging fossil fuel consumption. However, the impact of such taxation in rural areas
should be reviewed to ensure reasonable fuel prices are guaranteed.
5. A reduction of the extremely generous superannuation taxation concessions available to
higher income earners.
6. Opposition to the use by higher income earners of Trusts, Partnerships and
Incorporation to avoid tax on personal services. All entities should be taxed equally on
earnings derived from personal services.
7. Removal of the abuse of "work-related' tax off-sets/deductions, eg by tightening those
relating to overseas conferences and home offices.
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8. Introduction of a market-based emissions trading scheme comparable with those of our
trading partners, incorporating appropriate compensation for non-polluting businesses
and low and middle- income earners.
9. Consideration of the abolition of negative gearing for future purchases of established
(second-hand) housing.
10. Consideration of the abolition or reduction of the 50% Capital Gains Tax discount
available to purchasers of property held for more than 12 months.
11. Consideration of the introduction of a financial transactions or cash flow tax.
12. Removal of opportunities for tax avoidance by wealthy individuals, through
consideration of measures including a rule (also known as the ‘Warren Buffett Rule’)
which requires very high income earners to pay at least a minimum average rate of tax
on their total income.
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Platform Amendment
1. Leichhardt Branch
Conference acknowledges that the findings of the Henry Review, the IPART Review and
the Lambert Review provide a comprehensive case for implementing reforms to the NSW
state tax revenues.
Conference recommends that the NSW ALP State Platform be amended to provide for a
process for implementation of appropriate reforms to the current state taxes. The
purpose of these reforms is to provide a wider base for state revenue taxes that will
generate sufficient revenue growth to finance improved government services and
improve their impact in respect of economic efficiency.
Any increase in taxation revenue will be progressive in nature and levied on those
individuals and entities that can afford to pay.
Specific reforms are to include moving away from Stamp Duty towards a broader based
progressive land tax, cutting insurance and fire levies, lowering the threshold for payroll
tax, and introducing a Sydney vehicle congestion charge to cut vehicle taxes and
charges.
This process is to commence with a green paper that takes into account the findings of
the Henry, IPART and Lambert reviews and canvasses options in respect of the following
revenue sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stamp Duty
Payroll taxes
Land tax
Motor vehicle taxes
Royalties
Environmental taxes
Wealth taxes
Financial transactions Duty
Any other relevant sources

Following public consultation and discussion of the Green Paper a White Paper is to be
prepared which takes into account the response to the Green Paper and sets out
proposed changes. These may then be implemented after taking into account further
public consultation and discussion on the White paper.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to National Conference position
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Agenda Items
1. Auburn-Lidcombe United- Branch
That the Conference expresses concern at the increasing proportion of the population
that cannot afford to purchase a home. There are a number of factors that contribute to
this situation. We request that the Party declare that affordable home ownership
supplemented by affordable rental properties for all Australians is a major priority to be
addressed by all levels of government. The purpose of residential housing is primarily to
ensure everybody has a home rather than to provide investment opportunities.
Measures to be taken should include a combination of the following:
• An expansion of public/social housing
• Phasing out of negative gearing on investment properties
• A limit on the number of investment properties owned per person
• Rigorous enforcement of foreign ownership laws on investment properties with
effective penalties ensuring a loss on investment, eg a requirement that properties
illegally obtained be made available for public housing
• Phasing out of first home owner subsidies
Elimination of concessional tax treatment of capital gain on residential property
Recommendation: Support in Principle. Refer to National Conference position in
endorsing a review of negative gearing. The Committee notes that NSW Labor will
strongly support the principle of making housing more affordable and notes the
position adopted at the 2015 National Conference in relation to including reviewing
Negative Gearing as part of the tax system.
2. Milton Ulladulla Branch
Given that 'Intergenerational theft' is a Coalition favourite slogan:
Labor should grasp the Abbott/Hockey slogan:
•
•

By turning it around linking 'Intergenerational theft' to Baird’s poles and wires
privatisation and any other proposed privatisation attempts
After all isn’t privatising a profitable business that will continue to pay dividends to
the government of the day stealing from our children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren?

When embracing privatisation the Liberal-Country Party is failing in three ways by:
•
•
•
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Effectively giving away long-term income that funds our National requirements
Avoiding grasping the too-hard nettle of making multi-nationals pay their fair share
of Tax on money earned in Australia
In fact allowing privatisation to often put OUR assets in the hands of those same
multi-nationals so averse to paying their share of Tax
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Recommendation: Support in principle

3. Camden Haven Branch
Conference calls on Federal Labor to put forward an anti-privatization bill (similar to that
put forward by UK Labor) to prevent the selling off of all or parts of Medicare to Health
multi-national corporations, whose aim is to exploit the sick for profit, which is contrary to
true Labor values.
Recommendation: Reject. The motion is inconsistent with the current platform (see
3.37 & 3.38)
4. Maitland East Branch
Conference urges the Federal Labor Party to consider a policy development that
addresses the issue of negative gearing.
Currently the law encourages speculative investment in housing that is causing
unsustainable increases in house prices and forcing low and middle income Australians
from the housing market and into higher cost rental accommodation.
This is a serious erosion of the quality of life for many Australians.
Recent research contradicts the Coalition claim that the negative gearing policy
increases housing affordability.
The negative gearing policy is also a serious drain on the Federal budget.
Conference asks the Federal Party to review the current legislation in the following terms:
•
•

Existing NG investments be given a sunset clause that will enable current investors
to reduce risk and realise existing investment plans.
Capital gains tax concessions be removed entirely.

Future investment that can be negatively geared be allowed only for:
•
•
•

Houses that increase housing stock, i.e; new dwellings
Affordable housing supply be a factor in legislative changes.
The policy be tied to projects that enhance sustainable urban environments such as
consolidation around existing infrastructure

These policy changes are equitable and socially just, reduce the strain on the budget and
help build an economically and environmentally sustainable future.
Recommendation: Support in Principle. Refer to Agenda Item 1.
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5. Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Labor supports a review of tax concessions in superannuation. In line with a progressive
tax system the overly generous tax concessions to high income earners should be
reduced and the low income super contribution concessions should be retained.
Recommendation: Support

6. Shop, Distributive & allied Employees’ Association
Labor supports a progressive taxation system. Labor rejects any increase in the rate of
the GST or any broadening of the base of the GST as it is a regressive tax that
disproportionately falls upon low income employees and their families.
Recommendation: Support

7. Coffs Harbour Branch/ Berowra FEC/Pennant Hills Branch/Padstow Branch/Auburn
Lidcombe United Branch/Snowy River Cooma Branch/Greenacre Branch/EdenMonaro Branch
Conference notes the strong work of the Reserve Our Gas campaign on the issue of gas
prices and supply and officially signs on in support of the campaign.
Conference calls on the Government and the Australian Labor Party to adopt a regulatory
approach that ensures Australia’s gas prices are not completely exposed to a distorted
global price. This would be in the form of a gas reservation – or reservation like – policy.
We call on both our local State and Federal representatives to argue for gas reservation
in caucus and in their respective parliaments.
Conference notes that every other gas exporting country in the world manages to
balance the interests of gas producers and the broader economy – Australia should too.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to National Conference position
8. Lane Cove Branch
That negative gearing provisions be removed on the purchase of an already constructed
residential property that has previously been lived in by either tenants or owner-occupied
residents
That the following expenses not be allowed to be deducted against assessable income of
a residential property owner:
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Interest arising from loan repayments used to purchase the property.
Fees and charges incurred in arranging loan facilities to fund the property
purchase.
All rental expenses including and not limited to agents fees, letting fees, council
rates, strata fees, special strata levies, landlord insurance, building and contents
insurance, maintenance fees.
All depreciation claims relating to building, fixtures and fittings.
Stamp duty and conveyancing costs.

That the expenses mentioned in points a, b, c, d and e, be allowed to be capitalised
against the cost base/purchase cost of the property and claimed as a dedication to offset
any capital gain when the property is sold if the property has been held for a period of
longer than ten years since date of exchange of contracts.
That current negative gearing provisions be retained for the purchase of residential
property “off-the-plan" or has not previously been inhabited by a tenant or owneroccupied resident
That the above changes be prospective and not apply to residential investment
properties already owned and where negative gearing is claimed at the time of
introducing such changes.
Recommendation: Support in Principle. Refer to Agenda Item 1.

9. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Taking from the poor to support the rich changes to superannuation and pensions
commencing on 01/01/2016 and 01/01/2017 or the Liberals High End pension support.
This conference calls upon NSW Labor to commit to repealing those parts of the
Liberal’s Allocated and Defined Benefit Superannuation Pensions Legislation that unfairly
targets:
•
•

•

•

•
•
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Those on lower superannuation incomes against the continuing support to those
on high-end superannuation pensions.
The changes to Superannuation Allocated Pensions (AP) will entice many retirees
and future retirees to limit and reduce their savings and assets, for example
spending on renovations, travel and gifting.
The changes to Defined Benefit Pensions will create particular difficulty for 60% of
those affected are currently receiving a benefit of $30,000 or less, they just have to
cop it.
Unlike those superannuants on Allocated Pensions, those on Defined Benefit
Pensions before 1 January 2015 are not subject to grandfathering rules or
provided relief from the new legislation
Centrelink changes penalise couples where one partner has much less super than
the other, and
Takes no account of whether another person or children share that income.
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While Allocated Pensioners who had an AP before 1 January 2015 are not subject
to the new deeming rules:
•

•

Should that pensioner wish roll their AP to a new provider such a transaction is a
new account and will financially disadvantage the AP pensioner. By simply rolling
over to another financial manager an otherwise unchanged investment is brought
under the new deeming rules.
This inequitable law locks pensioners into a financial institution who may not be
prudently managing the AP investment because financial institutions now have a
monopoly over those pre January 2015 AP pensioners who will be financially
disadvantaged should they wish to change provider.

The Liberal government targeted aged pensioners and got away with it with Labor’s
support. Excluded from these blinkered policies were the unfunded politicians’, federal
judges’, and defence force superannuation incomes. This is discrimination of the poor.
Recommendation: Note.
10. Ermington Branch
Conference calls for immediate action to address the retirement savings gender gap
through reform of our superannuation system. This should include the following
measures:
•
•
•
•

Removing the contributions tax, including employer contributions into an
individual’s assessable income and including an offset
Shifting to a progressive tax rate on superannuation income tax
Levying superannuation during the paid parental leave period
Shifting the superannuation guarantee to total earnings rather than ordinary time
earnings

Recommendation: Support

11. Jervis Bay St Georges Basin Branch
In light of the continuing deterioration of Australia’s manufacturing sector we request that
the Federal Opposition and the Australian Labor Party place in its election platform the
concept of creating a new federal department for the protection of industries or products
deemed essential to the national interest.
Most recently this deterioration can be seen in the automotive and petroleum industries
which have continued a trend that has been has been underway since the mid-1970s.
This new department could be titled:
SUFFICENCY”
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The scope and role of this department will be to protect via quotas, tariffs, grants, tax
incentives, and low interest loans, industries and businesses that have been deemed
fundamental to the national economy and the concept of national self-sufficiency.
This will thereby maximise Australian jobs, secure the future of our children and
grandchildren, and lessen our vulnerability to offshore supply chain problems, natural
disasters, and overseas conflicts.
The department should be protected by laws which make it exempt from free trade
agreements which undermine the concept of Australian national self-sufficiency.
The department should not exclude or ban said products from Australia, rather it should
simply limit the number or percentage of the national market of such products that can
be sold in Australia.
For example a designated product could be limited to supply 20 percent of the Australian
national market, or tariffs could be put in place comparable to levels imposed on
Australian exports by the supplying nation.
After 40 years of deterioration since the 1970s many Australian industries have now
reached the point where the nation would be unable to provide for itself should offshore
events conspire to interrupt or sever the nation’s overseas supply lines.
In a world where there is no such thing as a level playing field the Labor Party should not
unreservedly endorse the concept of Free Trade, rather it should embrace the concept of
FAIR TRADE.
It is time for the Labor Party to act before the nation succumbs to the tide of history and
the four generational ‘Long Cycle’ of International Relations.
Recommendation: Reject. The Hawke Government’s liberalisation of Australian
trade barriers has resulted in lower consumer prices and contributed to the
continuing economic growth Australia has experienced since 1991.
12. Wentworthville Branch
That the Federal Government revert back to the 1996 Keating government rules for
taxation of superannuation contributions.
Recommendation: Reject. Current National Labor superannuation taxation policy is
better suited to the current economic climate.
13. Seven Hills SEC
Conference calls upon the government and the ALP to adopt a regulatory approach that
ensures Australia's gas prices are not completely exposed to distorted global price. This
approach would take the form of a gas reservation policy. We consider that Australia can
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and should have a vibrant gas exporting industry. However it should not come at the
expense of other sectors and the community at large. We note that every other gas
exporting country manages to balance the interests of gas producers and the broader
economy. Australia should too
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to Agenda Item 5.
14. Newcastle Branch
So as to reflect a high standard of hones clarity and integrity in the political discourse at
all levels of government, the use of such terms as "efficiency dividend" as a euphemism
for cost-cutting savings and ''asset recycling" as a euphemism for privatisation is to be
formally discouraged in all ALP Communications.
Recommendation: Reject.
15. Armidale Branch
Conference is opposed to coal mining on the Liverpool Plains and demands that any
current licenses in that region be revoked due to the impact on the food bowl and water
table and that no further licenses be issued.
Recommendation: Reject.
16. Adamstown Branch
Conference expresses support for the concept of the Federal Government conducting a
periodic tender process among reputable superannuation providers for the provision of
the best priced default fund for employees. Further, that the tax return process allow
taxpayers to switch to the successful tenderer if they so choose, as part of the tax return
process at minimum or no cost.
Conference notes that the above is similar to a recommendation of the Grattan Institute
after a study which found that Australians are paying fees averaging of 1.2% of
superannuation account balances, more than 3 times the median OECD rate.
Recommendation: Note. The “My Super” reforms provides for this.
17. Alexandria Branch
Australian Labor Party Policy should be to adopt a regulatory approach via a gas
reservation policy that ensures that Australia's domestic gas prices are not completely
exposed to a distorted global price.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to Agenda Item 5
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18. Tumbi Umbi Branch
The Conference strongly opposes the secret Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA)
being negotiated as it is shrouded in secrecy and denies the public important information
about the provisions being included. Not only are the terms of agreement potentially very
harmful, but the process of negotiation lacks transparency. The investor state dispute
mechanism which allows private companies to sue the Australian Government for
legislating
Recommendation: Reject. The National Platform deals with ALP policy in this
regard. The Committee notes that it shares concerns regarding Investor State
Dispute Settlement regimes as well as the lack of transparency surrounding a
number of these trade deals.
19. Tumbi Umbi Branch
This Conference reaffirms its support for the ‘Robin Hood Tax’ as it has the potential to
generate significant revenue globally; upwards of $1 billion per year just in Australia and
aligns with Labor's founding principles.
Recommendation: Noted. Refer to National Conference position
20. Tumbi Umbi Branch
This Conference supports the abolition of negative gearing for landlords in its current
form. We endorse negative gearing as a tax policy with the condition that any negatively
geared property must be a new property (no more than three years old). We support the
application of this amendment in line with the recommendation by the Henry Tax Review,
that only 40% of interest and expenses be allowed as deductable expenses for these
new properties. Finally, that we support a ‘grandfather clause’ to be applied to the
properties of all current tax payers who utilise negative gearing to ensure that they are
not adversely affected by this
Recommendation: Support in Principle Refer to Agenda Item 1
21. Tumbi Umbi Branch
This Conference supports the abolition of stamp duties on real estate. We support a
broad based and progressive land tax as a suitable and equitable replacement for stamp
duty. We call on state and federal branches of the party to work together to encourage a
national, uniform land tax.
Recommendation: Reject.
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22. Tumbi Umbi Branch
This Conference supports raising the tax-free threshold to $25,000 to assist low income
earners.
Recommendation: Reject. The Committee view is that this, in isolation, would be
counterproductive.
23. Tumbi Umbi Branch
That Conference supports the amendment of capital gains taxation [for shares and
housing], and believe that capital gains should be taxed at the same rate as income.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to National Platform

24. Tumbi Umbi Branch
As part of a comprehensive tax review, this Conference supports the abolition of fuel and
exploration tax breaks for mining companies.
Recommendation: Reject – The Committee rejects discriminatory abolition of tax
concessions for certain sectors in isolation.

25. Tumbi Umbi Branch
This Conference endorses the idea that when Federal Labor next wins office, the next
Labor cabinet implement a comprehensive review, to be undertaken by professional and
independent economic experts, of every element of the taxation system with three
equally weighted goals in its terms of reference:
• Creating the conditions for upwards social mobility for individuals and families,
and;
• Creating the conditions for real GDP growth, and;
• Correcting the structural deficit.
This Conference believes that the FPLP should take ideas and recommendations from
this review to subsequent elections if these recommendations relate to our commitment
to fairness, economic growth and individual opportunity, families, workers, Australian
business, and being a good global citizen.
Recommendation: Noted. The Committee supports periodic comprehensive
reviews of the taxation system.
26. Cessnock Branch
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Conference calls on the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party to investigate the
implementation of a financial transactions tax, of up to 0.5%, at either a national or
regional level.
Recommendation: Noted. Refer to National Conference support for broad taxation
review.
27. Tumbi Umbi Branch
That Conference calls on the Federal Government to undertake a comprehensive review
of the superannuation contribution system with the aim of making the system more
equitable. The tax concessions currently in place benefit the 10% of highest income
earners to the detriment of lower income earners. This is not in the egalitarian spirit of
Australia or in line with ALP core principles, particularly and including those regarding
progressive taxation. We ask the Federal Government to reduce the tax concession
available to the highest earners and consider the re-introduction of the reasonable
benefits test. Superannuation should be a progressive scheme similar to income tax.
Recommendation: Reject. Current National Labor superannuation taxation policy is
more a better policy suited to the current economic climate.
28. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Given the breadth of scandal surrounding the ‘Finance Sector’ including many retail
financial managers such as Westpac, CBA, NAB, Macquarie Private Wealth, IOOF and
ANZ to name the more prominent ones, Conference requests that the Federal Labor
Party support a Royal Commission into the Finance Sector.
Recommendation: Reject. The Last Labor Government legislated the Future of
Financial Advice reforms which, once allowed to settle, provide the appropriate
regulatory framework.
29. Newcastle FEC
That the Conference regards any action of either Federal, State or Local government (or
associated bodies) involving:
a. The sale of sound income-earning community-owned assets, without
exception;
b. The gifting or sale of government-funded or sourced research outcomes,
such as intellectual property, patents, processes or materials without
appropriate licence or royalty fees being paid in perpetuity at re-negotiable
market process;
c. The expropriation of Crown Lands to private entrepreneurs, either by sale or
lease unless it achieves solid socially-desirable outcomes;
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d. The outsourcing of government processes, (e.g., jail management, taxation
assessment for corporations)
As grossly unacceptable unless it can be lucidly demonstrated, after prior quality
community consultation and consensus that significant and unchallengeable benefit will
definitely ensure to the relevant community at large.
Recommendation: Refer to current NSW Labor Party Platform regarding such asset
transfers.

30. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Conference continues to support the Hunter as the Nation’s Clean Energy Hub.
The Hunter Region has everything it needs to prosper in a low carbon future, given
appropriate policy support:
•
•
•
•

world class academic institutions and research
a strong manufacturing sector
opportunities to commercialise innovation
a highly skilled workforce.

Labor must plan for the future and ensure we are building modern, resilient industries
that provide prosperity for decades to come.
Recommendation: Support.
31. Wentworth FEC
That Conference supports the recommendations of the Henry Review into the taxation of
superannuation concession and advocates any moves to eliminate superannuation tax
breaks for the wealthy including elimination of tax free income from high balance
members in retirement phase. The Conference also supports the Deloitte Access
Economics recommendation that all concessional contributions to superannuation
receive the 15% deduction from the marginal tax rate than being taxed at a flat 15%
regardless of high income. The Conference does not support perks being offered to high
income superannuation contributors at the expense of the budget bottom line and
average wage earners.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to National Conference position
32. Australian Services Union
Water is our most precious natural resource and water services are an important public
asset. NSW Labor is committed to keeping Sydney Water and Hunter Water in public
hands and does not support any privatisation or outsourcing of their important work or
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functions delivering water supplies and services to the people of NSW. Privatisation
would risk thousands of jobs and a stable and secure water supply in NSW.
Recommendation: Support in principle
33. Australian Services Union
NSW Labor recognises our public transport system is world class because it provides
reliable and accessible services, safe and clean stations and thousands of good secure
jobs for the people of NSW. NSW Labor does not support any further privatisation or
outsourcing of our public transport in NSW.
Recommendation: Support in principle
34. United Voice
NSW government agencies and state-owned corporations currently tender for property
services in numerous buildings that are government-owned or leased. As a result, a wide
range of service suppliers are engaged by government to provide property services.
Procurement could be streamlined by tendering across the property portfolio for property
services instead of at agency level.
NSW Labor will review the devolution of government property services procurement to
determine the most efficient and effective tendering process and to ensure employment
and service standards are adhered to consistently.
NSW Labor also commits to enforcing codes of practice to ensure that on sites owned or
leased by the NSW government, property service providers, contractors and any
subcontractors employ workers on the appropriate wages and conditions and with
necessary training.
Recommendation: Support in principle..

35. Ermington Branch
Conference calls for reform to negative gearing as a matter of urgency, including
consideration of options such as limiting the practice to new builds only in the future to
promote housing affordability and limiting tax deductions against property income.
Recommendation: Support in Principle - Refer to National Conference position in
endorsing a review of negative gearing
36. United Voice
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NSW government agencies and state-owned corporations currently tender for property
services in numerous buildings that are government-owned or leased. As a result, a wide
range of service suppliers are engaged by government to provide property services.
Procurement could be streamlined by tendering across the property portfolio for property
services instead of at agency level.
NSW Labor will review the devolution of government property services procurement to
determine the most efficient and effective tendering process and to ensure employment
and service standards are adhered to consistently.
NSW Labor also commits to enforcing codes of practice to ensure that on sites owned or
leased by the NSW government, property service providers, contractors and any
subcontractors employ workers on the appropriate wages and conditions and with
necessary training.
Recommendation: Support in principle.
37. Robertson FEC
That the Federal Labor caucus adopts a telecommunications policy that facilitates the
option of a home user to:
•
•

Block incoming calls that have no number identification
Engage an option on the do not call register that also blocks presently
exempted parties

Recommendation: Reject.
38. United Voice
NSW Labor notes the increased growth and popularity of services in the ‘sharing
economy’, such as Air BnB and Uber for accommodation and transport services.
Governments must sensibly recognise consumer demand for these services, whilst
regulating to ensure that adequate protections for working people and the community are
in put in place.
NSW Labor supports the community provision of services through a ‘sharing economy’
model. We recognise that this can have many benefits in terms of convenience and
affordability. We also believe people working in these industries (existing players and new
entrants) need protection of their workplace rights.
NSW Labor will work to ensure the sharing economy is both properly supported and
properly regulated in NSW.
Recommendation: Support.
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39. Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union
NSW Labor does not support an increased in the Goods and Services Tax or moves to
broaden the base of this tax.
Government services need adequate funding. Labor has to have an answer to how it will
raise the revenue to fund the services we believe are essential to a comprehensive social
democratic state.
Increasing or broadening the GST is not the answer. The GST, a flat tax, disproportionally
impacts low income earners and those on fixed incomes who spend considerably more
of their income that high income earners (who are able to save much more). Taxes should
be raised progressively – if you earn more, you pay more, if you earn less, you pay less.
NSW Labor particularly opposes increasing the GST to fund personal income tax cuts.
Our national conversation about tax needs to start by addressing how we raise the
revenue we need to fund the services we support – the NDIS, universal public health, free
public education. Increasing an unfair tax to fund a decrease in a fairer progressive tax is
against Labor values and should not be supported.
Recommendation: Support.
40. Summer Hill Branch
In light of revelations in the ABC program “Ka-Ching”, this branch calls on development
of ALP policy to eliminate anti-social gambling, introduce limits and eliminate reliance of
clubs and pubs and state budgets on gambling revenue.
Recommendation: Reject

41. Labor for Innovation
That NSW Labor embraces the sharing economy and enables the private sector to utilise
existing capital and labour in the most efficient manner possible whilst maintaining or
improving living standards of NSW residents.
That NSW Labor supports measures to encourage collaboration between early stage
innovative companies and NSW Government agencies. In particular, NSW Labor
supports measures to facilitate the inclusion of early stage companies in government
tender processes. NSW Labor further supports greater accessibility of NSW Government
information through open data where possible, including to connotative companies.
Recommendation: Support.
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Prosperity and Fairness at Work
Fair workplaces
Labor wants a growing economy which provides full-employment underpinned by
quality jobs providing meaningful work and economic security. The key measures of
work must include social and economic inclusion. Labor believes we live in a society,
not just an economy and people are not simply units of production, but are individuals
with families and lives outside their workplaces.
Labor believes all people should be treated with dignity and fairness at work. That is
why Labor will continue to support penalty rates for all employees whose work falls on
days and times that are regarded by the majority of families as outside normal working
hours. In addition, Labor will continue to support fair shop trading laws, including
keeping shops closed on existing protections for Good Friday, Easter Sunday,
Christmas Day, Boxing Day and the Anzac Day morning, to protect the limited
personal, family and community time available for workers and small businesses.
Following the exposure of the shameful exploitation of international students working
in 7 eleven franchises, Labor will strengthen and expand existing provisions whereby
principal contractors are held liable for employee entitlements of subcontractors to
include franchisor liability for employee entitlements of franchisees. Labor will also
support education of international students of their work rights and right to join a
union.
Labor will focus on ensuring all working people in NSW enjoy a safe workplace, free of
bullying, exploitation and all forms of discrimination. We will ensure there is a properly
resourced, independent umpire to deal with all matters involving work which arise
under State law. The Industrial Relations Commission will have its ability to set fair
wages and conditions restored and given the widest mandate for protecting working
conditions. This includes the right to join, be represented by and participate in unions.
Labor will ensure working people and businesses are able to secure timely and reliable
information about wages and entitlements. Labor will also ensure workers are
provided with proper assistance to recover entitlements owed to them.
Labor in government will ensure it only does business with companies that have fair
and safe workplace policies, including how they resolve workplace disputes. Labor will
reflect this policy strategy in the criteria it sets for the tendering processes of
Government work. Good local jobs will be a priority in all industries.
Safe work
Under the Coalition, work safety laws and their enforcement have been scaled back
and unions have lost the ability to enforce laws which protect workers. As a result
accident and fatality rates remain unacceptably high.
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Workers’ compensation changes reduced injured workers’ benefits to the lowest level
in living memory. The harshest changes are the time limits on medical treatment,
removal of coverage when travelling to and from work, and the retrospective removal
of rights from workers injured prior to the recent changes.
Labor will repeal those harsh laws and ensure workers and unions can enforce work
safety laws, including rehabilitation and return to work obligations on insurers and
employers. Disputes about treatment or compensation must be resolved by an
independent tribunal and returning work safety prosecutions to the Industrial Court of
NSW. Labor will restore the full powers held by the Dust Diseases Board prior to the
2015 changes.
Under a Labor Government, WorkCover will be properly resourced to promote the
highest standards of workplace safety to proactively support healthy workplaces, not
just not just pick up the pieces afterwards.
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Platform Amendments
1. Alexandria Branch
Conference notes the Leader of the Opposition's comments that Uber should be
regulated, and asks that Conference add to Party Policy the below measures, or
equivalents, either to the section "Creating Fair Workplaces" (currently 4.12 through
4.18), or elsewhere, as Conference sees fit:
• Drivers and other people working for 'on-demand' application businesses, also
known as 'on-hire employment services', such as Uber, are not to be classed as
independent contractors but as employees.
• They should receive full workplace entitlements, and be subject to oversight and
protection by their employer.
• They should be guaranteed a level of income for their work and must be
afforded the entitlements and protections required under Australian law.
Recommendation: Support in Principle.
Employment and Workplace Relations
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Agenda Items
1.

Auburn Lidcombe United Branch
Union involvement in the Labor Party has become a problem that is impacting the
party in a negative way. To avoid the union leadership abusing their power in the party
the relationship needs to be reviewed and transformed to be democratic in nature
rather than centralised. (i.e. hand picking delegates to party conference). We need the
union relationship to strengthen the Party to enable it to represent workers. This is
best done by unions encouraging their members to join the party, launching collective
campaigns with unions and by the party representing a working class agenda to make
Australia a country for everyone.
Recommendation: Reject

2.

Canterbury SEC/Campsie Branch
Conference calls upon all Labor Councillors to actively support implementation of the
following policies in local government:
• That labour hire or contract staff should not be used to replace local government
employees at any local government authority and that any attempt to reduce job
security or to replace award based positions in NSW local government should
be opposed.
• That labour hire and/or contract labour should not be used to undercut or
reduce the wages and conditions of local government employees in NSW.
• That the wages and conditions for workers of companies engaged by councils
under contract should be no less favourable than those in the NSW State Local
Government Award.
• That the jobs of local government employees should not be made less secure as
a result of the fit for the future process and that there should be no forced
redundancies.
Recommendation: Support

3.

Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Labor recognises the significant disparity in the retirement incomes of men and
women; often reflective of interrupted working patterns due to unpaid caring
responsibilities. Labor will introduce measures to effectively reduce this disparity.
Measures should include:
•

•
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parental leave and government payment of superannuation contributions for
those eligible for payments under the government Paid Parental Leave Scheme;
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Carers’ Payments/Allowances or Family Payments;
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•
•

retain the low income Superannuation Contribution; and
following a period of parental leave or extended carer's leave permit averaging
of earnings for income tax purposes over 5 year periods, with any resultant tax
benefit/refund being paid into the recipients superannuation account.

Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to Shadow Treasurer and Shadow
Assistant Treasurer
4.

Armidale Branch
Conference supports an inquiry into the exploitation of workers employed under 457
and 711 international student visas.
Recommendation: Support

5.

Tumbi Umbi Branch
Conference is strongly opposed to the Federal Government budget proposal
regarding salary sacrificing on low paid staff working in the Not-for-Profit sector. This
proposal would cap the amount that NFP organisations are able to salary sacrifice and
would “strike at the pocket of many of the hardest working Australians who provide
essential care for our most vulnerable. The majority of employees in these mainly
part-time jobs are women. The removal of these entitlements will have a direct impact
on women across Australia, further widening the gap between male and female weekly
earnings.” Attracting skilled staff to the Sector is likely to become more difficult.
Recommendation: Support

6.

United Services Union
Conference moves that if any Local Councils or related entities are amalgamated
either voluntarily or forcibly, all ALP Councillors support and endorse employment
protections for all workers of the respective amalgamated Councils or related entities
of no forced redundancy for at least 5 years following any transfer. Conference further
support amendments to the NSW Local Government Act 1993 Section 354(f) to
support this resolution.
Recommendation:

7.

Support

Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Industry superannuation funds, with the not for profit representative trustee
Governance model has outperformed the for-profit appointed trustee governance
model on most important criteria of performance over the long run.
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In light of the success of the industry superannuation fund governance model and
consistent generation of higher net returns for their fund members, Labor will oppose
any mandatory requirements to alter current governance models that would
undermine the not for profit representative trustee governance model.
Recommendation: Support
8.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The CFMEU is gravely concerned about the number of well-established builders and
subcontractors that continue to fail in the building and construction industry. Clearly
the slowdown in economic worker, the increase competitiveness has pushed down
prices and builders and subcontractors are engaged in a race to the bottom to win
work. This is contributing to the collapse of builders, the non-payment and therefore
failure of subcontractors, and ultimately the non-payment of wages and entitlements
to workers.
The NSW Liberal Government has contributed to the crisis, by cancelling contracts
where it has engaged a failed builder and failed to heed the CFMEU's call for an
inquiry in the tendering and payments scheme in NSW, leaving many small businesses
to ruin. Despite many good recommendations coming out of the Collins Inquiry the
NSW Liberal Government has failed to even promulgate the simple amendments it’s
made to the Security of Payments regime and delays in tackling reforms that would
better protect subcontractors and their employees.
Conference calls on State Labor to commit itself to an overhaul of Security Payments
legislation and regulatory system, to ensure that small subcontractors are able to
access and benefit from the legislation, and to undertake a broader inquiry into the
tendering and payment practices in the industry.
Recommendation: Support

9.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The CFMEU calls up on Labor to ensure that all government funded projects require
contractors to use active Labour Market Testing (LMT) to ensure that Australian
citizens and permanent residents are given the opportunity to apply for jobs before
applications for 457 visa workers can be approved.
Further Labor should seek to ensure that before any Regional Migration Agreement is
applied for, all stakeholders including unions are consulted and a needs assessment
undertaken, exploring other avenues for sourcing workers.
Recommendation: Support
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Tumbi Umbi Branch
That Conference supports the campaign ‘A Real Choice’ being run by the NSW
Nurses and Midwives Association in collaboration with the Public Service Association
of NSW and the Australian Salaried Medical Officers Federation NSW. This
Conference supports the key principles of the campaign that are designed to protect
choice and quality services by guaranteeing:
1) That the NSW government retains a role in the provision of services in the
ageing, disability and home care sectors.
2) That the government protects NSW Disability and Home Care Services staff by
providing:
(a) Safeguarded rates of pay, conditions and entitlements for those who are
transferred to a private provider.
(b) Transfer payments for staff transferred to a private provider.
(c) The right to choose to stay with the public sector. The right to choose
between redeployment or redundancy payment for staff who do not want to
be forced to transfer out of the public sector.
(d) A guaranteed employment period for staff who transfer to a private provider
and also for those who want to stay working in the public sector.
Recommendation: Support in principal. Amend 2.a. to read: Safeguarded rates of
pay, conditions and entitlements for those who are transferred to a private and
not for profit provider

11.

KuRingGai Branch
The Conference notes that:
• Currently, the Fair Work Act 2009supports unfair dismissals within 12 months of
an employee being at a small business employer or 6 months for all other
employers and that this is a completely arbitrary period of time which facilitates
exploitation of workers;
• the 6 month minimum employment period or qualifying period is a remnant of
Work Choices which was extended to 12 months in its application to small
employers by the Australian Labor Party;
• there is no good justification for the measure as all employers are still able to
terminate employees if they are not fulfilling the requirements of their
employment or if the termination comes as a result of genuine redundancy;
• in the face of the imminent and undeniable attacks on workers' rights that are
currently being pursued by this Conservative government through the Royal
Commission into Trade Unions and the Productivity Commission, the ALP must
stand up and must push back;
• increasing the scope of unfair dismissal protections to recent employees is but
one simple way that we can take a strong, proactive stance on workers’ rights;
• he qualifier to unfair dismissal should not be how long you have been employed
or how big the business is but whether the dismissal was unfair,
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The Conference calls for:
• the repeal of sections 383 and 384 of the Fair Work Act 2009 and
• the Labor Party as a whole to consider adopting this proposal as a policy to be
presented during the forthcoming election campaign.
Recommendation: Support

12.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The CFMEU has expressed serious concerns about workers compensation standards
for injured workers in New South Wales. It is a tragedy that seriously injured workers in
New South Wales are not receiving adequate compensation.
Far from compensating workers fairly, the WorkCover NSW system is extremely
punitive. Many workers are seriously injured, and even where they may have a
capacity to return to the workforce, many employers are very reluctant to take on
someone with a workers compensation injury. The result can be financially devastating
for workers and their families. A fair system in not one that reduces the rights to expert
legal advice, representation and compensation, but one which takes care of those
injured at work and does not compromise on their rights to seek just compensation.
In addition, NSW Workers have to overcome the highest thresholds to sue for
damages in the event they are injured by their employer’s negligence. The current
threshold is so high that the rights of workers to bring such claims have been
effectively abolished. Why should injured workers be treated any differently from
someone injured in a car accident or who suffer an injury that is not work related?
Currently if you are injured by the negligence of your employer you do not have the
same rights as those whose injuries do nor occur at work. There is no justification for
this.
Meanwhile, employers in New South Wales continue to receive successive generous
reductions in their premiums, 12.5% in the last 12 months.
Conference calls on the NSW Labor to repeal the changes to workers compensation
legislation, including removing work capacity assessments and decisions and bringing
back journey cover, to ensure fair and just access to workers compensation and
common law damages, including reducing the threshold for access to common law
damages and reintroducing non-economic damages.
Recommendation: Support

13.

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
With the emergence of precarious employment, the average tenure in a workplace is
falling. The need for long service leave is no less for a worker who has worked for
multiple employers during their 10 years of employment than those who were
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fortunate to have stayed with the same employer. The Australian Workers’ Union
(AWU) notes that at the 2011 NSW Labor Conference, that conference endorsed NSW
Labor to develop a portable long service leave policy as part of their initiative to regain
Government in 2015. The AWU notes that no such policy was developed nor taken to
the 2015 election.
This Conference calls on NSW ALP Leader to develop a policy prior to the next ALP
Conference.
Recommendation: Support

14.

Swansea SEC/ Gwandalan Branch
Conference recommends that the NSW Education Committee and the Industrial
Relations Committee look into the unfair work experience or volunteer labour, which is
essential for the young unemployed before they can obtain work, after leaving school
or studying TAFE courses.
Businesses demand work experience and some are using unpaid workers to their own
advantage.
This is virtually unpaid slave labour and should be discontinued. Young hopeful
workers are being discriminated against have to use most of their unemployment
allowance to travel to and from unpaid work.
Recommendation: Exception where the placement is a requirement of the
student’s course.

15.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
Under the NSW Liberal Government WorkCover has been gutted and has failed in its
role as the safety regulator. Many safety incidences go unpunished and employers are
basically left to regulate themselves. Standards in the building and construction
industry have slipped and we fear more workers will be killed.
Conference calls on State Labor to commit itself to an overhaul of WorkCover and the
safety regulatory system, to ensure that WorkCover is an active enforcer of safety laws
so that high safety standards are restored.
Recommendation: Support

16.
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The 2011 ALP Conference endorsed that the NSW ALP State Parliamentary wing to
develop feasible plans on how asbestos can be eventually removed from all buildings
and how residential owners can be financially supported in attaining this goal. To date,
no such plan has been discussed with or brought to the attention of the public or the
Australian Workers’ Union as the original movers of the motion. This Conference
requires the NSW Labor Leader Luke Foley to provide resources and commitment in
developing plans for the removal of asbestos.
Recommendation: Support

17.

Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Labor condemns the exploitation of vulnerable workers including those on student
visas.
The appalling example of 7 Eleven workers being exploited in a franchise system
where the Franchisor made substantial profits highlights the need for regulatory
change.
Labor calls for a change to current laws so as to ultimately hold the franchisor liable
for the underpayment of employees of franchisees where the franchisor had
knowledge, or should reasonably have had knowledge, of such underpayments.
Labor condemns the Productivity Commissions draft recommendations that seeks to
divide workers into those whose family time is valuable and worthy of penalty rates
and those whose family time is not valuable and whose penalty rates should be cut.
Labor supports United Voice and the SDA's joint campaign "Save Our Weekend:
Protect Penalty Rates" and calls on all party units to support the campaign.
Recommendation: Support

18.

Auburn Lidcombe United Branch
This Conference opposes the continuation of the Royal Commission into Trade Union
Governance and Corruption and calls for the Commission to be wound up
immediately.
Recommendation: Support

19.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The CFMEU calls for a review of the effectiveness of legislation, regulation and
enforcement in relation to the safety regulatory system to ensure WorkCover is an
active enforcer of safety laws so that high safety standards are restored.
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Recommendation: Support
20.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The CFMEU calls for Labor to commit to ensuring that local spending means local
jobs.
Recommendation: Support

21.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The CFMEU is opposed to the re-establishment of the Australian Building and
Construction Commission by the Turnbull Government. We were disappointed that
Labor failed to abolish entirely the Building and Construction Industry Improvement
Act 2005 and retained the Australian Building and Construction Commission when it
was in government.
The Building and Construction Industry Improvement Act 2005 (BCII Act), which was
resisted by the ALP in opposition, represented the worst excesses of the former
Howard Government's WorkChoices agenda. Its resuscitation should be vigorously
opposed and Labor should commit to repeal any legislation in the future.
Turnbull’s laws renders virtually all forms of industrial action unlawful and subject to
massive fines against unions and individual workers. The ABCC will have
unprecedented coercive powers to force people to answer questions under oath and
provide information or documents about everyday industrial relations issues and gaol
terms of up to 6 months for those who refuse to comply. .
The retention of the ABCC is inconsistent with the principles and platform of the ALP
and further that the International Labour Organisation’s Committee of Experts and
Committee on Freedom of Association have also condemned these laws as
inconsistent with International Conventions signed by Australia.
This repressive legislation has no place in Australian society, holding that the right to
silence is a fundamental right and that no Australian citizen should be compelled to
answer questions relating to industrial issues or discussions held at union meetings
under threat of fines and/or gaol. The CFMEU also rejects the imposition of fines
against unions and workers for exercising their democratic right to withdraw labour.
Building workers should not be treated differently from other workers.
This conference calls on the NSW State Labor to strongly lobby its federal counterpart
to resist and when elected abolish these draconian laws.
Recommendation: Support
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Cessnock Branch
Conference calls on the State Parliamentary Labor Party to protect public services,
oppose outsourcing and privatisation and expose the effects of cuts to services,
benefits and working people and defend the protections that are in place. Not allow
the unemployed, the sick and other recipients of welfare to be demonised.
Recommendation: Support

23.

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
There is a growing trend for Government departments or State Owned Corporations,
across all tiers of Government to understaff and/or fail to fill vacancies as they fall due.
The stripping of Public sector jobs in the name of cost savings, restructure or
rationalisation is having a detrimental effect on both workplace health and safety and
employee satisfaction, which leads to poor productivity and lower standards of service
to the general public.
“Understaffing” is a tool used by Governments in particular to ready an organisation
for outsourcing or sale. This clearly leads to a lower standard of service for tax payers
and must be stopped.
The Australian Workers’ Union calls on NSW Labor to develop policies on being
elected to Government to properly staff all Government operations and to convert any
casual position that has been in existence for 6 months into a permanent position.
Recommendation: Support

24.

Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
That as an employer, a future Labor Government will develop and embrace
opportunities for vocational and tertiary education and training, including in the
introduction of quotas with Government Agencies and Departments for traineeships,
cadetships, apprenticeships and other work integrated learning activities.
Recommendation: Support

25.

Wentworth FEC
Given the 7 Eleven case, that Franchisees be granted access to statutory ‘unfair
contracts’ remedies in relation to the operation of franchise agreements.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP
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LEAN
NSW Labor will make climate action, renewable energy and sustainability central to
our ambitions for jobs and innovation.
Recommendation: Support

27.

Lithgow Branch
That Conference calls on a Shorten/Plibersek Labor government to implement an
independent commission of inquiry (possibly a royal commission) into the deployment
of foreign labour within Australia, particularly the use of 457 and 417 visas and the
impact of such labour arrangements on rural and regional communities.
Recommendation: Amend to delete specification of 457 and 417 visas, and
support.

28.

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union calls on NSW Labor to undertake all action to amend
the Fair Work Act so as to have the ability for mandatory arbitration.
Recommendation: Support

29.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The Building and Construction Industry Long Service Payments Act NSW currently
provides NSW construction workers with 8.67 weeks’ pay after 10 years of
employment in the industry. NSW construction workers have a lesser entitlement than
most interstate counterparts, where five Australian States/Territories provide
construction workers with a higher payment equal to 13 weeks after 10 years of
industry service.
This conference calls on NSW Labor to bring long service payments to NSW
construction workers in line with the vast majority of Australian States/Territories by
supporting an increase of Long Service entitlements for NSW construction workers to
13 weeks after 10 years’ employment in the construction industry.
Recommendation: Support

30.
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The Australian Workers’ Union calls on NSW Labor to undertake all action to amend
the Fair Work Act to remove the “majority support determination” (MSD) section and
replace with the ability for workers to call for good faith negotiations with employers
for a workplace agreement. If workers in a minority want to join and be covered by a
Union, they should be entitled to do so, and be acknowledged (along with the Union)
in any instrument. The MSD is weighted heavily in favour of renegade employers who
can prevent members exercising their democratic right to join a Union, by bullying and
threatening those workers most vulnerable, at their workplace.
Recommendation: Support
31.

Auburn Lidcombe United Branch
Conference opposes any move by the Federal Coalition Government to amend
governance arrangements for industry superannuation funds to impose a majority of
independent directors.
Workers money in superannuation funds should be managed by trustees who
represent workers and who are appointed by the legitimate representative
organisations of workers – trade unions.
We call on the Federal Labor opposition and senate cross benchers to oppose any
legislation to give effect to any proposal of this nature.
Recommendation: Support

32.

Community And Public Sector Union
NSW Labor believes addressing the inadequate retirement savings of women is a
major priority as the population ages.
NSW Labor believes active measures are required to address this inadequacy,
including a paying superannuation on parental leave and specific bonus or top-up
payments into women’s superannuation accounts.
NSW Labor will offer a 2% superannuation increase for women working with the state
public services as a best practise employer model and encourage other employers in
NSW to do the same or consider other options to close the gender gap in retirement
savings.
Recommendation: Support

33.
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The CFMEU calls upon Labor to ensure that procurers and their contractors do not
procure dumped and unfairly subsidised product where there is an Australian industry
that could supply the product.
Recommendation: Support

34.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The CFMEU calls upon a future NSW Labor government to mandate the purchase of
locally manufactured paper and tissue products (for all government internal usage and
external printing contracts) for all NSW government departments, statutory authorities
and agencies and NSW local government authorities in recognition of the positive
environmental, social and economic contribution to the industry.
Recommendation: Support

35.

Labor for Innovation
That NSW Labor promotes the employment and entrepreneurialism of women within
the technology and digital sectors in order to expand the sector as well as deliver the
economic and sociological benefits that come from gender diversity and equality of
employment opportunity.
Recommendation: Support

36.

United Voice
NSW Labor supports the payment of penalty rates as fair compensation for working
unsociable and long hours.
The suggestion that penalty rates do not reflect the realities of the ‘modern economy’
is incorrect. Almost all work is still done within normal working hours from Monday to
Friday. The protection of family time in the evenings and on weekends is still very
important to the Australian people.
Additionally, for many working people penalty rates are an essential component of
their wage and cuts to penalty rates would have a real impact on their ability to pay
their mortgage and other bills.
NSW Labor will strongly oppose any attempts to wind back penalty rates paid to
working people and will work with the union movement to resist any arguments that
penalty rates are inconsistent with the ‘modern economy’. The modern economy
should serve the community, who value family and leisure time, not the other way
around.
Recommendation: Support
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Labor for Innovation
That NSW Labor recognises that science and technology are driving rapid and
massive social and economic shifts. Innovation and the digital economy have the
potential to create the jobs of the future and NSW Labor is committed to boosting the
number of high growth technology businesses in NSW and encouraging the retention
locally of company ownership, jobs and intellectual property.
NSW Labor also believes that these jobs of the future must safeguard wages and
conditions for working people. NSW Labor must take the lead in promoting an
innovative economy whilst maintain its commitment to fair wage growth and
maintenance or improvements of employment conditions.
Recommendation: Support

38.

Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Labor in Government will ensure retail trading legislation provides retail workers are
entitled to guaranteed shared family and community time through the system of
restricted trading days and will require shops to be kept closed and no work behind
closed doors on Christmas Day, Boxing Day, Good Friday, Easter Sunday and before
1pm on ANZAC Day.
Recommendation: Support

39.

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union calls on NSW Labor to develop a policy making
defibrillators available in public places such as shopping centres, libraries and
sporting venues. The policy ought to include promotion, awareness, and financial
support for councils and sporting clubs to purchase and maintain defibrillators.
Recommendation: Support

40.

Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Labor recognises that penalty rates are fair pay and compensation for those who work
at unsociable times. Penalty rates help low paid workers balance their family budgets
or help them continue with studies.
Changing penalty rates without compensation is simply a cut to take home pay.
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Cutting the take home pay of low paid workers is bad for workers, bad for economic
activity and bad for the community.
Recommendation: Support

41.

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The former NSW Labor Government had weighting attributed to local manufacturers
and service providers when assessing tenders for NSW Government procurement
contracts.
Liberal Government procurement policy has failed to give any support to local
manufacturers as train carriages are produced overseas and vast proportion of
Barangaroo was constructed from imported steel.
The Australian Workers’ Union calls on this conference to compel NSW Labor to
develop a workable Government procurement policy that gives favourable weighting
to local manufacturers and service providers to effectively compete against low cost,
low wage, low safety standard countries.
This is particular relevant for the upcoming Badgerys Creek Airport and supporting rail
and road infrastructure that could possibly be delivered with no real benefit for local
manufacturers.
Recommendation: Support

42.

Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Labor condemns the exploitation of 7 Eleven workers. Labor congratulates the media,
Michael Fraser and the SDA for campaigning for a fair and equitable outcome for 7
Eleven workers.
Labor notes that when workers are denied a voice through fear or ignorance of their
rights then exploitation thrives. Labor notes that the few SDA members working at 7
Eleven were at all times paid their correct pay and penalty rates because they had a
voice if they needed it.
Labor calls for the Federal Immigration Minister to grant an amnesty to all exploited 7
Eleven workers so that they can give voice to what happened to them without fear of
deportation.
Recommendation: Support
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Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees' Association
Over 690,000 employees are losing over $2.6 billion a year in unpaid superannuation
entitlements.
Labor will:
• increase penalties for employers who fail to comply with their obligations to pay
all superannuation contributions; and
• amend the GEERS scheme to include payments to eligible employees
Superannuation fund for any unpaid superannuation contributions that their
employer failed to make.
Recommendation: Support

44.

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
Dumping of foreign products in Australia is undermining Australia’s working
conditions. The Australian Workers’ Union (AWU) stands for fair trade and expresses
its concerns on how some companies and nations are undermining World Trade
Organisation free trade rules by dumping their products on the Australian market.
Labour standards should be included in any assessment of dumping as it is a key area
of disadvantage for Australian producers meeting internationally recognised best
practice labour standards. It is anomalous for us to insist on best practice standards
for goods produced in Australia while accepting goods from another country which
has lower standards and does not attract some sort of penalty. Goods made under
unacceptable labour practices must be rejected.
This ALP Conference calls on NSW Labor to development a NSW Government
procurement policy that ensure product quality information, local training support and
workplace safety standards are taken into account when awarding NSW Government
procurement contracts. Once these standards are developed, appropriate legislation
is to be introduced into the Parliament so as start a proper public debate on
Government procurement contracting.
Recommendation: Support

45.

Australian Services Union
NSW Labor commits to providing better regulation of the increasingly common
practice of offering unpaid internships. Often these internships are illegal as they
require the intern to undertake work that would otherwise be paid, often for long
periods of time, are not genuine work experience opportunities and offer no
connection with study or proper skills development. NSW Labor will work with trade
unions to develop a Code of Practice for internships and ensure High Schools,
Vocational Education providers and universities provide students with education about
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their rights at work. NSW Labor will work with trade unions to develop appropriate
avenues for young people to seek redress in relation to exploitative internships.
Recommendation: Support

46.

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
The Australian Workers’ Union (AWU) supports the public comments of NSW Labor
Leader Luke Foley that a future Labor Government will reintroduce all the rights and
conditions afforded to injured workplace employees that was eliminated by the NSW
Liberal Government. Furthermore, The AWU and this ALP NSW Conference calls
upon ALP NSW Parliamentarians to firstly ensure that draft legislation is presented to
NSW Parliament during this current term for the reintroduction of lost rights to workers
under Liberal changes to workers compensation laws and secondly, through ALP
Parliamentarians communication bulletins to their constituents, that each publication
has an area devoted to injured workers.
Recommendation: Support

47.

United Services Union
Conference moves that we denounce and shame any ALP Councillors that support the
use of corporations so that Council can pay members of the USU under the Federal
Award which significantly reduces their wages and conditions currently provided for
by the Local Government (NSW) Award 2014.
Recommendation:

48.

Support

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
Penalty rates and shift allowances supplement workers incomes for working antisocial and extraordinary hours. Penalty rates importance is extremely important for
low income earnings, particularly casuals and labour hire employees who relying on
these rates as compensation for losing important family time as well as a means of
supplementing their low rates of pay.
Importance of penalty rates is made clear particularly in the rural NSW seasonal
landscape.
Many positions in regional NSW are casual, worked over extraordinary hours, in
extreme conditions for very low rates of pay and usually for only 6-9 months of the
year.
The Australian Workers’ Union calls upon NSW ALP to campaign strongly in support
of penalty rates both in parliament and publicly.
Recommendation: Support
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Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
In recent years there has been an alarming increase in deaths on Hard Rock mining
sites.
The Australian Workers’ Union calls on NSW Labor to ensure that in Government and
whilst in Opposition that all efforts are made to improve education, communication
and regulation in this extremely high risk industry.
Government, Unions, Mine operators and the regulator must continue to work
together to ensure all efforts are both effective and well-resourced to reach zero harm
in Hard Rock mining. Unions must be seen as equal partners in delivering health and
safety in the workplace and have access to employees, documentation and decision
making processes when workplace incidents occur in mining sites.
Recommendation: Support

50.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
There is an on-going debate promulgated by conservative forces to destroy the status
of industry super funds as default funds in Federal Awards. Industry super funds were
fought for and won by workers and they are under attack as yet another strategy to
break the power of organised labour.
This conference calls on Federal Labor to reject any proposal to open up the status of
default funds to any other type of funds. Industry superannuation funds have proven
to be the best funds for workers in terms of their superannuation and their status as
default funds should be protected. This is an important achievement and legacy of the
labour movement which should be defended.
Recommendation: Support

51.

Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (NSW Branch) Construction and
General Division
The CFMEU calls upon Labor to motivate discussion between industry, union and
environmental stakeholders and ensure stakeholder consensus on any changes to
land use tenure to ensure ongoing social, economic and environmental benefits from
and sustainability of any outcome.
Further Labor should support investment in timber processing and manufacturing that
will create value and jobs in regional communities.
Recommendation: Support
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United Services Union
Conference moves that Local Government workers who are at the forefront during
severe storm events and other natural disasters should be provided all necessary
support. Councils are to be provided prompt funding and reimbursement for all work
undertaken by their employees during natural disaster events and state emergency
declarations.
Recommendation:
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Social Justice and Legal Affairs Policy Committee Report
The NSW Labor Social Justice and Legal Affairs Policy Committee has had an
interesting and dynamic time over the last six months considering at times contentious
policy motions and speaking to party members about the importance of encouraging
debate and substantive policy motions in the area of social justice and legal affairs.
Our policy committee had the task of considering almost one hundred social justice
policy motions submitted by NSW Labor party units and trade unions across the state
and making recommendations on these motions in the lead up to state conference in
February 2016. The policy areas covered by motion submissions to the committee
included asylum seekers and refugee rights, domestic violence, metadata retention
legislation, citizenship, drug law reform, same sex marriage and the NDIS.
In diligently considering each policy motion on its merits, the Committee has come to
the overwhelming conclusion that in terms of the social justice platform of the Labor
Party, the issue of asylum seekers, refugee rights and children in detention is of
continuing paramount concern to the party membership. Even though most of these
policy areas cover the federal policy domain and were addressed at the ALP National
Conference in July 2015, there is no doubt that the labour movement and party
membership is unfailingly committed to compassion and fairness in these policy
areas. Similarly the consideration of motions relating to national security legislation
including metadata retention and citizenship law amendments also dominated the
work of the Committee.
The committee acknowledges that whilst we have recommended to Conference that
motions in these policy areas be referred to the position adopted by the ALP at
National Conference, we pay gratitude to the party members who proposed, debated
and submitted motions on asylum seekers, refugee rights and children in detention for
our consideration and assure them that this is a policy area where Labor will always
be motivated by compassion, fairness and justice.
The committee also considered motions in support of and against same sex marriage.
Whilst this matter was addressed at the ALP National Conference in July 2015, the
committee acknowledged the importance of adequate religious exemptions to some
party units.
As part of the work of the Social Justice and Legal Affairs Policy Committee, the
Committee held a consultation with members of the Paterson FEC and Maitland SEC
in Maitland on Saturday 14 November 2015. The consultation provided the committee
an opportunity to discuss with party members the importance of NSW Labor building
a strong social justice policy platform in anticipation of the next state election due in
2019.
A key highlight which emerged from the consultation in Maitland was the
overwhelming concern among party members regarding the prevalence of domestic
violence in the Maitland region and the failure of the Baird government to adequately
address this issue which is gripping communities across NSW. Members in
attendance were unanimous on the need for NSW Labor to adopt a strong domestic
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violence policy which is focused on supporting victims of domestic violence and
committed to funding community services dedicated to assisting domestic violence
victims.
The Paterson FEC and Maitland SEC have extended an invitation to the Social Justice
and Legal Affairs Policy Committee to hold a special forum on domestic violence in
Maitland in early 2016. The committee will work with the executive of the Paterson and
Maitland party units to organise the forum for a date in late February or early March
2016. We hope to have committee members, SPLP and FPLP members in attendance
as well as community members working in the field of domestic violence support
services.
The Committee looks forward to building on the momentum for action and leadership
by the NSW Labor Party in social justice policy areas and working with the party
membership, SPLP and FPLP members to build on social justice policy at the state
level, as this is a policy area where in the Labor Party has traditionally enjoyed a
strong record of commitment and delivery.
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Platform Amendments
1. Enmore Branch
Conference calls upon the NSW ALP to include animal welfare in the 2016 State
Policy. Conference urges the state party to adopt the animal welfare principles and
values that are presently included in Chapter 9 (p. 151) of Labor’s National Platform.
Conference commends Luke Foley for the animal welfare policy that Labor took to the
last election, and urges Penny Sharpe MLC, Shadow Minister for the Environment,
and Mick Veitch MLC, Shadow Minister for Primary Industries, to take the initiative
and ensure the inclusion of animal welfare in the state policy.
Recommendation: Support

2. Katoomba Branch
The Conference condemns the Baird Government for decimating the women's refuge
network across NSW, by cutting the funding of women's refuges, in its changes to the
funding of Specialist Homeless Services, referred to as the ‘Going Home Staying
Home’ reforms.
The Baird Government is falsely attempting to present itself as a champion of the
campaign against domestic violence, whilst implementing cuts to women's refuges,
which provide women and children with a safe place to flee domestic violence.
That the Conference calls on NSW Labor to strengthen its policy platform on the
funding of domestic violence services to include the re-establishment of specialist
feminist domestic violence refuges for women and children.
Recommendation: Support.
3. United Voice
At 2.14 dot point 2, replace the word “acceptable” with the word “quality”, to read:
2.14 NSW Labor believes that services for people with disabilities should:
• Have as their focus the achievement of positive outcomes.
• Be accredited to ensure that service providers meet quality standards of care.
Recommendation: Support
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4. Kings Cross Branch
In Chapter 2, under the heading Promoting Civil Liberties, after para 2.55 add new
para (and renumber accordingly):
NSW Labor supports State Parliament making a formal apology to all people adversely
affected by Government and Police actions surrounding the 1978 Sydney Mardi Gras
Parade and subsequent protests.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Refer to Shadow Attorney General

5. United Voice
At 2.23, add dot point at the end with the words “Be delivered by a workforce with a
quality training framework, standards of pay and conditions and secure employment”,
to read:
2.23 NSW Labor believes HACC services must be planned and:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be affordable for users.
Be culturally accessible and appropriate, and respectful of diversity.
Safeguard the rights of users.
Have complaints mechanisms for users.
Have advocacy services for users.
Be delivered by a workforce with a quality training framework, standards of pay
and conditions and secure employment.

Recommendation: Support

6. Kings Cross Branch
In Chapter 2, under the heading Promoting Civil Liberties, after para 2.55, add new
para (and renumber accordingly):
Recognising the ongoing inequality of LGBTI people in NSW, Labor will appoint a
parliamentary spokesperson for LGBTI issues/equality. In Government, NSW Labor
will also appoint LGBTI ministerial advisory committees in the Justice/AttorneyGeneral, Health and Education portfolios. Together with the parliamentary
spokesperson, these committees, drawn from the community, will have responsibility
for helping to recommend policies to help address homophobia, biphobia,
transphobia and intersex-phobia in NSW.
Recommendation: Reject
7. Kings Cross Branch
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In Chapter 2, under the heading Promoting Civil Liberties, delete paragraph 2.48 and
add new paragraph:
NSW Labor supports the comprehensive review of the NSW Anti-Discrimination Act to
ensure that anti-discrimination laws continue to reflect a commitment to eliminate
discrimination on the grounds of sex, race, marital status, colour, disability, language,
sexual orientation, gender identity, intersex status, age, pregnancy, status, creed or
politics wherever it is practiced.
Recommendation: Note.
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Agenda Items
1.

Auburn Lidcombe United Branch
Conference calls on a future State Labor Government to reform the process for
making appointments to government boards to increase transparency and to ensure
appointments are made solely on the basis of merit. A reformed process should
involve mandatory parliamentary endorsement through an appropriate oversight
committee for all appointments that involve pecuniary benefits for any appointee.
Recommendation: Support in Principle

2.

Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Conference notes the difficulty a wheelchair bound person has travelling on NSW
trains and in particular between Newcastle and Sydney. We therefore request a Labor
transport policy that includes a dedicated wheelchair accessible carriage be available
at a minimum of every second train. The carriage must have safe places to anchor the
wheelchairs in the carriage and include hydraulic ramps to and from the carriage to
the platform manufacture in Australia.
Recommendation: Support in principle and refer to SPLP

3.

Maitland East Branch
In view of the recent Human Rights Commission and the Moss report into the
destructive impact upon children of the offshore asylum seeker detention policy, and
the findings of overwhelming failure of both Coalition and Labor Party policy,
Conference requests that at a National Conference level and the Shadow Minister,
develop a new asylum seeker policy which will express a return to our core Labor
values, in place of the current damaging and inhumane policy, which has resulted in
diagnosed long term physical and mental health illnesses, as outlined in both those
and other medical staff reports. Failure to do so will perpetuate the emptiness and
irrelevance contained in the words of our National Anthem and the failure in our duty
of care as required of us by International Law.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference

4.

Maitland East Branch
Conference condemns the Government’s position on Metadata retention, and asks
state and national conferences that the ALP position be that no Metadata is retained
by any agency , ISP or otherwise due to the privacy implications and other unresolved
issues surrounding the proposal.
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Recommendation: Refer to National Conference
5.

Richmond Valley Branch
That the ALP adopt a moral and humane policy relating to asylum seekers and cease
support for the in humane and illegal off shore processing of asylum seekers.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference

6.

Ballina Branch
Conference supports retrospective legislation to broaden the Independent
Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) powers to ensure that the definition of "corrupt
conduct" includes conduct engaged in by a person who attempts to deceive an
innocent public official and in addition ensure that ICAC has the power to investigate
such conduct.
Recommendation: Support

7.

Woy Woy Branch
Conference believes that Australia should apply a more humane policy in the
treatment of refugees in particular supports:
•
•
•
•

Closure of Manus island detention centres
Stop off-shore processing of asylum seekers and
Stop detention of children
A regional solution that expedites the processing and resettlement of refugees

Recommendation: Refer to National Conference
8.

Australian Workers’ Union, Greater New South Wales
Real life stories have emerged from returned servicemen and women who have
participated in conflicts from Vietnam through to modern conflicts of the Middle-East
including Afghanistan & Iraq, where defence force personnel have been put on the
scrapheap of society, on their return home.
Homelessness and suicide are
unacceptably high amongst these good Australians. The Australian Workers’ Union
calls on NSW Labor to do more for these returned service men and women in
supporting their return to general society as well as employability through preference
employment provisions and additional health support. These servicemen and women
should never feel left abandoned by their country.
Recommendation: Support
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9.

Paterson FEC
Conference condemns the Government’s position on metadata retention, and that this
branch submits to the State and National Conferences, through the FEC and SEC,
that the ALP position be that no metadata be retained by any agency, ISP or
otherwise, due to the privacy implications and other unresolved issues surrounding
the proposal
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference

10. Community And Public Sector Union
NSW Labor support the Victorian Government’s decision to implement a policy of
exclusion zones of 150 meters around termination and fertility clinics.
Exclusion or buffer zones provide safety from women and their families when
accessing important medical services provided at these clinics. Peaceful protest is an
important part of our democratic society, but aggressive harassment of women facing
deeply personal decisions is not acceptable. Protesters who oppose a woman’s right
to manage her own reproductive health are still entitled to target termination and
fertility clinics, however they face harsh penalties if they harass or intimidate patients
or staff within the 150m zone.
NSW Labor supports a similar policy being implemented in NSW to protect women,
their families and medical practitioners.
Recommendation: Support.
11. Forster Tuncurry Branch
Conference supports a change in ALP policy compatible with policy objectives as
follows:
•
•
•

All asylum seekers to be treated with compassion, justice and in accordance
with Australia's international obligations.
The right of all asylum seekers to have their status as refugees assessed on
Australian soil, under the Australian legal system.
Asylum seekers to be accommodated in government run and urban-based
reception centres. When a formal application for refugee status has been made
and security, health and identity checks are complete, asylum seekers are free
to move out of reception centres and to stay in supportive communities. The
time in detention not to exceed 30 days without judicial review and the right of
appeal.

Recommendation: Refer to National Conference
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12. Rooty Hill Branch
Conference condemns the Federal Government's lack of transparency in relation to
matters not of a National Security issue, such as the Trans - Pacific Partnership
Agreement, the actions against refugees and Doctors reporting abuse in detention
centres.
Recommendation: Superseded by National Conference

13. Gwandalan Summerland Point Branch
Conference is concerned that current legislation and the law allows a person who is
charged with crime or corruption to transfer their assets and declare themselves
bankrupt.
Conference calls on the Labor Party to seek to amend the current legislation and law
to prevent the transfer of assets of persons charged with crime or corruption and
declaring themselves bankrupt to avoid court orders, upon conviction, that they are
required to repay money or assets that have been illegally obtained.
Recommendation: Note and Refer to Shadow Attorney General
14. Shortland Day Branch
That only original 'Conventional/Orthodox MARRIAGE' (Male/Female) continue to be
afforded that Title.
Recommendation: Reject
15. Lakemba Branch
Funding cuts on disability pension should not take place. More funding should be
allocated in this field as reduction of funding in the disability pension will result
disabled people to a miserable life.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP.
16. Kings Cross Branch
The Conference notes that juvenile incarceration rates are rapidly increasing. Between
September 2014 and March 2015, the number of young people in custody rose by
nearly a quarter, with those on remand increasing by more than 70 per cent over this
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period. Over the same period, remand periods lengthened substantially. Young
Indigenous people are heavily affected by these trends, with even short spells in
custody bestowing lifelong consequences.
We call on NSW Labor to urgently adopt a policy to reduce the number of young
people in juvenile detention. Such a policy should include a range of measures,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

justice reinvestment strategies
diversionary programs
the extension of pilot programs operated by NSW Juvenile Justice such as the
Bail Assistance Line
efforts to improve police bail procedures, and
law reform, especially of the Bail Act 2013.

Recommendation: Support. Refer to Shadow Attorney General

17. Kuring-Gai Branch
Conference calls on the Australian Labor Party to advocate the lowering of the voting
age to 17 (and that voting remain compulsory) and to enact this reform when in
government.
Recommendation: Support in Principle. Refer to FPLP
18. Kings Cross Branch
The Conference branch urges NSW Labor to adopt a policy establishing an
independent civilian oversight body charged with:
i. investigating all incidents involving the death or serious injury of a person
resulting from a police operation, and
ii. making recommendations as to appropriate disciplinary action where warranted
Conference notes that the NSW Government review of police oversight being
undertaken by Andrew Tink is not commissioned to consider whether such a body
should be established.
Recommendation: Reject
19. Lakemba Branch
Conference should oppose same sex marriage as this an abnormal way of living life
and it is against all religious practice. Labor party should take an adverse stand
against this campaign and save our future generation from having this disturbing
concept familiarised.
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Recommendation: Reject.

20. Milton Ulladulla Branch
Conference calls on all political parties' eligibility for public funding to be contingent
on that party's rules and decisions being justiciable (i.e. capable of being decided by a
Court);
And that the donations disclosure threshold to be reduced from its current level of
$12,800 to $1,000 and indexation removed
• Donations from foreign and anonymous donors to be banned
• Donation splitting across branches, divisions or units of parties to be limited
• Disclosure of donations to be fast and regular
• Breaches of electoral law to be an offence attracting significant penalties
Recommendation: Refer to SPLP

21. Hinchinbrook Branch
Conference calls upon the Labor Party to adopt a policy position that any Australian
military involvement overseas must be the subject of a full parliamentary debate and
approval.
Recommendation: Refer to Federal Party
22. Rooty Hill Branch
Conference calls on the next State Labor Government to implement stronger
legislation to combat domestic violence and increase funding for shelters and
protection of victims and their families. For example, Police should be required to act
on electronic communication threats with sterner penalties for perpetrators.
Recommendation: Support. The Committee notes the great work done by the
NSW Parliamentary Labor Party on this matter.

23. Annandale Branch
That NSW set up a drug diversion program for all illicit drugs.
That police in New South Wales (NSW) are given discretionary powers to divert cases
of illicit drug possession or use to the drug diversion program or issue a caution notice
for all use and possession offences regarding illicit drugs within the threshold of
personal use.
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That there is a cross-jurisdictional evaluation of the program after two years to
improve the diversion referral process, cost-effectiveness of the program and reduce
the possibility of net widening.
Recommendation: Refer to the Shadow Attorney-General
24. Annandale Branch
That a scientific review into the extent to which drugs - both prescription and illicits can impair driving is conducted, and that threshold levels relative to these impairment
levels are instituted as a component of our drug driving laws.
Recommendation: Reject

25. Ballina Branch
Conference supports retrospective legislation to broaden the Independent
Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) powers to ensure that the definition of "corrupt
conduct" includes conduct engaged in by a person who attempts to deceive an
innocent public official and in addition ensure that ICAC has the power to investigate
such conduct
Recommendation: Support.
26. Adamstown Branch
Conference believes that on-line gambling is proliferating to the extent of posing a
severe risk to persons with a gambling difficulty with consequent distress to
themselves and members of their families. Conference calls for initiatives to restrict
the advertising of on-line gambling or otherwise inhibit it.
Recommendation: Support in Principle.

27. Adamstown Branch
Conference notes that a Hunter second-hand car dealer was recently convicted of
altering the odometers on vehicles that his company was selling. Conference would
like to suggest that the odometer reading recorded when a vehicle is registered be
made available on-line to the public as a protection against such fraud.
Recommendation: Refer to Shadow Minister for Fair Trading for consideration
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28. Adamstown Branch/Newcastle FEC
Conference calls for a review of arrangements covering the provision of insurance for
volunteers to obviate elderly volunteers being forced to cease their activities because
insurance companies refuse to cover them. There has been publicity given to such
cases in the Hunter and different companies apply different rules.
Conference notes that the Tasmanian Anti-Discrimination Commissioner
recommended changes to the regulatory regime at the Federal level to remove such
discrimination.
Conference believes that volunteers, including the elderly, provide a significant
economic benefit to the community and individual volunteers derive a benefit from
their activities which helps maintain their wellbeing.
Recommendation: Support in Principle.
29. Alexandria Branch
That the NSW ALP Annual Conference does endorse and support Bill Shorten's call
for a Federal ICAC.
Recommendation: Note and refer to FPLP.

30. Heffron SEC
It shall be NSW ALP Policy to end the practice in NSW Local Courts of preferentially
hearing cases where the participants have legal representation ahead of those without
such legal representation.
Recommendation: Support
31. Alexandria Branch
As a matter of urgency, the ALP is to develop an alternate integrated transport plan for
Sydney.
Recommendation: Support and refer to SPLP.

32. Tumbi Umbi Branch
That Conference expresses serious reservations about the Attorney General’s
proposed control orders which have the power to detain youths as young as 14 for up
to 28 days without charge.
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Conference is of the view that this proposal:
• is a kneejerk reaction which does not follow the proper policy development
process
• is a breach of civil liberties
• contravenes the separation of powers if the Executive has the power to make
these orders
• displays a total lack of transparency.
We question the effectiveness of such a law in making the community any safer and
firmly believe that any control orders should follow the usual judicial process.
Recommendation: Support

33. Tumbi Umbi Branch
Conference condemns, in the strongest possible terms, elements within the Border
Force Act 2015 that seek to gag whistle-blowers by threatening Australian workers
within Australian run detention centres (including, but not limited to, nurses, doctors,
social workers, teachers, security guards and psychologists) with criminal charges and
two years’ imprisonment for revealing details of abuse and neglect that occur within
these centres.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP

34. Lambton New Lambton Kotara Branch
Given the exposure and extent of animal cruelty in the live animal export trade, it must
be Labor policy to ban live exports. Conference understands that the live animal
export trade will have to be phased out, therefore in the interim it must be contractual
and policy that CCTV is installed in every offshore slaughterhouse.
Abattoirs must be created to cater for the export trade by taking the animals
previously destined for the export and creating employment for Australians.
Recommendation: Refer to National Policy Platform

35. Newtown SEC
Conference opposes the introduction of mandatory sentencing. It supports the
concept of judicial discretion and opposes the concept of a law and order auction as
part of our future policy debate.
Recommendation: Support
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36. Newcastle FEC
That the NSW State Conference adopts a position firmly against a plebiscite or a
referendum on the issue of marriage equality, and request that Federal Labor do the
same.
These methods, which have recently been advocated by some members of the
Federal Coalition, are designed to impede efforts to achieve legislative change. A
plebiscite or referendum would be extremely expensive and complicated to
implement. A government that is truly committed to curbing wasteful spending would
not commit to such methods without a secondary motive.
As a progressive party concerned with the welfare of all, we also cannot anticipate the
impact of an intensely negative campaign, or a defeat of the issue at a public vote on
the mental health and wellbeing of GLBTI Australians and their families. Perhaps most
importantly, a plebiscite or referendum is entirely unnecessary; a simple Act of
Parliament is sufficient to achieve legislative change.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference.

37. Newcastle FEC
The Conference raises concerns regarding the Government's proposal to strip
Australian citizenship from people accused of committing terroristic acts. Labor
should not support this happening at the Minister's discretion. Citizenship is an
inherent right and cannot be taken away at the discretion of another citizen. Being
rendered Stateless is a separate issue. The Government should consult with the
community to determine the crimes against Australia that could result in the loss of
citizenship. These are different to crimes that can be punished by jail terms. A person
should be convicted of these crimes in a Federal Court based on evidence before
citizenship is lost.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP.

38. Newtown SEC
Conference congratulates the Victorian Labor Government for introducing funding for
boarding of domestic animals in cases of domestic violence, as we recognise that this
is an important factor in the ability for victims of violence to leave the abusive
situation. We call upon the NSW Opposition to adopt a similar policy.
Recommendation: Support in principle.

39. Newtown SEC
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Conference moves that at a time when public support for marriage equality is at an alltime high, NSW Labor has already passed a motion supporting same sex marriage,
and the people of NSW are looking for a credible progressive alternative to vote for at
the upcoming election we find it surprising for the leader of our great party to not
support fairness and equality on this issue and would welcome his further
consideration.
Recommendation: Superseded by National Conference.

40. Southern Highlands Branch
Conference believes that a concerted effort by Australian governments to combat
domestic violence is needed. The toll in terms of death, injury and emotional damage,
along with consequent economic loss, is unacceptable and on a scale warranting the
highest priority.
We call for a bi-partisan approach that enables strategies and programs to continue
through changes of governments and we ask for leadership that enables co-ordination
between all levels of government and with non-government organisations working in
this space.
There is a pressing need for suitable women's refuges to be funded adequately and
for them to exclusively serve female victims of domestic violence and their children.
We ask that policing resources be made adequate to properly enforce apprehended
violence orders, and that all Courts, whether State or Commonwealth, be adequately
funded to enable them to promptly and effectively deal with issues relating to
domestic violence.
Conference also asks that education and awareness programs relating to domestic
violence be as effective as is possible. Domestic violence is committed in Australia by
all cultures, including migrants and aborigines; so the provision of information,
awareness and education in multiple languages and delivery mechanisms is needed.
Therefore, Conference requests that an item covering Domestic Violence be placed on
the agenda for the State Conference next year, to enable these matters be debated.
Recommendation: Support. Refer final paragraph to Conference Agenda
Committee.

41. Katoomba Branch
The Conference endorses NSW Labor's 2015 Election Policy that commits to
establishing long term funding contracts with existing community services.
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This Conference calls on NSW Labor to abandon competitive tendering of existing and
new funding programs and consolidate funding streams with existing communitybased organisations.
Recommendation: Support the first paragraph. Refer to position of SPLP for
second paragraph.

42. Cessnock Branch
Conference urges the State Parliamentary Labor Party to lift sentencing for crimes of
violence towards women and to review the sentencing of such crimes and the length
of sentence fits the crime.
Recommendation: Refer to Shadow Attorney General

43. Cessnock Branch
Conference calls on the State Parliamentary Labor Party to support the fight against
the closure of women and girl specific refuges in NSW following the release of the
‘Going Home Staying Home’ reform.
Recommendation: Support

44. Cessnock Branch
Conference calls on the State Parliamentary Labor Party to vigorously oppose the
NSW Government’s $1 billion plan to overhaul Sydney’s sports stadiums as it flies in
the face of the social needs of the people of NSW.
Recommendation: Support in principle and refer to SPLP.
45. Cessnock Branch
Conference requests that the Tom Jones song ‘Delilah’ be removed from public
broadcasting due to its reference to domestic violence.
Recommendation: Reject

46. Auburn-Lidcombe United Branch
This Conference believes that the rule of law and key conventions such as habeas
corpus are fundamental to the maintenance of a fair, just and prosperous society.
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Persons who commit a crime should be subject to trial and judgement through an
independent court.
This Branch believes that no state should cancel the citizenship of any of its citizens.
Every person has the right to citizenship and no person should be rendered stateless.
Governments should deal with citizens who breach their laws according to law.
We call on the Federal Labor party to take a principled position in relation the current
debate on the proposals around empowering the Minister for Immigration to cancel
the citizenship of persons.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP

47. Wentworth FEC
That Conference calls on the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party to oppose any
legislation concerning the removal of citizenship without prior judicial approval and
secondly, that it demands FPLP leader Bill Shorten does what he can to stop the
changes. We call on the leader to support core Labor values and in doing so, to
publicly campaign against such a change.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP

48. Wentworth FEC
That Conference condemns the passage with Labor's support, of the creation of the
Australian Border Force. We call on any future Labor Government to disband the
Australian Border Force, return personnel to their former duties in the Australian
Customs and Border Protection Service and Department of Immigration and distribute
any law enforcement powers to the Australian Federal Police who are subject to
judicial oversight and the rule of law. The Australian Border Force is a direct threat to
open democracy, separation of powers and the rule of law in Australia and should not
be tolerated.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP
49. Wentworth FEC
That Conference calls on the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party to oppose the
proposed laws allowing for the stripping away of Australian citizenship from existing
and potential dual nationals without the need for initial judicial process. These laws in
their current form are discriminatory and will allow the Immigration Minister to
arbitrarily determine whether or not an existing or potential dual national has engaged
in conduct which would involve loss of citizenship. In particular, Conference is
opposed to the automatic revocation of citizenship and the deemed revocation of
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citizenship upon events occurring together with the additional difficulty of having a
court overturn a ministerial decision to revoke.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP

50. Wentworth FEC/Summer Hill Branch
That the Conference is opposed to the Maintaining the Good Order of Immigration
Detention Facilities Bill 2015 and calls on the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party to
oppose it in all of its forms. This Bill could only be necessary to justify the type of
abuse of power and excesses, that have been seen in recent times in Manus and
Nauru and could only encourage such behaviour.
This Conference is deeply concerned that legislation such as this, will inevitably lead
to an exacerbation of the institutional abuse which is now being identified in the Royal
Commission into Institutional Abuse of Children and the Labor Parliamentary Party
should stand against the Bill.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP
51. Eden Monaro FEC
Disclosure of external donations of $5,000 and above to be immediately entered on
registers conducted by the State and Federal Electoral Commissions and open to
public scrutiny via each Commission’s website.
Recommendation: Note and refer to SPLP
52. Eden Monaro FEC
Breaches of Federal and State electoral laws to be an offence attracting significant
penalties.
Recommendation: Note and refer to SPLP
53. Eden Monaro FEC
The Conference urges the FPLP to adopt a policy that allows for full scrutiny and
accountability of the operations of immigration detention centres, including those
operated on behalf of the Australian people at Nauru and Manus Island and any other
country in the future. Such a policy will include, but not be limited to:
•
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•

•

•
•

Full and frank disclosure of the financial costs to taxpayers of operating each of
our immigration detention centres and the cost of associated operations,
separate and in addition to, those published as part of the budget;
Allow for an NGO, like the Red Cross, UNHCR and/or the Human Rights
Commission, to conduct regular inspections of immigration detention centres to
ensure human rights standards, to which the Australian Government is a
signatory, are maintained. The inspecting authority will be required to submit an
annual report to government, which will become a public document;
Adopt a policy of openness with the media, similar to those currently in use by
State Government correctional facilities; and,
That Government table an annual report in the House of Representatives within
3 months of receiving the NGO annual report. That report will include and
address issues raised by the NGO annual report, incorporate full financial
disclosure and include, but not be limited to, other issues outlined above.

While the Australian Government continues to operate immigration detention centres
as part of its immigration policy, the Conference urges to the FPLP to adopt policies
and practices that ensure the highest possible standards of transparency and
accountability are applied so that the Australian People can be confident the
Australian Government complies with human rights standards to which it is a
signatory. Conference recognises that transparency, scrutiny and accountability is
essential both for the benefit of the Australian people and for those under the
Government’s care and protection within our immigration detention facilities.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference Policy.

54. Eden Monaro FEC
All political parties’ eligibility for public funding to be contingent on that party’s rules
and decisions being justiciable.
Recommendation: Support
55. Bondi Beach Branch/ Wentworth FEC
Conference calls on the next Federal Labor Government to:
1. Increase Australia’s humanitarian intake to 30,000.
2. Close off-shore processing centres in Manus, Nauru and Christmas Island and
transfer all detainees to Australia for on-shore processing.
3. End indefinite detention and implement a 30 day processing rule to be included in
the Immigration Act (Cth).
4. Ensure no children are kept in detention. Rather, they will be placed into
community-run reception centres together with their families.
5. Provide legal aid for asylum seekers.
6. Abolish Temporary Protection Visas.
7. Increase funding for the UNHCR.
8. Have mandatory reporting of abuse in detention.
9. Create independent bodies to:
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a. Advocate for asylum seeker children, with the capacity to bring legal action on
their behalf
b. Provide oversight of detention centres
c. Establish an independent commission to inform the public on the facts on
refugees and asylum seekers
10. Ensure that the provisions of the UN Refugee Convention and UN human rights
instruments, to which Australia is signatory, are included in Australian asylum
seeker and refugee domestic law and policy.
11. To achieve the cooperation required to reach sustainable regional processing
arrangements, reject policies which turn away asylum-seeker boats.
12. Engage with Australia’s neighbours to seek humane and effective solutions to the
movement of asylum seekers through the region. This approach will include
multilateral engagement, particularly through the Bali process.
13. Maintain levels of foreign aid sufficient to address the root causes, improve
conditions and the rule of law in the places from which people are escaping.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference Policy
56. Australian Services Union
NSW Labor recognises that much needs to be done to support victims of domestic
violence and in particular women and children leaving domestic and family violence.
NSW Labor supports a national framework for action by federal, state and territory
governments to reduce violence against women and their children. In particular NSW
Labor supports a new national funding stream of additional funds to fill current service
gaps across jurisdictions in the provision of specialist women-led women’s services
across Australia so a holistic approach is taken to supporting women and their needs
to leave and when leaving domestic violence. This will also serve to promote greater
sustainability and ongoing security for women’s services, like women’s refuges, in
NSW.
NSW Labor supports paid domestic violence leave as a universal right for all workers
to form part of the National Employment Standards
Recommendation: Support

57. United Services Union
The United Services Union condemns the NSW State Government for its attacks on
women’s refuges over the past four years, under the state governments plans, funding
has been severely stripped forcing the closure of many refuges that provide protection
and support to women and children affected by the scourge of family violence. The
United Services Union calls on the State Labor Opposition to commit to reestablishing appropriate funding models and facilities for women and children affected
by family violence when returned to government.
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Recommendation: Support. Refer to SPLP

58. Australian Services Union
NSW Labor supports a fully-funded National Disability Insurance Scheme that
provides the support required for people with a disability while also maintaining and
enhancing remuneration, job security and career development opportunities for the
disability sector workforce. NSW Labor recognises that retaining and attracting a
qualified and experienced disability sector workforce in NSW will ensure quality
services and genuine choice and control for people with a disability.
NSW Labor supports:
•

•

•
•

enhancing skill levels, skill recognition and continuing professional development
of the disability sector workforce and that there is access to quality and relevant
training provided by TAFE
ensuring employment standards are protected and maintained through the
National Disability Insurance Scheme funding mechanisms so NDIS pricing
reflects the true cost of required staffing supports for people with a disability
Measures to minimise the spread of casual and insecure work in the disability
sector
The development of best practice standards and accreditation of supports in
consultation with stakeholders so that quality controls and safeguards can be
established, maintained and properly funded.

NSW Labor also supports the critical role advocacy plays in providing support to
people with disability and safeguarding people with disability from abuse, neglect and
exploitation. NSW Labor is committed to supporting the role of independent disability
advocacy services.
Recommendation: Support

59. United Voice
Quality standards in Ageing and Disability Care
NSW Labor reaffirms its commitment to high quality aged and disability care delivered
by a professionally trained and dedicated workforce who have secure and predictable
jobs with decent pay and conditions.
NSW Labor recognises the need to develop and implement a comprehensive aged
and disability care workforce strategy to fulfil the needs of the rapidly growing demand
for services.
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NSW Labor is committed to the development and improvement of a quality framework
for training and care provision in aged and disability care as well as standards for care
workers’ pay and conditions.
Recommendation: Support
60. United Voice
Residential Tenancy is increasingly on the rise. Today more than 30% of people live in
rental housing, and over a third have done so for ten years or more. With increasingly
high cost of living, and cost of housing, it is vital that NSW Labor makes stable and
fair rental housing a priority.
In 2010 the Residential Tenancies Act 2010 was created, every five years this Act is
required to be reviewed, and a report will be tabled to Parliament before June 17th
2016.
NSW Labor, in opposition and in government, should seek to balance the rights of
tenants with the rights of owners, as well as ensure the rights of tenants and liveability
of rental housing is prioritised.
NSW Labor believes tenants should be able to make informed choices about where
they will live and for how long.
NSW Labor should act to remove termination without grounds and instead provide an
expanded list of grounds for termination, and to reduce retaliatory termination.
NSW Labor should work to require greater disclosure by landlords about the provision
of and recurring charges for utilities.
NSW Labor should act to increase the responsibilities and obligations for landlords to
provide maintenance of properties, as well as liveable and sustainable housing.
NSW Labor should act to reduce the incidences of retaliatory rent increases,
particularly as a de facto means to end tenancy or in retaliation to issues being raised
in the tribunal or maintenance requirements.
Recommendation: Note and Refer to SPLP
61. Glebe Branch
On the evidence of many doctors, including 2010 Australian of the Year, Professor
Patrick McGorry AO, that children’s mental health is deteriorating in offshore detention
centres, it is imperative that minors be removed and brought to the mainland to
receive educational and therapeutic care.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference Policy.
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62. Enmore Branch
That the Conference supports the concerns of the Member for Grayndler, Anthony
Albanese, regarding the draconian nature of the National Security legislation. The
former National Security Adviser, Bret Walker SC, has stated that enough laws are
already in place to deal with the national security issues posed by extremists in our
community. The new legislation is simply overreach and an attack on the civil liberties
of Australians.
As former WA Premier, Geoff Gallop, observed, the Liberals have form on these
matters. Labor should be extremely wary of jumping into bed with the Coalition for
fear of being spooked. It gives the Party the opportunity to expose the Liberals as the
Party of suppression and restrictions on freedoms, something for which they have a
long and dishonourable history, contrary to the image that they have been trying to
project quite recently.
Labor needs to commit to a review of this legislation with a view to restoring the
democratic rights of Australians and placing restrictions and oversights on the ability
of security agencies to trample on our democratic rights.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP and National Conference.
63. Enmore Branch
That the Conference branch strongly request the Parliamentary Labor Party to note
the Human rights commission inquiry into children in detention and commit to
supporting and addressing its recommendations.
Recommendation: Note and refer to FPLP.

64. Enmore Branch
That Conference urges the federal parliamentary party to oppose the proposed cut of
20% to the Aboriginal Legal Service across Australia in the forthcoming federal
budget. The Conference further urges the federal parliamentarians to expose the
hypocrisy of the funding cut in the face of the widely-expressed wish to “close the
gap”. At the same time, the federal parliamentarians can also point out that the ALS is
already under-resourced and, in fact, the proposed $13 million saving will be lost as
more Aboriginal people are caught elsewhere in the criminal justice system if the ALS
budget is cut.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP.
65. Ermington Branch
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Conference calls on the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party to immediately take some
leadership on the abuse of children in detention. It is essential that mandatory
reporting be in place in all Australian detention centres including offshore detention
centres.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference and FPLP
66. Byron Bay Branch
Around 28,000 people are estimated to be homeless across NSW.
The Baird Government's Going Home Staying Home reforms caused significant
upheaval amongst homelessness service providers. Many specialist services such as
women's refuges and services for Aboriginal people have been forcibly closed due to
the changes. A significant gap has emerged in the provision of accessible and
appropriate homelessness services for vulnerable groups.
Conference calls on a future NSW Labor Government to:
•

•
•

•
•

Allocate additional funding to support emerging gaps created by the reforms
such as for young people, women and children, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people and other vulnerable groups.
Implement prevention and early intervention initiatives to ensure less people
become homeless in the future.
Provide holistic and multidisciplinary support to people who are homeless by
addressing the reasons as well as the causes of homelessness; such as for
example ensuring collaborative approaches and cross-agency case
conferencing is implemented by the relevant government agencies and nongovernment organisations in the areas of domestic and family violence and
mental health.
Provide additional investment in social and affordable housing.
Provide certainty to homelessness services by providing six-year funding
agreement terms.

Recommendation: Support in principle and refer to SPLP

67. United Services Union
The United Services Union calls on State Labor to develop a funding and
infrastructure plan to address the lack of facilities for the homeless in our society, the
current state government has failed to address this scourge in society and have
adopted an ‘out of sight, out of mind’ policy that is cruel and debilitating for those
most vulnerable in our society.
Homelessness effects tens of thousands of people in NSW and, indeed, across
Australia, they come from all walks of life. The Labor movement is the only movement
that has the compassion and commitment to address their needs of a hand up.
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Recommendation: Support
68. Byron Bay Branch
Conference condemns the inhumane, degrading and secretive asylum seeker policies
of the Abbott Government.
The revelations that people smugglers have been paid directly by the Government to
turn boat back is likely a breach of international law and makes Australia part of the
people smuggling business.
The ongoing drip feed of information from the offshore processing centres on Nauru
and Manus Island has revealed cases of child abuse, sexual abuse and other serious
human rights contraventions. There is no justification for keeping these centres open,
no matter the oversight.
Conference congratulates the recent decision by ALP National Conference that an
ALP government would increase the annual refugee intake and increase funding to the
UNHCR.
Conference, however, condemns the decision to maintain the offshore processing
centres.
These are pits of human right abuse and must be closed. We are disappointed in the
decision to maintain the option of turning back boats of people seeking asylum.
Furthermore, we call on the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party and our local
representative to actively work to change this policy.
Conference supports the recent decision for Byron Shire to declare itself a refugee
welcome zone.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference.

69. United Services Union
Conference calls upon a NSW Labor Government, upon election, to take immediate
steps to ensure Property Developers and Real Estate agents are banned from running
in Local Government elections. Labor in Opposition will not endorse any Property
Developers and/or real Estate Agents to run as Local Government Councillors.
Recommendation: Support
70. Ermington Branch
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Conference calls for an immediate end to the immigration detention of children in
Australian detention centres including offshore detention centres.
Recommendation: Refer to National Conference.
71. Ermington Branch
Conference applauds Bill Shorten’s leadership on putting forward a private member’s
bill on same sex marriage.
Recommendation: Support
72. Ermington Branch
Conference does not support stripping Australian citizenship from sole Australian
citizens and where citizenship may be revoked, the circumstances should be limited to
the most extreme acts against the state.
Recommendation: Refer to position of FPLP.
73. Double Bay Bellevue Hill Branch
Conference calls on the parliamentary Labor Party to rescind the 2015 amendments to
the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 which mandates data
retention for a period of two years. These amendments should be opposed for the
following reasons:
• the Act was amended with little debate in spite of the acquiescence of the
parliamentary Labor Party,
• the Act was amended to mandate data retention for two years and did not
include a sunset clause.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP.
74. United Voice
NSW Labor condemns the policy of the Federal Government to deport citizens of
foreign countries who are resident in Australia when they are convicted of minor or
non-violent offences. NSW Labor is particularly concerned about the mass
deportations of New Zealand nationals’ resident and working in Australia and with
significant personal and family ties to our country.
NSW Labor calls on Federal Labor to consider revising policies requiring automatic
deportation of foreign nations resident in Australia for minor or non-violent offences.
We particularly call on attention being given to the deportation of New Zealand
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citizens with an effort made to reduce the number of people being deported across
the Tasman.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP
75. Australian Services Union
NSW Labor deplores the extremist and hateful ideology of the Islamic State terrorist
network, which is causing untold harm to people across Syria and Northern Iraq. In
particular, we are concerned about the treatment of women and GLBTI people by IS
extremists. Women and girls have been kidnapped, forced to work as slaves and
subject to sexual assault as a weapon of war. Islamic State ‘laws’ dictate to women
what they can wear, where they can travel and deny them education, access to
healthcare and the right to work. Gay and lesbian people have faced torture and
murder, including public humiliation, if their sexual identity is revealed.
NSW Labor supports the offering of additional humanitarian refugee protection visas
to people caught up in this conflict, and believes that particular attention should be
paid to the plight of women and GLBTI people suffering under the hands of Islamic
State.
Recommendation: Support in principle and refer to position of FPLP.
76. Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance
NSW Labor supports an individual’s right to privacy as a fundamental political, civil
and human right that must be protected.
Government should provide a strong regulatory framework to protect people’s right to
privacy and ensure the security of their personal information, whether held in the
public sector or the private sector.
Many services relied on by Australian consumers require them to provide very
personal information about themselves to secure those services including employment
details, income levels, credit/financial history and circumstances as well as family
links.
NSW Labor is committed to the principle that citizens retain ownership of their
personal information and it is essential that citizens can have confidence that their
information is securely stored and accessed and in ways that enshrine their rights as
they exist under Australian law.
NSW Labor calls for review the retention of telecommunications data by carriage
services providers and the regulation of access to telecommunications data by NSW
law enforcement agencies.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP position.
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77. Australian Services Union
NSW Labor supports strong gun laws:
•

•
•

NSW Labor supports strong Gun control laws in Australia and is committed to
ensuring NSW has the highest standards when it comes to gun licencing and the
sale of guns.
NSW Labor is committed to ensuring that the laws in NSW keep pace with new
guns on the market to ensure they are properly regulated.
In Government, we commit to reviewing the approved list of firearms for sale in
NSW and how they are categorised and working through COAG to holding
another voluntary gun buyback scheme.

Recommendation: Support in principle.
78. Australian Services Union
NSW ALP State Conference notes that around half of Syria’s population, 11 million
people, are either internally displaced or have left the country seeking safety.
Conference further notes that in 2015, the United Nations recorded over 60 million
people displaced worldwide – the highest ever recorded level.
Conference:
• Congratulates Labor on leading the debate in 2015 around a special allocation of
additional humanitarian places for refugees affected by the crisis in Syria;
• Supports State Labor’s call for NSW to accept at least 5000 of these refugees;
• Extends a warm welcome to all the new Australians who will arrive under this
extra refugee intake.
Recommendation: Support
79. Summer Hill Branch
Conference condemns the passage with Labor's support, of the creation of the
Australian Border Force. We call on any future Labor Govt. to disband the Australian
Border Force, return personnel to their former duties in the Australian Customs and
Border Protection Service and Department of Immigration and distribute any law
enforcement powers to the Australian Federal Police who are subject to judicial
oversight and the rule of law. The Australian Border Force is a direct threat to open
democracy, separation of powers and the rule of law in Australia and should not be
tolerated.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP.
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80. Summer Hill Branch
Conference calls on the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party to oppose the proposed
laws allowing for the stripping away of Australian citizenship from existing and
potential dual nationals without the need for initial judicial process. These laws in their
current form are discriminatory and will allow the Immigration Minister to arbitrarily
determine whether or not an existing or potential dual national has engaged in
conduct which would involve loss of citizenship. In particular, conference is opposed
to the automatic revocation of citizenship and the deemed revocation of citizenship
upon events occurring together with the additional difficulty of having a court overturn
a ministerial decision to revoke. Further, conference is fundamentally opposed to the
wide range of offences, many of which could be quite trivial, being used as a trigger
for the purported revocation of citizenship.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP.
81. Summer Hill Branch
Conference calls on the party to abolish those parts of the Border Protection Act 2015
that act to deter individuals from reporting instances of abuse against detainees
and/or other detention centre personnel.
Of particular concern are the following sections:
• Section 24 that requires any department worker to subscribe to an oath that
could deter them from fulfilling their ethical and professional obligations. This
section could apply to doctors, nurses, aid workers and chaplains.
• Section 26 gives the Commissioner the power to direct staff to seek his
permission before supplying information to outside agencies such as the AMA.
• Section 42 states that it is an offence punishable by imprisonment for up to two
years for employees to make records or disclose what is termed as “protected
information”. Protected information is defined as any information an employee
comes across while working for, or in, a detention centre.
Recommendation: Refer to FPLP.
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Country Labor Report
Since the last State Conference met in 2014, Country Labor has had an exceptional
two years. Our country members and branches have been active in their communities,
running successful recruitment drives, fundraising events and achieving change on the
issues that matter. For instance, the Port Macquarie Branch collected over 12,500
signatures on a petition against the sale of public land in the centre of Port Macquarie.
Annual events like Bathurst Branch's Light on the Hill Dinner, Goulburn Branch's
Daniel Deniehy Oration, Wagga Wagga Branch's Eddie Graham Dinner, and Gulgong
Branch's Louisa Lawson lunch brought together many people to raise funds for
Country Labor campaigns and engage their local communities.
Country Labor has also run a series of successful Campaign Insight one-day training
programs. In regional towns all over the state including Lismore, Narooma and Wagga
Wagga, members had the benefit of receiving the most up-to-date campaign training
to help develop their own local campaigns as we prepare for the upcoming Federal
and Local Government elections. It is this focus on training and development that led
to our successes in March this year.
We also said goodbye to long-serving Country Organiser, Courtney Houssos who was
elected to the NSW Legislative Council in March 2015. Country Labor would like to
thank Courtney for her tireless years of dedication to Country Labor and congratulate
her on her election to Parliament. Already, we have seen Courtney continue the fight
for Country Labor in NSW Parliament.
NSW State Election
In the 2015 State election, we saw massive swings towards Country Labor, many
significantly higher than achieved in Sydney.
Campaigns like Maitland and Port Stephens were won by Country Labor with swings
of nearly 20% which saw Country Labor members Kate Washington and Jenny
Aitchison join Clayton Barr and Mick Veitch in the Country Labor Caucus in NSW
Parliament.
Other areas long regarded as National Party strongholds experienced some of the
highest general election swings towards Labor on record. In all, Country Labor ran ten
campaigns that recorded swings above 15%. Ursula Stephens sent the Liberals a
huge message in Goulburn, registering a 20.1% swing against a sitting Baird
Government Minister. Another campaign that significantly reduced the margin, to now
be within only 2%, is the Upper Hunter where Muswellbrook Mayor, Martin Rush
worked hard to make this previously safe National Party seat one that Country Labor
could win at the next State Election.
Country Labor was successful in the 2015 election because it ran campaigns on
issues that mattered to country voters including the future of local jobs, electricity
prices and asset ownership and rural TAFEs and hospitals.
Country Conference
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Country Labor’s success at the NSW State Election followed the 2014 Country
Conference, held in Queanbeyan on 24-26 October. Nearly 300 members engaged in
three full days of policy discussion, involving health, regional development and jobs,
NDIS and ageing, and education.
Country Conference 2014 continued the example set by 2012's Cessnock conference:
a collaborative method of policy workshops where ideas to further rural communities
are developed in a consultative environment. The results of this process can be seen
in the motions that follow touching on issues as diverse as TAFE, CSG and rural
heath.
Party officials including Kaila Murnain and Acting Country Organiser Josephine Hillard
held a training workshop for country activists, giving them the skills they need to
prosecute a Labor message in their home communities. Delegates and members were
also trained in phone-banking, one of the most useful campaign tools in a regional
campaign’s arsenal.
Thank you to the 300 plus delegates and members who travelled across the state to
make this conference a success.
Key Policy Issues
Country Labor is in a key position in the next twelve months. Many of the seats Labor
hopes to win at the next federal election include seats outside of metropolitan Sydney
like Eden-Monaro, Paterson, Page, and Gilmore. Country Labor has been hard at work
developing policies that directly affect those people in rural and regional areas.
To win these areas, issues that affect regional Australia the most need to be at the
forefront of our election platform. Youth unemployment is at its worst outside Sydney.
Skill shortages in rural areas make education a key issue in regional areas. And equity
of healthcare access is another issue that will not only change lives in regional
Australia but voting intentions as well.
Country Labor is also greatly concerned about the ice epidemic in rural areas and the
disproportionate impact this has in these communities. We need to ensure there are
appropriate resources for health professionals and police to address this issue.
Federal Election
With an election to be called at any time in the next twelve months, Country Labor has
already preselected high quality candidates across regional New South Wales.
Popular former Country Labor members Janelle Saffin and Mike Kelly will be
recontesting their old seats of Page and Eden-Monaro respectively, and candidates
like Tim Kurylowicz, Fiona Phillips and Jess Jennings, will be contesting electorates in
country NSW alongside sitting MPs Joel Fitzgibbon and Justine Elliot.
The task for Country Labor candidates is to demonstrate that behind Malcolm
Turnbull's clever words, his government stands for little more than cuts to the services
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and safeguards that help our most vulnerable. Regional families already know that
GST increases and penalty rate cuts are bad for regional areas, and in the next twelve
months our candidates will campaign to prove that voting Country Labor is the only
way to stop these regressive changes from going ahead.

Country Labor Committee
Country Labor Committee has been active throughout the year, holding both
teleconferences and face-to-face meetings to organise campaigns in country areas. At
their face-to-face meeting held on 22 November 2015, the Committee dealt with a
range of matters including better regional representation in Parliament and how to
approach Coal Seam Gas mining.
Chair of the Country Caucus in NSW Parliament, Jenny Aitchison and Duty MLC to
many country electorates, Courtney Houssos gave reports on their work in Parliament
to hold the Liberals and Nationals to account for their Government's harsh cuts to
essential services in country areas.
Assistant General Secretary Kaila Murnain reported to the committee on the
opportunities presented to country areas at the next election, as well as some of the
preliminary work being done on the Federal Election effort.
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Agenda Items
1.

NSW Young Labor
Enhancing service delivery and capacity of e-Health
E-Health is a personally controlled record and secure online summary of your health
information – able to be accessed online whenever a patient or healthcare provider
needs it, wherever they are.
The e-Health system was rolled out nationally in July 2012 under the Federal Labor
Government, allowing people seeking health care in Australia to register for an e-Health
record. This was the first step in the development of the e-Health record system, which
is being built up in carefully managed stages.
Information stored in the record includes a patient’s medications, hospital Discharge
Summaries, allergies, immunisations and other clinical documentation; organ donation
details, Medicare and pharmaceutical benefits information – avoiding errors and
unnecessary repetition of basic details with each new specialist. Patients can also enter
information in the personal health summary or personal health notes section of e-Health
record. Individuals control what goes into the record, and who is allowed to access it.
Labor implemented this initiative with the view to e-Health record potential being
significantly built upon over time. As Healthcare Provider Organisations upgrade their
clinical software so that it can communicate with the e-Health record system, doctors
can add more information, including specialist and referral letters, nurses and other
healthcare providers involved in health care. It will allow doctors to enter information
about consultations and treatment, including any family medical history provided.
An e-Health record allows a patient and their doctors, hospitals and other healthcare
providers to view and share health information (with an individual’s consent) to provide
individuals with the best, most informed care. An initiative like e-Health revolutionises
healthcare in Australia using technology and must be continued and expanded to give
people more control over their health information than ever before, placing individuals
and faster, safer, easier patient care at the centre of Australia’s health system.
Country Labor supports the integration of e-Health into Australia’s healthcare system. It
acknowledges the higher autonomy given to individuals in using and controlling their
health information and the benefits this has in facilitating a faster, safer, easier and more
efficient patient-care model in Australia’s health system.
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Country Labor acknowledges the endorsement of key stakeholders such as the AMA in
having national electronic health record system; and the public interest in the scheme,
with over 500,000 people signed up and over 20 million medical record documents were
uploaded under Labor.
Country Labor maintains the need for this system and the services it provides to be
maintained and expanded through state and local health services, in accordance with
Labor’s plan.
Country Labor condemns the ‘pause’ to the system’s rollout, the review and
foreshadowed cuts and/or privatisation by the Liberal Government of the e-Health
system.
Country Labor calls on the Federal and State Governments to instead embrace
investment into bringing health records into the digital age. It calls on them to better
assist health professionals, providers and local health districts in implementing the new
technical and administrative processes needed; and better promote the new system to
patients to sign up to and make use of the range of benefits e-Health provides to
individuals, healthcare providers and our health system.
Recommendation: Support.
2.

NSW Young Labor
Regional Healthcare
A major mistake made when budgeting for healthcare in regional areas is that regional
healthcare needs are equal to the kinds of doctor numbers in metropolitan areas or
larger regional centres. When it comes to small or remote regional towns, however, the
provision of serviceable emergency beds is more than an optional extra – it’s a matter of
life and death, as most of the time the distance to a doctor doubles to hours or more of
waiting. In the past, budget cuts and hospital closures in regional towns have left entire
communities without reasonable access to medical services.
It’s on these grounds that changes in funding should only follow meaningful consultation
with local communities.
Country Labor supports regional centres, including small and remote regional
communities, having an acceptable standard of immediate medical care.
Country Labor will only undertake funding reviews of regional healthcare centres after
meaningful consultation with local communities when in government and, following the
NSW Labor platform, that no country hospitals are closed with the exception of those
being replaced with an equivalent facility.
Country Labor will fight the Nationals and Liberals when they cut funding and access to
affordable healthcare in regional areas.
Recommendation: Support
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NSW Young Labor
Rural and Regional Health Promotion – Fighting Liberal Cuts
In the 2014-2015 Federal Government’s Budget, the funding for the rural and regional
health scheme introduced by the Gillard Government known as ‘Medicare Locals’ was
cut, removing 61 local health professionals assisting in the provision of healthcare in
rural and regional areas.
The Federal Government has replaced the Medicare Locals project with much smaller
and fewer ‘Primary Health Networks’, which will be inactive for a significant period of
time whilst they are set up. These networks also do not cater for health promotion and
disease prevention as Medicare Locals did.
Without these professionals providing for health promotion, the awareness of healthy
living and healthy practices will likely deteriorate. Access to health promotion is vital in
rural and regional areas, in particular areas with high rates of low socio-economic status
backgrounds, and areas of high indigenous populations.
Country Labor condemns the Federal Government’s cut of the Medicare Locals project.
Country Labor acknowledges the need for greater health promotion in rural and regional
areas.
Country Labor will run campaigns in rural and regional areas on the importance of
bringing back a system of viable health promotion.
The NSW Country Labor Organiser will work with the NSW Labor and NSW Young Labor
to help develop policy on providing health promotion in rural and regional areas of NSW,
with particular focus on young Australians.
Recommendation: Support. Country Labor welcomes Young Labor’s support in
this campaign.

4.

NSW Young Labor
Youth Mental Health
Youth mental health is a particularly prevalent issue in our society. Access to adequate
mental health services can often make a large difference in ensuring that a young person
with a mental health issue is properly diagnosed and provided with the care and
treatment that they require.
Access to appropriate services can in some severe cases even be a method for the
prevention of youth suicide.
In rural and regional areas, access to adequate mental health services is often limited
when compared to the range of services available in metropolitan areas. Young people
often have to travel long distances to get access the services that they may be in
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desperate need of. Adequate access to mental health services can be a life and death
situation for a young person with a mental health condition, and providing these services
in rural and regional areas must be a top priority.
Services such as Headspace, and increasing the number of counsellors available in
community health centres has helped in this area, but more can and must be done to
ensure that our young people are able to get the mental health care and treatment that
many are in desperate need of.
Country Labor acknowledges that the provision of mental health services to young
people in rural and regional areas should be a top priority for health policy.
Country Labor believes that the provision of adequate mental health services is the key
to preventing youth suicide in regional areas
Country Labor notes the benefits of projects such as Headspace, but believes that more
needs to be done to ensure that the access to mental health services for young people
in rural and regional areas is adequately provided for.
Country Labor will develop strategies for the further provision of mental health services
and resources for young people in rural and regional areas.
Country Labor will hold a joint hosted forum with NSW Young Labor to discuss ways in
which mental health services can be improved in rural and regional areas.
Recommendation: Support. Conference welcomes Young Labor’s support to
organise such an event.
5.

Queanbeyan Branch
That Conference condemns the Liberal- National Government’s plan to introduce a
Medicare co-payment. Country Labor strongly opposes any such move and fully
supports and endorses the NSW and Federal Labor opposition to any such move.
That Conference condemns the cuts to health funding by the Liberal-National
Government, both at the State and Federal level. Cuts to health funding will devastate
regional communities and already struggling hospitals. It will have a significant impact on
health outcomes for people in regional NSW.
Recommendation: Support.

6.

Tweed Coast Branch
Country Conference:

1. Condemns the attack on North Coast health services by both the State and Federal
conservative governments;
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2. Opposes the introduction of paid parking at Tweed Hospital and opposes the
privatisation of health services by the State Liberal-National Government on the North
Coast – particularly wards duties, cleaning, security, linen services, waste management,
pest control, portaging, courier duties and materials management;
3. Expresses alarm at the budget cuts by the Federal Liberal Government resulting in the
removal of almost $30 million in services and cost-shifting on the North Coast; and
4. Seeks assurances that the new Byron Bay Hospital is a public hospital and notes that a
public private partnership arrangement is unacceptable.
Recommendation: Support and recognise there are similar issues across Country
NSW. Country Labor also reaffirms its opposition to privatise any public hospital.
7.

Country Conference
Country Labor recognises the need to provide appropriately funded community and
acute transport for country people to access primary, secondary, and tertiary health
services at the nearest and most appropriate location to maintain good health outcomes.
Recommendation: Support

8.

Country Conference
Country Labor rejects the Federal Government’s changes to the Medicare Rebate for
ancillary health services from 85% of cost to 80% which will greatly disadvantage
country people.
Recommendation: Support

9.

Country Conference
That this conference condemns that people with cancer in Country NSW are faced with
excessive costs for cytotoxic due to lack of access to specific cancer services.
Recommendation: Support

10. Country Conference
That Country Labor reaffirms and supports the public ownership and operation of the
new Byron Central Hospital and Lower Hunter Hospital.
Country Labor opposes any privatisation of public hospital services and facilities in rural
and regional NSW.
Recommendation: Support
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11. Country Conference
Country Labor opposes the $7 GP co-payment, notes its impact on rural and regional
emergency departments, and criticises the Baird government for its failure to stand up to
Prime Minister and Health Minister.
Recommendation: Support

12. Country Conference
That Country Labor calls on the future State and Federal Labor governments to work
together to develop real policies to support and train general practitioners and
specialists in country areas.
Recommendation: Support
13. Country Conference
Country Labor opposes deregulation of university fees.
Country Labor opposes the TAFE cuts and reduction in subsidies by the Baird
government and increases of fees in relation to nurses and ancillary health services,
which has a direct impact on access to training for country people.
Recommendation: Support

14. Country Conference
Country Labor opposes the downgrade in mental health and community health services
by the Federal and State Liberal Governments. Country Labor recognises the provision
of these services by the government is essential for equity and access for Country NSW
people.
Recommendation: Support

15. Country Conference
Outsourcing Medicare, PBS, and Veterans Affairs Payments
Conference notes with deep concern that the Federal Liberal government has advertised
to market test for the commercial provision of Medicare, pharmaceutical benefits, and
Veteran Affairs payments. This is the first step in the implementation of the
recommendation in the Liberal Government’s National Commission of Audit to outsource
the entire government payments system. If successful, it will be the template for the
Federal Liberal Government to outsource other government services such as Aged
Pensions, Carers’ Allowance, and other Centrelink payments.
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The Treasurer acknowledged that the Australian government payment system needs an
upgrading. Rather than fund the outsourcing of this, the government should be investing
in a 21st century payments system to be owned and operated by government that has
the sole aim of servicing the needs of all Australians, rather than the profits of a single
company.
Conference condemns this move because:
•
•
•
•

Thousands of people in the Department of Human Services in regional NSW and
around Australia will lose their jobs if this proposal is fully implemented;
The jobs that will be lost represent the stable employment opportunities that towns
in rural New South Wales need to stay viable;
The privatisation places at risk the private medical and pharmaceutical history of
Australian citizens;
Given past experience of these types of outsourcing arrangements, there is the
potential for significant cost over-runs and service failures.

Country Labor will fight to protect these public services and jobs, oppose the
outsourcing of Government services, and ensure that people can continue to access the
high-quality services they need, when they need it.
Recommendation: Support
16. Country Conference
This conference calls on an incoming Federal Labor government to review Medicare
Local boundaries to ensure those established by the previous Federal Labor government
were fit for service in their effectiveness in the provision of much-needed primary care.
Many rural and regional areas, particularly coastal towns, have a disproportionate
number of over-55s and Medicare Locals and primary care providers maintain health
and keep people out of hospital.
Recommendation: Support
17. Country Conference
That Country Conference condemns the attacks on country people, particularly
pensioners, represented by the Medicare Co-payment which affects GP visits and
medical imaging and pathology services. Country Labor demands this be rejected in all
forms.
Recommendation: Support
18. Country Conference
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This conference calls on an incoming State Labor government in New South Wales to
disallow the removal of ‘peppercorn rents’ from non-profit community groups. To charge
these groups commercial rents will see their closure and thus remove the protection
afforded to them currently.
Many of the people affected will be left homeless, as abused children and victims of
domestic violence will lose their place of refuge. This will directly affect the services and
community mental health.
Recommendation: Support
19. Country Conference
Country Conference recommends that National Conference give consideration to the
appropriateness of the quantum of the current Medicare levy.
Recommendation: Support
20. Country Conference
Conference calls on NSW Labor to develop policies that address the need for better
mental health care in regional and rural NSW.
Recommendation: Support

21. Country Conference
That Country Labor condemns the actions of the Federal Liberal Government in
proposing to cut $15 billion from health in 10 years or $1.5 billion annually for 10 years,
which will have a catastrophic effect on country health services, and calls on the future
Labor Federal Government to resource these draconian cuts in the health sector of
NSW.
Recommendation: Support

22. Country Conference
That Conference condemns the current Liberal-National NSW State Government’s $3
billion health cuts. Country areas are acutely affected and limit families in receiving
affordable healthcare, and it discourages school leavers from entering the healthcare
profession.
Recommendation: Support
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23. Armidale Branch
That Conference calls on Federal Labor to renew its commitment to the renewable
energy targets and foster more investment in renewable energy.
Recommendation: Support.
24. Broken Hill Branch
Libraries in Country Communities
That the importance of libraries as vital social, community and informational hubs—
particularly for country communities— be reaffirmed. That the State Government be
asked to take equal responsibility for the funding of libraries with Local Government.
Recommendation: Support in principle.

25. Byron Bay Branch/Page FEC
That Conference:
1. Notes that:
a. On the NSW North Coast there is overwhelming community opposition to Coal
Seam Gas and unconventional gas mining;
b. The community’s concerns relate to the harmful effects of CSG and
unconventional gas mining on water quality, farmlands, the environment,
communities, residents’ health, and tourism;
c. The CSG industry has no social licence to operate on the NSW North Coast;
d. The NSW North Coast has unique environmental qualities; and
e. CSG is incompatible with the North Coast’s important employment sectors
including tourism and agriculture.
2. Is called upon to condemn the NSW Liberal-National Party Government’s pro-CSG
fracking, drilling and expansion agenda on the NSW North Coast; and
3. Calls on the NSW Labor Party to:
a. Support an immediate moratorium on all CSG and other unconventional gas
activities and licences within the Boundaries of the State Parliamentary seats of
Lismore, Ballina, Clarence and Tweed be ‘CSG Free’ and therefore be off limits to
the CSG industry;
b. Support a declaration that the State Parliamentary seats of Lismore, Ballina,
Clarence and Tweed be ‘CSG Free ‘ and therefore be off limits to the CSG
industry.
Recommendation: Support and note the Urgency debate at the 2014 NSW Labor
Annual State Conference on this issue.
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26. Cowper FEC
Conference calls on an incoming NSW Labor Government to review the Recreation
Fishing Havens declarations with a view to extending these to more coastal estuaries to
promote tourism and healthier fish breeding habitats generally.
Recommendation: Support in principle

27. Construction Forestry Mining And Energy Union (NSW BRANCH) Construction And
General Division
Conference calls for Labor to commit to ensuring that local spending means local jobs.
Further, Conference calls upon the NSW Parliamentary Labor Party to focus on regional
NSW with its local procurement policy. To facilitate this, the NSW Parliamentary Labor
Party should investigate the models of existing organisations that attract manufacturing
industry to their regional centres.
Recommendation: Support

28. Construction Forestry Mining And Energy Union (NSW BRANCH) Construction And
General Division
Conference calls upon NSW Labor to ensure that procurers and their contractors do not
obtain dumped and unfairly subsidised product where there is an Australian industry that
could supply the product.
Recommendation: Support in principle

29. Construction Forestry Mining And Energy Union (NSW BRANCH) Construction And
General Division
Fly in fly out (FIFO) arrangements have become an increasing feature of employment,
particularly in the resource sector. It has for some provided access to employment
opportunities not otherwise available. However there are growing examples of the
downside to FIFO, including FIFO workers displacing local workers, even in major
regional centres, putting pressure on community infrastructure and services and loss of
income to local business. For FIFO workers, family breakdowns, lack of choice of work
arrangements and less choice to live locally with their family and longer shifts are
becoming more prevalent.
FIFO work practices should be last resort, local jobs and communities should prevail.
Recommendation: Support
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30. Construction Forestry Mining And Energy Union (NSW BRANCH) Construction And
General Division
Conference is opposed to the re-establishment of the Australian Building and
Construction Commission by the Federal Liberal Government. We were disappointed
that Labor failed to entirely abolish the Building and Construction Industry Improvement
Act 2005 and retained the Australian Building and Construction Commission when it was
in government.
The Building and Construction Industry Improvement Act 2005 (BCII Act), which was
resisted by the ALP in opposition, represented the worst excesses of the former Howard
Government’s WorkChoices agenda. Its resuscitation should be vigorously opposed and
Labor should commit to repeal any legislation in the future.
Tony Abbott’s laws render virtually all forms of industrial action unlawful and subject to
massive fines against unions and individual workers. The ABCC will have unprecedented
coercive powers to force people to answer questions under oath and provide
information or documents about everyday industrial relations issues and gaol terms of
up to 6 months for those who refuse to comply.
The retention of the ABCC is inconsistent with the principles and platform of the ALP
and further that the International Labour Organisation’s Committee of Experts and
Committee on Freedom of Association have also condemned these laws as inconsistent
with International Conventions signed by Australia.
This repressive legislation has no place in Australian society, holding that the right to
silence is a fundamental right and that no Australian citizen should be compelled to
answer questions relating to industrial issues or discussions held at union meetings
under threat of fines and/or gaol. Conference also rejects the imposition of fines against
unions and workers for exercising their democratic right to withdraw labour. Building
workers should not be treated differently from other workers.
Conference calls on the NSW State Labor to strongly lobby its federal counterpart to
resist and when elected abolish these draconian laws.
Recommendation: Support.

31. Construction Forestry Mining And Energy Union (NSW BRANCH) Construction And
General Division
Conference calls for a review of the effectiveness of legislation, regulation and
enforcement in relation to the safety regulatory system to ensure WorkCover is an active
enforcer of safety laws so that high safety standards are restored.
Recommendation: Support.
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32. Construction Forestry Mining And Energy Union (NSW BRANCH) Construction And
General Division
Conference calls upon a future NSW Labor Government to mandate the purchase of
locally manufactured paper and tissue products (for all government internal usage and
external printing contracts) for all NSW government departments, statutory authorities
and agencies and NSW local government authorities in recognition of the positive
environmental, social and economic contribution to the industry.
Recommendation: Support

33. Construction Forestry Mining And Energy Union (NSW BRANCH) Construction And
General Division
Conference calls on Labor to ensure that all government-funded projects require
contractors to use active Labour Market Testing (LMT) to ensure that Australian citizens
and permanent residents are given the opportunity to apply for jobs before applications
for 457 visa workers can be approved.
Further Labor should seek to ensure that before any Regional Migration Agreement is
applied for, all stakeholders including unions are consulted and a needs assessment
undertaken, exploring other avenues for sourcing workers.
Recommendation: Support

34. Goulburn Branch
Conference thanks the State’s Shadow Minister Mick Veitch MLC for his support for the
Southern Tablelands Rail Users’ Group (STRUG) to gain a usable timetable for people
living south of Exeter including the towns and villages surrounding Goulburn.
This is a long-awaited need for the people of Goulburn region needing to travel to and
from Sydney for medical, professional and social appointments and the region including
the Southern Highlands.
Recommendation: Support.

35. Griffith Branch
Conference supports the creation of water infrastructure for the Coleambally and
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Areas through other sources of funding not related to the sales
of electricity assets in the state of NSW.
Conference opposes the sale of poles and wires in NSW.
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Conference calls on the Federal Government to investigate other sources of revenue for
the funding of any water related infrastructure in regional NSW.
Recommendation: Support in principle.

36. Jervis Bay St Georges Basin Branch
We call on the incoming NSW Labor Government to immediately abandon any plans to
construct a dam on the Belubula River near Canowindra which will flood the ancient
Cliefden Caves.
These caves took millions of years to be created by water seeping to fashion the
limestone pillars and mazes of these ancient caves. The dam, if constructed will flood
the cave system and destroy the rare formations in a few moments. We call on a halt to
the project which the current government claims will provide water security to the state’s
Central West ‘without adverse environmental outcomes’.
There are other and better ways of drought-proofing the country than destroying
incredible caves and land formations that took millions of years to form.
Recommendation: Support in principle.
37. Jervis Bay St Georges Basin Branch
The paper mill located in Bomaderry in the Shoalhaven Local Government Area is once
again under threat of closure. We have seen this many times over the years with one
manufacturer reducing a workforce of several hundred per day to around 100 people for
the manufacturing of specialty papers used for Australian passports, along with other
specialty papers.
Country Conference calls on State and Federal governments to issue an edict to use
only Australian made papers wherever possible, to maintain this vital industry and keep
these workers employed, with the additional benefits to the community which come from
a workforce which lives and shops in the local area.
Recommendation: Support in principle.

38. Lithgow Branch
Local Government Amalgamations
That Country Conference supports the principal of self-determination for rural and
regional communities and, as such, we support voluntary LGA amalgamations and
oppose forced amalgamations, where the Council has engaged the community in
genuine consultation and the community supports the voluntary amalgamations via
referendum.
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Further, any consultation shall include
• Social impact statements;
• Retention of core numbers in regional and rural communities of less than 5000
people;
• Retention of employment protections
• Further we express our support for constitutional recognition of local government.
Recommendation: Support

39. Hunter FEC
Conference requests that NSW Labor Party makes a core policy not to sell any more
public assets or to privatise any public service.
Recommendation: Support in principle

40. Lithgow Branch
Federal Budget
That Conference condemns in the strongest terms the outrageous cuts outlined in the
2014-15 Federal Budget including but not limited to:
• The proposed $7 Medicare co-payment;
• Proposals to cut welfare payments to young people for 6 months of the year;
• Deregulation of the higher education sector;
• The suspension of promised increases in superannuation contributions;
• The reintroduction of fuel excise indexation.
We are particularly concerned at the impact that these cuts will have on the most
vulnerable and disadvantaged people in rural and regional areas. We call on the Federal
Parliamentary Labor Party to oppose all these regressive provisions in the strongest
terms.
Recommendation: Support.
41. Lithgow Branch
Conference expresses grave concerns about the jobs crisis sweeping rural and regional
NSW as a result of the incompetence and gross economic mismanagement of the NSW
and Federal Liberal-National Governments.
We note that since the second half of 2013 more than 1,000 jobs have been lost from
the manufacturing and mining sectors in the Central West alone in addition to the loss of
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hundreds of public sector workers since the election of the NSW Liberal-National
Government.
Noting that neither government has advanced any proposal to address this critical
situation, we call upon Country Labor to develop a rural and regional jobs strategy as a
matter of priority.
Country Labor supports a review by State and Federal Labor of the Job Network
Providers with the aim of bringing all available employment to the attention of those
seeking employment, especially to young long-term job seekers.
Recommendation: Support.

42. Lithgow Branch
Drive In/Drive Out Workers
That Conference applauds the resolution of the 2014 NSW Annual State Conference
regarding drive in/ drive out workers, fly in/fly out workers and mining camps.
Recommendation: Support.

43. Lithgow Branch
Coal Seam Gas
That Conference is gravely concerned about the impact of coal seam gas extraction on
water and food production in Australia. Further, we oppose any attempts to sell gas
extracted so cheaply overseas only for it to be sold back by large energy
interests/cartels to Australia at higher prices. We call upon State and Federal
Governments to regulate decisively in this regard.
We continue to support a properly regulated, sustainable black coal mining industry.
Recommendation: Support in principle. Conference notes NSW Labor’s policy that
Coal Seam Gas projects should not be able to proceed until independent scientific
research provides conclusive evidence that expansion of the industry will not
damage our precious water resources or compromise the state’s food security.

44. Lower Clarence Branch
That Conference deplores the dismantling of the local Catchment Management Authority
and the slashing of resources to the local Land Care groups. This was a disgraceful
trade off by Barnaby Joyce who apparently could not negotiate for drought relief in its
own right.
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Recommendation: Support in principle.

45. Lower Clarence Branch
That the NSW Liberal-National Government be condemned for continuing to commit
infrastructure funding to the Sydney Basin to the detriment of country NSW projects. We
need a State Government which governs for the whole of NSW. Despite statements from
the Liberals during the release to the last state budget, all of NSW does not benefit from
a well-resourced Sydney. State Government requires balance not just piecemeal offsets
to the Nationals in return for their support in privatising our state services.
Recommendation: Support.

46. Lower Clarence Branch
That Conference thanks Shadow Minister for Transport Anthony Albanese for his
support for country people in relation to the proposals for a second Sydney airport. It is
essential that country people maintain access to Kingsford Smith Airport in the long
term. If regional airlines are relegated to Badgerys Creek, medical services, business and
planning trips and even tourist and holiday trips would become impossible for people in
country NSW. The extra travel time to and from the city and the prohibitive cost would
affect individuals, business and public services.
Recommendation: Support.

47. Lower Clarence Branch
That Conference rejects the Federal Liberal- National Party proposal to increase the fuel
excise because of the obvious disproportionate adverse effect on country people of this
proposal. Country people in general are from lower income groups, have little or no
public transport and have to travel considerable distances for all services from shopping
to health.
Recommendation: Support.

48. Nambucca River Branch
Conference calls on an incoming State Labor Government to undertake a review of
Recreational Fishing Habitat declarations in order to:
• Generate a clearer scientific basis of the benefits of such declarations on fish
stock, breeding habitats as well as the associated benefits to local economies;
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•

Identify further locations for potential new declarations, including calling for
expression of interest from local government and other organisations.

Recommendation: Support and note that NSW Labor created recreational fishing
havens in NSW and marine conservation areas. These NSW Labor initiatives have
produced real benefits for fish stocks and for recreational fishing opportunities
with flow on benefits for regional tourism. A review of recreational fishing havens
should look to maximise the benefits for coastal communities and the environment
while at the same time considering impacts on the professional fishing industry
including regional co-ops, supply of fresh locally produced fish and employment in
regional communities.

49. Nambucca River Branch
Conference calls on an incoming State Labor Government to review procurement
policies in relation to major infrastructure projects, for example, major highway
construction, to strengthen provisions for enforceable requirements for local workforce
employment and training places including:
• Minimisation of the use of 457 visas and similar mechanisms which reduce access
to jobs by the domestic workforce;
• Specific provisions to maximise the employment of local workers in rural and
regional areas of high unemployment;
• Specific provisions for the inclusion of minimum numbers of traineeships and
apprenticeships,
including
designated
indigenous
traineeships
and
apprenticeships.
Recommendation: Support

50. NSW Young Labor
Needle Point Gap
As part of the 2014-15 NSW Budget, the National Party allocated funding to conduct a
feasibility study and begin work on the Needle Point Dam near Canowindra in NSW’s
Central West. This project will cause irreversible damage to the nearby Cliefden caves
due to settlement of silt after flooding. Cliefden is a site of significant aesthetic and
scientific value and the Nationals should not be allowed to get away with destroying
such an important network of caves.
Country Labor opposes the National Party’s plans to build this dam and action taken by
the Nationals that will endanger Cliefden Caves.
Country Labor condemns this State Government policy and will write to the Labor
Environmental Action Network outlining opposition to the Nationals’ planned
development and urging action to be taken against the Nationals.
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Conference notes that previous Labor State and Federal governments assisted with
drought-proofing projects in the Central West. Conference should not take a definite
position on the Needles Point Dam until detailed information is available on the
environmental, financial and related issues
Recommendation: Support in principle.

51. NSW Young Labor
Expansion of the South Coast railway line
At present, NSW Trains’ South Coast Line ends at Bomaderry (Nowra). With the
population of the South Coast and southern NSW growing, an expansion of the line
south of the Shoalhaven River will better serve the thousands of constituents that are
unable to access such basic public transport services. Furthermore, with the South
Coast area extending far south of Nowra- Bomaderry, it is unacceptable that the current
line servicing the South Coast is unavailable for much of the region to use.
Conference calls on the State Government to begin expanding the South Coast Rail Line
south of the Bomaderry (Nowra) Train Station.
Conference specifically calls for a train line to be constructed, extending the full length of
the NSW coastline down to the Victorian border, to ensure that regional constituents
have the same access to public transport services as those who reside within the
Sydney Metropolitan area.
Recommendation: Support in principle and calls on the State Government to
ensure that the duplication of the Nowra Bridge is designed and built to allow
extension of the rail line.

52. NSW Young Labor
NBN
A National Broadband Network (NBN) is essential to building sustainable communities in
Regional NSW. New business opportunities and subsequent job creation will result from
fast broadband services opening up new markets for products and services. The need to
locate a business in a city where access to fast, reliable, communications technology is
guaranteed is a barrier to locating in a regional area. Under Labor’s plan for an NBN
rollout in regional Australia this barrier is removed. In the same way educational
opportunities such as online learning will become an option for student wishing to
complete a diploma or degree from their home.
Country Labor condemns the regressive steps taken by Malcolm Turnbull and the
Federal Coalition Government that subject rural communities to a second rate
communication system.
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Recommendation: Support.

53. Queanbeyan Branch
Country Conference condemns the Federal Liberal- National Government for public
service job cuts that will seriously impact on the regional community and economy in the
Queanbeyan region.
Recommendation: Support and note that the Federal Liberal-National
Government’s public service job cuts will have serious consequences for all of
country NSW.

54. NSW Young Labor
Poles and Wires
Country Labor notes that Mike Baird’s plans to sell off the transmissions and distribution
networks of the electricity grid – the so-called ‘poles and wires’ is a shameful attack on
family budgets and regional areas in particular.
In backing the Liberals on the issue, the Nationals have shown themselves as true
hypocrites, willing to sell out their own constituencies for minor concessions, to break
promises made at the last election, and to shed their principles at the drop of a hat.
Country Labor resolves to fight the Liberal-National power sell-off.
Recommendation: Support

55. NSW Young Labor
Stop the brain drain
One of the largest impediments in the way of regional development is the plight of bright
young people from country areas. To attend university and get a tertiary education,
young adults either need to move to metropolitan areas or larger regional centres like
Wagga or Bathurst.
After four years in that place, they do not return to where they are from, and they do not
bring their skills back with them. The results are skill shortages, fewer opportunities for
those who remain, and a slow decline in rural populations.
Country Labor will advocate more strongly for the kinds of regional development that
build jobs and businesses in rural areas and which attracts young people to build
careers and lives in the bush.
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Recommendation: Support in principle. The State Policy Forum has set regional
education as a key platform for future Labor Government regional development.

56. NSW Young Labor
Fly-in Fly-out Mining Camps
The mining industry faces a skills shortage across many of the areas it conducts its
operations. Few residents of rural communities have an education in mining, and mining
companies rely on ‘Fly-in Fly-out’ (FIFO) workers to conduct their operations. Many go
so far as to construct entire camps or towns to house hundreds of workers, keeping
them removed from local communities.
The practice of FIFO workforces is harmful to communities and harmful to workers.
Small rural communities experience inflation, out of control rent hikes, and massive
pressure on local infrastructure, with little-to-no job growth and little-to-no wealth
generation within the town.
Camps constructed in towns like Gulgong and Singleton in the Central West threaten to
double local population, double local infrastructure loads (including pressure on
antiquated sewage and road systems) and deliver few benefits for local populations, as
money earned is spent elsewhere.
These camps also hurt the workers themselves, as they are subject to longer shifts, less
routine and more difficult home lives.
Country Labor backs the CFMEU’s campaign against these FIFO camps, and supports
the communities and families affected by their construction in pre-existing communities.
The place for FIFO camps is in remote areas without existing communities. In minefields
with existing towns nearby, Country Labor would prefer mining companies make
investments that bolster towns, their populations, and their infrastructure, in preference
to large-scale camps which are segregated from those communities and regional
economies.
Recommendation: Support in principle.

57. Queanbeyan Branch
That Conference applauds the previous ALP Federal Government’s NBN plan, which
would have seen the digital divide ended for virtually all regional Australian communities.
That Conference condemns the recently released cost benefit analysis commissioned by
the Federal Liberal-National Government that implies regional NSW communities should
consider themselves lucky to even have access to wireless networks in regional areas.
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Country NSW needs high speed broadband to meet the twenty-first century needs of
households, communities and regional economies. Country Labor supports the efforts of
our regional MPs to bring high speed broadband to fruition.
Recommendation: Support.

58. Queanbeyan Branch
That Country Conference welcomes the work of the State Policy Forum in relation to the
broad direction it has set for regional development policy for Country Labor in NSW.
Country Conference calls on the NSW Parliamentary Party, in partnership with the
Country Labor Committee to build on this work and develop a detailed regional jobs
plan. A plan that builds on the education and training platform of TAFE and universities
and aims to develop regional NSW’s renewable energy, primary industries and
manufacturing sectors.
Recommendation: Support.

59. Queanbeyan Branch
That Country Conference condemns any move by the Liberal-National Government to
remove the Renewable Energy Target (RET). The RET is a key plank in environmental
policy, and has facilitated progress towards making Australia’s energy sector less reliant
on emission intensive energy generation like gas and coal. Abolishing the RET will lead
to increased carbon emissions and have environmental consequences for regional
communities already struggling with the environmental realities of drought.
The RET has led to significant investment and job creation in the renewable energy
sector. The renewable energy sector provides jobs in regional NSW in the areas of solar
and wind generation in particular. Any plan by the Liberal- National government to
abolish the RET is condemned by Country Conference as an attack on regional jobs in
the renewable energy sector.
Country Conference supports maintaining the RET and endorses the support and
commitment to the RET by the NSW and Federal Labor Party. Keeping the RET is a
victory for both the environment and jobs in regional NSW.
Recommendation: Support.

60. Queanbeyan Branch
Country Conference notes that there is great concern within the community about the
production of coal seam gas (CSG) and that the Party must develop policy relating to
CSG and all non-conventional gases. It calls upon the NSW ALP to adopt the following
principles in respect of the production of non-conventional gas reserves:
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•
•
•
•

All members of the NSW community have a right to be involved in industry
consultations over the development of non-conventional gas reserves;
The right of land owners is to be respected within the existing legislation and that
any changes to that legislation to be undertaken only after consultations;
A proper regulatory framework as part of the Party’s energy policy;
Appropriate environmental guidelines relating to the use of water and any impact
on water resources should be part of an overall water policy within the Party’s
environmental policy.

Consideration of reserving a proportion of gas produced for domestic consumption as
part of the Party’s energy policy. This takes account of the development of the
necessary infrastructure for the domestic market.
Recommendation: Support.

61. Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Public support for penalty rates consistently sits at around the 80% level as the majority
of Australians recognise that penalty rates compensate people for working at unsociable
times late at night, on weekends or on public holidays.
Regional workers are often reliant on penalty rates to enable them to make tight budgets
work.
In government, Labor defended the fairness of existing penalty rates before the Fair
Work Commission as fair compensation for work at unsociable hours.
Country Labor is extremely disappointed by recent cuts to penalty rates in the hospitality
sector.
Country Labor condemns the current media campaign by business and members of the
Federal Coalition Government to cut penalty rates. It is based on a narrow view that if
successful would be devastating to workers reliant on penalty rates and to large sectors
of the economy reliant on discretionary spending.
Country Labor will campaign in support of retention of existing penalty rates and calls on
all Party Units to campaign in defence of penalty rates.
Recommendation: Support.

62. Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Harper Review Recommendation on Deregulating Retail Trading Hours
The Harper Review into competition policy recommendation to remove trading
restrictions on important public holidays such as Boxing Day and Easter Sunday would
have no beneficial impact on the economy and would only serve as an attack on
Australians’ right to spend important holidays with their family and friends.
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Shops are already able to trade 360 ½ days a year. A 2012 economic study found there
were no economic benefits from extending trading to the last few restricted trading days.
In rural NSW 12% of the workforce are employed in retail. Any further extension of
trading hours will have a negative impact on regional families and communities by
denying them precious family and community time on these significant days.
For regional workers travelling long distances to visit family at Christmas the two day
break of Christmas and Boxing Day is needed for safe travel. For blended families the
time is needed to accommodate Christmas with all parts of the family. Christmas just
isn’t Christmas without Boxing Day.
Country Labor condemns the Harper Reviews recommendation to further deregulate
retail trading hours.
Country Labor supports the Take the Time campaigns ongoing defence of work life
balance.
Recommendation: Support.

63. Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association
Impact of Penalty Rate Cuts on Regional NSW
Penalty rates compensate people for working at unsociable times late at night, on
weekends or on public holidays.
The recent narrow debate in the media from employers on penalty rates has been about
the cost to business. It completely misses the untold story of the loss to local workers,
local communities and local economies across regional NSW if penalty rates are cut.
That money then goes back to the business and if it is not a local business that money
leaves the local community.
The new McKell Institute study clearly demonstrates cuts to penalty rates will cost retail
workers up to $315 million in take home pay and withdraw $111 million from regional
NSW economies every year.
Ironically, it will be discretionary retail spending that will be among the first to feel the
pinch as people spend less in their local community. Retail workers make up about 12%
of the workforce in rural NSW so if they tighten their belts, the flow-on will hit local
businesses and economies hard.
Penalty cuts are simply not a sustainable, long-term way of ensuring profitability for
retailers in regional and rural areas. We must not forget that penalty rates are paid in
compensation for the loss of time with family.
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Country Labor condemns the National Party for failing to support regional workers,
communities and economies across NSW in the debate on penalty rates.
Country Labor recognises both the personal and economic damage to regional
communities that would be caused by cutting penalty rates and commits to campaign in
support of the retention of penalty rates.
Recommendation: Support.
64. Tamworth Branch
Conference requests a “Fee for Service for Union Awards” become part of the Industrial
Relations platform for NSW, when NSW Labor is returned to office, based on the
following points:
• A Fee for Service to be incorporated in all Enterprise Agreements, Awards and
Greenfield Agreements registered under Fairwork Australia and its NSW
counterpart, in the NSW jurisdiction
• The Fee for Service to be based on the Annual Union Fees, paid on a Monthly
basis through the Taxation System or directly to the Union by arrangement within
the Agreement or Award.
• The choice for persons obtaining a benefit from Union activity is to pay the Fee for
Service or join the Union.
Recommendation: Support in principle.
65. Tamworth Branch
Country Labor calls on the next NSW Labor Government to increase the renewable
target to 30 percent in New South Wales.
Recommendation: Support in principle.
66. Tamworth Branch
Conference urges the NSW Labor Opposition to pursue the injustice of the NSW
Coalition Government’s changes to WorkCover. Independent studies have shown
WorkCover will have a surplus of $5 billion in the near future.
This surplus will be achieved through losses sustained by injured workers. We urge NSW
Labor to fight to restore justice and equity to the workers compensation system.
Recommendation: Support.

67. Wagga Wagga Branch
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Conference condemns the Federal Coalition Government on the freezing of
superannuation increases.
Recommendation: Support.

68. Wagga Wagga Branch
Conference moves that Labor should support the continuation of the diesel excise
rebate for Australian businesses such as farms and off-road Australian-owned
businesses, but should end the rebate for the mining sector.
Recommendation: Note and refer to the Federal Parliamentary Country Caucus.

69. Country Conference
Conference fully supports our Australian Scientific community and the work they do.
Conference calls for an end to the cuts to our scientific organisations and calls for further
investment in scientific research. Whether it is the productive gains through R&D in the
Ag sector or climate change abatement, science plays a critical role in regional
communities.
Recommendation: Support

70. Country Conference
Conference notes the important role the ABC plays in providing a broad range of
services across TV, radio, and the internet to Australians of all ages. Country Conference
believes that public broadcasting, independent of government and free of commercial
influence, is an essential element of a functioning democratic society. Public
broadcasting is especially important in rural, regional, and remote areas where it is vital
to have access to local news and information. The presence of regional production
facilities also benefits regional jobs and economies.
Conference notes that, while the ABC has an obligation to provide regional production
and programming:
• ABC funding is being diverted away from regional Australia in radio and television.
• More ABC work is being centralised in Sydney and Melbourne and workers are not
being treated equitably.
• Regional managers are often excluded from the decision-making about their
stations.
• Conference notes with concern the impact of these trends on both local
programming and local jobs.
• ABC TV productions, news, and senior management roles have been removed
from the regions and are being centralised in Sydney and Melbourne, reducing the
number of high quality job opportunities in regional areas;
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•
•

Staff in regional areas are on average on lower classifications than employees in
Sydney and have less access to training and resources;
Staff in regional areas are faced with increasing workloads and small staffing
levels.

Conference condemns the Federal Liberal Government’s cuts to the ABC and calls on
them to restore funding to pre-election levels to allow the ABC to properly fund its
regional operations.
Country Conference calls on a future Labor Government to revitalise and expand the
ABC’s services and programmes in rural and regional Australia with regular reviews and
promotions.
Recommendation: Support
71. Country Conference
Conference recognises the need for strong Federal Government funding for services and
support in rural and regional Australia. We need to have strong schools, hospitals and
regional universities.
We need to fix our regional transport, including roads and public transport as well as
support our farmers, agriculture and the environment. We need programs like the NDIS
and to put more support into aged care in regional Australia.
To achieve these goals we must ensure we have appropriate funding which includes
ensuring sufficient tax revenue to pay for Labor’s vision for Australia. Levels of taxation
should be set according to Labor’s funding priorities and the economic situation on a
case-by-case basis.
Conference rejects any move to place artificial caps on overall levels of taxation and the
subsequent limits on services for rural and regional NSW.
Recommendation: Support

72. Country Conference
East coast gas prices are being driven up for household and commercial use by
between 200% and 300% over the next three to four years. Conference recognises that
this price increase is being driven by the new gas export hubs in Queensland that have
linked the Australian gas market with historical prices between $3-$4/GJ, to the
international market, where prices are about $12/GJ.
This massive price increase will drive up the cost of household bills by $260 per year and
put massive pressure on the NSW manufacturing industry, potentially costing thousands
of jobs.
These job losses and cost of living increases will have a devastating effect on regional
NSW. Conference notes that calls by then Federal Infrastructure Minister Ian Macfarlane
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that the solution to this price increase is to ‘flood the market with gas’ are misleading
and will not lead to any significant decrease in domestic prices.
As such, Conference supports the creation of a National Gas Reserve Policy to reserve a
proportion of about 20% of gas extracted in Australia for exclusive domestic use. A gas
reserve policy already exists in Western Australia and in almost every comparable
country around the world that has significant gas deposits.
Recommendation: Support and note the recent National Conference resolution

73. Country Conference
That CSIRO funding to be fixed at a percentage of GDP (e.g. 0.1% of GDP as a
minimum)
Recommendation: Support in principle

74. Country Conference
ABC funding is being diverted away from regional Australia in radio and television. More
ABC work is being concentrated in capital cities and workers are not being treated
equitably. Country Conference condemns the cuts to the ABC and call on an incoming
Federal Labor Government to restore resources to regional operations.
Recommendation: Support

75. Country Conference
Any death of a worker due to industrial accidents must have a full and detailed
investigation through both Work Cover and the police. In the event the death is due to
the employer failing to provide a safe place to work, then a charge of manslaughter
should be made against the employer.
Recommendation: Support

76. Country Conference
Conference supports a review of public rail infrastructure in regional NSW which will
encourage government investment by having an effective rail network this would also
generate jobs in the rail industry and supported associated industry.
Recommendation: Support
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77. Country Conference
Conference welcomes the Labor Party’s commitment to showing leadership on climate
change, from policy to language. Country Labor would also encourage regional industry
advocacy groups to show leadership on the issue of climate change and its impacts on
regional communities.
Recommendation: Support

78. Country Conference
That regional and Country branches be requested to redouble their efforts to explain
ALP regional policies at a very grassroots level.
Recommendation: Support

79. Country Conference
We, the Country Labor members from regional NSW, put forward that tri-partisan
committees be formed that could meet in all local government areas. These committees
would need to have unions who represent the workers, councillors/mayors that
represent the region and its constituents, business people, local community
organisations, and local leaders. We would request aid at a state or federal level from the
ALP to facilitate these committees and their formation.
Recommendation: Support
80. Country Conference
That Country Labor resists the farming-out of job-seeking/training facilities to private
industry or charities and would welcome a Centrelink system based on the CES ‘jobs on
the board’ model.
This will help stop the useless practice of training people for jobs that are not available
and government subsidies going to firms that do not produce a viable result and it will
encourage large companies to work through the Centrelink agency.
Recommendation: Support
81. Country Conference
Conference calls on the current federal government to introduce a truth-in-labelling
policy that ensures that all food sold in Australia is clearly identifiable in country of origin
and manufacture. This policy also needs to include substantial penalties to any persons
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or organisations that fail to comply. This policy should also be used to maintain and
further develop food safety standards in Australia. Further funding towards this policy
should set aside funding for research and development in the Australian food industry.
Recommendation: Support

82. Country Conference
Conference acknowledges the importance of investment in TAFE to address skill
shortages.
Recommendation: Support
83. Country Conference
Conference acknowledges that there is a need for contract labour to support the
horticultural sector. However, there are consistent and concerning issues in relation to
the operation of contract labour firms. As such, country conference calls on both State
and Federal Governments to address this issue through either a registration process of
contract labour companies or at a minimum through the establishment of an industry
code of conduct.
Recommendation: Support

84. Country Conference
In the primary industries sector, co-operatives have been a success in providing profits
back to producers and community. Conference calls a future NSW Government to utilise
the office of NSW Development (or equivalent) to investigate the best practice for the
operation and the establishment of Co-ops.
Recommendation: Support

85. Country Conference
Conference acknowledges the grand vision of the Whitlam Labor Government’s Growth
Centres. Conference calls on future Labor Governments to continue to show leadership
and vision in the regional development area and continue to focus on these growth
centres, as we must develop our regional communities.
Recommendation: Support

86. Country Conference
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Conference calls, as a matter of urgency, that a Darling River summit is held for the
users of the Darling River and the catchment area to address the future sustainability of
the Darling communities and their future regional development.
Recommendation: Support
87. Country Conference
Country Labor supports vibrant and profitable primary industries and as such calls for
the immediate reintroduction of drought mapping. It is an important service for
government and farmers alike and should be reinstated.
Recommendation: Support
88. Country Conference
Country Labor calls on the NSW Coalition Government to increase the numbers of
extension officers (or equivalent) to the levels of the previous Labor Government (pre2011 election levels)
Recommendation: Support
89. Country Conference
Conference calls upon the NSW ALP government when next elected to immediately
embark on a strategic regional planning process that identifies opportunities for the
development of environmentally sustainable businesses in small scale farming, food
production, renewable power generation, tourism and other industries. This activity will
be supported by a regional growth funding program.
Recommendation: Support
90. Country Conference
Conference calls for a review of the Countrylink bus network with the view to make the
network more viable and closer aligned for demand for services in Country NSW.
Recommendation: Support
91. Country Conference
Conference applauds the ongoing commitment of the former Minister for Transport to
the Very Fast train project. As such, and in support of this commitment, conference calls
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on Federal Labor to make a specific commitment towards the building of a very fast train
line between Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane if returned to government at the next
election.
Recommendation: Support

92. Country Conference
Country Labor opposes the new Primary Health Networks and the decision that they do
not provide direct health services to ensure allied health professionals continue to reside
and work in regional and rural NSW.
Recommendation: Support
93. Country Conference
Conference calls on State and Federal government to improve support services for
young job seekers and entrepreneurs such as access, training, and public transport in
regional, rural, and remote New South Wales.
Recommendation: Support

94. Country Conference
Conference continues to support the retention and investment in Industry Skills
Councils, NSW Industry Training Advisory bodies and CRCs.
Recommendation: Support

95. Country Conference
Conference supports the development of the inland rail link between Melbourne and
Brisbane, and that other links be investigated to improve the freight transport network in
NSW.
Recommendation: Support in principle.

96. Country Conference
Conference supports a review of public rail infrastructure in regional NSW which will
encourage government investment by having an effective rail network this would also
generate jobs in the rail industry and supported associated industry.
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Recommendation: Support
97. Country Conference
Conference calls on one of the conditions for the issue of a coal seam gas exploration
licence be the submission of an insurance policy that guarantees the protection of public
assets such as water, land degradation, etc.
Recommendation: Support
98. Country Conference
Conference calls on the next Federal Labor Government to implement as part of their
industrial relations policy that includes a concerted effort that explores and maximises
the use of local labour before 457 or 417 visa holders are employed including the
inspecting employment records of employers.
Recommendation: Support

99. Country Conference
Conference advocates an ALP commitment to review legislation that impinges upon land
quality by noxious vegetation.
Recommendation: Note
100. Griffith Branch
Conference supports the retention of Council rate and Travel Concessions for
Pensioners.
Recommendation: Support.
101. Wagga Wagga Branch
Conference calls for a strong commitment to publicly-funded palliative care
arrangements in regional, rural and remote Australia.
Recommendation: Support.
102. Country Conference
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That the government maintains a role to ensure affordable access to Home Care
Services in rural and Regional Australia.
Recommendation: Support

103. Country Conference
Country Labor endorses the terms of the NSW Nurses and Midwives Association and
Public Service Association of NSW’s “Defending Public Services Pledge”
Recommendation: Support
104. Country Conference
Country Labor calls on the next Labor State Government to ensure that aged care
services in regional and rural communities provide access, accountability, choice, and
quality of care.
This includes a requirement that at least one RN to be rostered on 24 hours a day in
aged care facilities, together with the appointment of a director of nursing.
Recommendation: Support

105. Country Conference
That Country Labor demands the state and federal government provide appropriate
accommodation for young people with a disability in rural and regional Australia under
the NDIS framework.
Recommendation: Support
106. Country Conference
Conference recommends that the future Foley NSW Government works toward
providing subsidised community transport for people in rural and regional Australia,
including pensioners, the aged, infirm, and the unemployed.
Recommendation: Support

107. Country Conference
Conference urges the NSW ALP to reverse its decision in support of the closure of large
residential disability services, for example, the Stockton Centre
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Recommendation: Support in principle

108. Country Conference
That pay rates for aged care and disability workers working for a private service provider
be at parity with the same grade of health care workers in the public health system and
all other conditions of employment be the same.
Recommendation: Support

109. Country Conference
Conference calls on the government to ensure the funding packages under the NDIS and
home care services include an allowance for travel time for the provision of service to
isolated clients.
Recommendation: Support

110. Goulburn Branch
Conference calls on the ALP to differentiate itself from the National Liberal Party policy
of running a Unity ticket (during the campaign for the 2013 Federal Elections) on
Education and claims to provide no difference to the Policy of the Australian Labor
Party’s Better Schools Policy/Gonski Policy. Then former Federal Minister for Education,
Christopher Pyne announces the Federal Government’s plans to review all aspects of
Labor’s education funding reforms.
The State Government Education Ministers who had committed to the Better Schools
Policy were outraged. In NSW, the Education Minister, Adrian Piccoli, accused Mr Pyne
of playing favourites.
“There’s no doubt that what seems to be happening is that states that signed up (to the
Gonski model) are being punished and the states that didn’t sign up are being
rewarded,” Mr Piccoli told The Australian - 28 November 2013.
Then on 2 December 2013 Mr Christopher Pyne did another reverse of policy in the face
of major disbelief from State Governments who had signed with Better Schools Policy,
media, social media and polls of public opinion indicating the anger and dismay of the
Australian population on these changes of education policy.
The current policy of the National Liberal Party National Education Policy is bereft of the
core strength and heart of the Better Schools Policy.
In the face of this fiasco of policy formulation of Education Policy by the National Liberal
Party Federal Government the Country Conference calls on:
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•

•

The Leader of the Australian Labor Party Federal Parliamentary Party Mr Bill
Shorten to challenge the changes to the Better Schools Policy in the Australian
Federal Parliament.
The Opposition Education Minister Ms Kate Ellis to use Question Time in the
Parliament to prevent Mr Christopher Pyne’s efforts to rewrite what all of Australia
heard and read when the National Liberal Party stated it would be running a Unity
Ticket on Education.

Much to our concern, while the Federal Government has again reversed much of its
policy to mediate the public fury at their outrageous policy reversal; what is being
delivered is not the National Education Policy that was taken to the Federal 2013
election. The children of Australia no longer are to have a needs-based funding model
and an effective performance and resources information system that were as an
essential core aspect of the Better Schools Policy as was the additional funding that Mr
David Gonski and his team based the policy development on, including the more than
7000 submissions to their consideration.
Conference respectfully calls on the Australian Labor Party members of the Federal
Parliamentary Opposition to continue to challenge to the Governments implementation
of the new Australian Federal Education Policy and any further changes the Government
attempts to use to undermine the Better Schools Policy they promised to implement
during the Federal Parliamentary Election Campaign of 2013:
•
•
•

Make their support for the Better Schools Policy taken to the 2013 Election widely
known both within and outside parliament;
Make a firm commitment to raise key objections with the Parliament of Australia,
Keep up the pressure on the Prime Minister and the Education Minister to
implement the rollout of the Education Policy to be clearly maintaining the core and
intent of the Better Schools Funding policy as a National Education Policy for
Australian children.

Recommendation: Support.

111. Griffith Branch
Conference supports the implementation of an incentive based strategy to encourage
the training of, retention and employment of rural based graduates or graduates of a
rural background that are willing to return to Country NSW to practice in their profession
Recommendation: Support.

112. Queanbeyan Branch
That Conference condemns the Liberal-National Government’s budget cuts to education
including cuts of $30 billion from schools funding over the next decade. Country
Conference especially condemns the failure of the Liberal-National government to fund
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the vital fifth and sixth years of the Gonski reforms as originally outlined in the National
Education Reform Agreement (NERA).
That Conference welcomes the ongoing commitment of the Labor Party to the Gonski
education reforms. Conference specifically acknowledges NSW Labor’s commitment to
years five and six of the previously negotiated agreements. Due to the substantial
significance of these reforms for country NSW schools, Conference specifically calls on
the federal parliamentary party to commit to years 5 and 6 of the NERA. That
Conference condemns the current Liberal-National Government’s plan to deregulate the
university sector. The proposed reforms, as presented, will damage regional universities
and students in particular by driving up the cost of university degrees.
Recommendation: Support.

113. Wagga Wagga Branch
Conference condemns the Federal Coalition Government on its attack on higher
education and the future of Australia’s youth.
Recommendation: Support.

114. Country Conference
That this Country Labor Conference expresses its strong commitment to the
maintenance of strong, viable small schools in our communities. Small schools of one or
two teachers are often the heart of their local communities.
We reject the current NSW Government policy of downgrading the principals of small
schools through the rollout of the ‘hub and spoke’ system. Each school needs its own
principal on site.
Conference calls on a NSW Labor Government to roll back these policy changes and
reinstate the principals of small schools to being full principals, located on site at each
school.
Recommendation: Support

115. Country Conference
That Conference calls on a NSW Labor Government to ensure that there is agreement on
a national definition of disability and consistent collection of data for children with
disabilities, so that the funding for these children is realised as a matter of urgency.
Recommendation: Support
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116. Country Conference
That Conference supports the role of parents as advocates for their children within the
school education system and supports the process of consultation with parent
advocates for children with special needs and circumstances within the NSW school
education system.
Recommendation: Support
117. Conference Workshop
That Conference calls upon a NSW Labor Government to advocate for reinstatement of
the 15 hour per week universal access to childcare for all 4 year olds.
Recommendation: Support

118. Country Conference
That Conference recognises the value of Early Childhood Educators during the major
developmental years, as well as the impact they have.
Conference calls on the Labor Party to reinstate pay equity between Early Childhood
Educators and Early Primary Educators, which was implemented by the Gillard
Government.
Recommendation: Support

119. Country Conference
That Conference reaffirms its support for the Gonski equity-based funding model and
calls on a NSW Labor Government to ensure that the Federal Government honours its
agreement to fully fund the model for the full six years.
Recommendation: Support
120. Country Conference
That Conference acknowledges that increasing teacher workloads has an impact on
teaching quality and calls on a NSW Labor Government to be active in considering
teacher workload in the implementation of all future teaching reforms.
Recommendation: Support
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121. Country Conference
That Conference condemns the NSW Liberal government for changing the contestability
funding model to disadvantage TAFE NSW. We call on a NSW Labor Government to cap
the contestability at the current level.
Recommendation: Support
122. Country Conference
That Conference supports the call from former NSW Opposition Leader John Robertson
to mandate a 15% quota for apprentices in Government procurement.
Conference calls on a future NSW Labor Government to reinstate the Tools for Trade
and transport allowances, as well as all employer incentives.
Recommendation: Support
123. Country Conference
That Conference implores a NSW Labor Government to ensure that Aboriginal students
are encouraged to use their native language. That in school communities where there are
Aboriginal students, the schools encourage participation of the local elders to raise
awareness of the language within the school community. Further that all members of the
school community be encourages to learn the local Aboriginal languages.
Recommendation: Support

124. Country Conference
That Conference calls on NSW Labor to recognise that most issues negatively impacting
on student achievement generate from outside school, by committing to the placement
of university qualified school counsellors in all NSW schools. This in turn will support the
decisions of the High Court of Australia on the funding of chaplains in State schools.
Recommendation: Support

125. Country Conference
Country Labor congratulates the Rudd/Gillard Government for their advocacy for
education through the Gonski Report and recommendations. Conference calls on both
the Federal and State Liberal governments to clearly articulate the accountability
framework/model for funds forwarded to funds forwarded to schools in NSW.
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Recommendation: Support

126. Country Conference
That Conference calls on a NSW Labor government to consider providing support
directly to individual school support organisations such as P&C and P&F to enhance the
great contributions they make to our school communities.
Recommendation: Support

127. Country Conference
That Country Labor fight to support rural and regional universities by opposing the
deregulation of universities, changes to the current HECS fees regime and any
privatisation of Universities. Further, this Conference asks Labor to ensuring that
students in rural and remote areas have equity of access to tertiary education.
Recommendation: Support
128. Country Conference
That this Country Labor Conference recognises the role that TAFE plays in our
communities, for many, TAFE is the only second chance many Australians get. We
support a strong, public and accessible education system that gives people options and
enriches communities in a holistic way.
TAFE secures a skills base built upon what a community needs, rather than what the
market dictates. TAFE promotes lifelong learning, which is critical to ensuring that
Country communities have dynamic and adaptable workforces. TAFE’s outreach
programmes play an important role in achieving this. The TAFE system also plays an
important role in addressing community mental health and wellbeing.
Conference calls for:
•
•

The capping of contestable funding at 25% to preserve TAFE’s pivotal place in our
communities;
The NSW Labor Party to recognise the role of TAFE in addressing skills shortages
in rural, regional, and remote Australia.

Recommendation: Support in principle
129. ARMIDALE BRANCH
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Women’s and Children’s Refuges
Conference condemns the cuts into women’s and homelessness services particularly in
regional areas, and demands that the funding be reinstated
Recommendation: Support
130. Country Conference
The methods of teaching today’s children with special needs requires our teachers to
improve their skills in many areas. Professional development aids the teacher and the
student. “Pedagogy” relates to those skills.
Some children will learn directly from the textbook, others will recognise the lesson as it
is taught, but for many children this is not possible. One way to teach a skill is to show
the student “what to do” and sit with the student while they learn and to encourage
them.
That this country conference calls on the state government to allocate additional funding
to train teachers to assist students with special needs how to learn.
Recommendation: Support
131. Forster Tuncurry Branch
Asylum Seekers
Conference strongly condemns the Federal Liberal Government’s handling of asylum
seekers. Further, Conference asks the ALP to revise its position on asylum seekers, so
as to allow voters, and those fleeing persecution, a means by which to access the
morally correct political policies of the Party which stands up for the rights of those who
are abused, underprivileged and requiring the large hearts of those who reside in this
country
Recommendation: Support in principle

132. Goulburn Branch
Conference condemns the NSW Government for its backwards steps in the
representation of women on boards and advisory bodies in NSW.
Conference condemns the NSW Minister for Women’s Affairs and MP for Goulburn Pru
Goward for her lack of advocacy for women and gender equity.
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Ms Goward has overseen the abolition of the NSW Premier’s Advisory Council for
Women, and the abandonment of the ‘Male Champion for Change’ Award, after just one
year.
Ms Goward did not even convene the ‘NSW Women’s Council for Economic
Opportunity’ during its first year of establishment.
Conference calls on Ms Goward, who professes to be an advocate for Women’s Affairs
to address the issue of gender equity both in her portfolio, and in the NSW Government.
Recommendation: Support.
133. Goulburn Branch
Conference notes the damage to Australian’s retirement incomes as a result of the
changes to superannuation proposed by the Federal Government.
Tony Abbott was being very cheeky and disingenuous when he says that it would be
beneficial to workers to defer the gradual increase of the superannuation rate from 9%
to 12% so as to pocket the equivalent amount of money in take-home pay.
This 3% increase to the superannuation guarantee over the course of 5 years (as was
the Labor Party policy) represents about one year’s growth in average wages.
Since inflation and cost of living increases are 3% per annum, a wage increase to any
worker of less than 3% is tantamount to a pay cut in real dollar terms.
Since Abbott was never been one to agitate for healthy wages growth (though he
certainly did complain in 2007 when Kevin Rudd froze the automatic pay increases to
politicians), he would probably be quite happy for workers’ wages to only grow by 3%
over 5 years, when in fact they ought to grow by 10-15% over that period.
Any worker whose wages grew by just 3% between now and 2019 should probably
speak to their union.
Recommendation: Support in principle.
134. Lithgow Branch
Women’s and Children’s Refuges
Conference condemns the NSW Government for slashing funding to women’s and
children’s refuges across NSW. Conference notes that such cuts will have a
disproportionately severe effect in rural and regional areas. Conference is concerned
about increasing number of religious organisations providing such services. When
elected Conference calls upon a NSW Labor government to reverse these cuts.
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Recommendation: Support

135. Lithgow Branch
In light of events at the Manus Island detention centre, Conference calls on the Party to
develop asylum seeker policy and language that reflects our respect for human rights
and dignity.
Recommendation: Support in principle

136. Goulburn Branch
Conference denounces the National Liberal Party Government’s attack on the value and
contribution to Australian political and cultural life made by the Australian Broadcasting
Commission:
•

•

The Australian Federal Government Ministers and the Prime Minister have attacked
the ability of the Australian Broadcasting Commission to deliver impartial and
politically balanced debate to Australians
The Australian Government needs to be critically objective in its assessment of the
national broadcaster and avoid raising hysterical media debates based on political
objectives rather than in the National Interest

The Australian Federal Government to affirm the value and contribution to the Australian
public of neutral balanced inquiry and reporting.
The Australian Federal Government to affirm the value and contribution to the Australian
national identity by the diverse media offering of the Australian Broadcasting
Commission.
Conference respectfully calls on the Australian Labor Party members of the Federal
Parliamentary Opposition to continue to challenge to the Governments Ministers and
Prime Minister:
•
•

Attack on the Australian Broadcasting Commission;
Attack on the value and essential services the Australian Broadcasting
Commission delivers to rural Australia;

The undermining of the respect of the contribution and importance of a National
Broadcaster to deliver news and community media services that are neutral and
impartial to all Australians.
Conference respectfully calls on the Australian Labor Party members of the Federal
Parliamentary Opposition to reaffirm the essential and uniquely Australian quality of the
non-commercial character of the Australian Broadcasting Commission as an
independent National Broadcaster for the Australian public.
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Recommendation: Support.

137. Nambucca River Branch
Conference, noting the appalling outcomes of the NSW Government’s Going Home
Staying Home homelessness service reforms, calls on an incoming NSW Labor
Government to review procurement processes for non-government community based
programs. Such a review should address the increasing tendency for contracts to be
awarded to larger, often not locally based, organisations. These trends, if not addressed,
may lead to a more rapid decline in localism and impact significantly on the ability for
smaller communities to access appropriate services or create their own solutions.
Conference further condemns the current moves by the Federal Liberal Government to
abolish the ACNC, the Australian Charities and Not-for profits Commission.
Recommendation: Support.

138. NSW Young Labor
NSW Liberals taking the Hunter for granted
With the former MP for the state seat of Newcastle, Tim Owen, and the former MP for
the state seat of Charlestown, Andrew Cornwell, resigning from the NSW Parliament
following an ICAC inquiry, the NSW Liberal Party has decided not to contest the byelections for the two former Liberal seats.
This decision clearly demonstrated the NSW Coalition Government’s complete and utter
disregard for Regional constituents, in particular those within the Hunter.
Conference condemns the NSW Coalition Government for preselecting the former state
members for Newcastle and Charlestown, and in the case of Mr Cornwell, providing the
disgraced former MP with the parliamentary position of Chief Government Whip.
Specifically, Country Labor condemns the Coalition for bringing the NSW Parliament into
disrepute and tainting the Parliament’s reputation.
Furthermore, Conference condemns the NSW Liberal Party for their decision to abandon
the Hunter region by not contesting the two seats in their by-elections, a shameful
decision brought about by their fear of losing in Miranda-esque fashion.
Recommendation: Support.
139. Lower Clarence
That Country Conference condemns the Federal Liberal- National Government and the
NSW State Liberal-National Government for their consistent attacks on country youth.
Conference calls on the State Opposition leader to prepare a solid strategy to address
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the destruction of youth services in country NSW as a policy platform for the next
election.
Recommendation: Support.

140. Wagga Wagga Branch
Conference endorses the itemisation of those levies listed as “miscellaneous” on a car
CTP Green slip.
Recommendation: Support.

141. Lithgow Branch
That Conference restates its strong support for the use of rank and file ballots when
selecting candidates for the NSW Legislative Assembly, the Australian House of
Representatives and local councils.
Recommendation: Support.

142. Tweed Branch
Policing on the North Coast
That Conference:
•

•
•
•

•

Expresses its deep concern about the National Party’s failure to honour its promise
to provide additional police numbers to the North Coast, particularly the Tweed
Byron Local Area Command (LAC);
Notes officer numbers have fallen from 198 (including highway patrol officers) in
February 2012 to just 181 (including highway patrol officers) in July 2014;
Further notes that before the 2011 State election, Tweed National Party MP Geoff
Provest called for an additional 59 officers for the Tweed Byron LAC;
Recognises that the Tweed region has experienced an increase in levels of crime,
including rates of sexual assault, assaults on police, non-residential break and
enters, drug offences and breaches of Apprehended Violence Orders that are
above the state average for these offences; and
Demands the State Government listen to the concerns of more than 500 people
who signed a petition calling for the Liberal-National Party Government to restore
and increase police numbers.

Recommendation: Support. Conference recognises that this is an issue right
across country NSW.
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143. Lithgow Branch
Rural and Regional Representation in the NSW Legislative Council
That Conference calls for such reforms to the Rules of the NSW ALP as would ensure
reasonable representation of Country Labor members in the NSW Legislative Council.
Recommendation: Support

144. Lower Clarence Branch
That Conference requests the NSW Labor Party to review the NSW ALP website
content. The website needs a position statement to reflect our belief in a fair and just
society and needs to utilise positive forward thinking statements. The website must
reflect our ideology especially when both the State and Federal Liberal-National
governments are deliberately pushing our communities towards entrenched inequity.
Recommendation: Support in principle.

145. NSW Young Labor
Young Labor-Country Labor Integration
There are many Young Labor members in Young Labor Associations (YLAs) that are
within the boundaries by Country Labor. Currently many members of these YLAs find it
difficult to attend meetings of their local branch due to the difficulties of travelling to
meetings, and a lack of knowledge of the existence of a local branch within their area.
Young Labor members should be engaging not only with the broader Young Labor, but
with the NSW Labor as well through branch meetings and local events. This is
something that unfortunately does not extensively occur.
Country Labor should look at ways of assessing this problem, and promoting integration
between Young Labor members and Country Labor branches.
Country Labor notes that there are currently issues with the way in which Young Labor
members in country areas are engaging with the NSW Labor.
Country Labor acknowledges the need to promote further integration of Young Labor
members with country branches.
Country Labor believes that NSW Labor branches and regional YLAs should be at the
very least aware of each other’s existence, and promote one another.
The NSW Country Labor Organiser will work with the Office Bearers and Executive of
NSW Young Labor to assess the current relationship between Country Labor and Young
Labor.
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Where possible, Country Labor branches will make an effort to reach out to their region’s
Young Labor Association (YLA) in order to promote Young Labor members joining their
local branch.
The NSW Country Labor Organiser will work to ensure that Country Branches are in
dialogue with their respective regional Young Labor Association (YLA).
Recommendation: Support in principle. Country Labor looks forward to Young
Labor holding its next Regional Young Labor Conference.
146. Queanbeyan Branch
Conference notes that the people of regional NSW have a right to be properly
represented in the NSW Parliament and calls on all sections of the party to support
regional candidates in winnable positions in NSW Legislative Council pre-selections.
Further we call upon Conference to reserve a number of winnable legislative council
seats for Country Labor Candidates.
Recommendation: Support in principle

147. NSW Young Labor
NSW Young Labor is arguably the greatest campaign machine across the country.
Youth engagement with policy development ensures NSW and Country Labor stay
relevant and connected to the next generation of leaders within our Party.
Young people in regional areas of NSW are disproportionately affected by the cruel
policies enacted under Liberal governments, particularly Tertiary Education and TAFE
cuts, and cuts to government investment in local infrastructure and social services.
NSW Country Labor supports and encourages the establishment of a Young Labor
Country Network to engage with youth on policy matters and support their involvement
in the Party.
NSW Country Labor will assist NSW Young Labor in establishing a Young Labor Country
Network.
Recommendation: Support in principle.

148. Queanbeyan Branch
Conference congratulates the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party for setting up a formal
Country Caucus.
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NSW Country Labor looks forward to working with the Caucus on important regional
policy matters. Country Conference calls on the National Executive to establish a Federal
Country Labor Party as already endorsed by the National Conference.
Recommendation: Support.
149. Country Conference
Conference congratulates NSW Head Office on holding a community preselection for the
NSW seat of Ballina.
The local community embraced the community preselection process with over 2,300
local people participating, the second highest turn out for a community preselection
process yet. Conference also congratulates the two candidates on conducting the
campaign in an honest and open manner, putting the party’s interests first.
This process has given Labor a real chance in the seat, raising the profile of our
candidate and demonstrating that Labor has changed, is listening, and putting people
first. Conference calls upon Head Office to hold more community reselections, when
appropriate, in Country seats.
Recommendation: Support
150. Taree Branch
That CSG extraction and non-conventional gas extraction be banned in highly
productive agricultural areas, and areas of high environmental significance
Recommendation: Amend to read: …be banned in prime agricultural areas… and
support

151. Cessnock Branch
Conference calls on the State Parliamentary Labor Party to change our mining, planning
and gas seam policies to allow for exploration licences to be given for specific coal
seams rather than the current system which grants a licence for everything below the
surface. This would allow coal mining on the upper seams and CSG mining on the lower
seams. It would also keep CSG out of agricultural and residential areas. Current
exploration approvals should be encouraged to move to HD model with financial
incentives coming from the new exploration licences in conjunction with scientific
committee regulation.
Recommendation: Reject
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152. Bellbird Branch
Conference urges the State Parliamentary Labor Party to introduce a policy of returning
mining royalties to the regions which produced them.
Recommendation: Reject and note that the Country Labor committee supports the
distribution of resources on a needs based system for such purposes including but
not limited to regional development as outlined in 2014 Country Labor conference
report.
153. Broken Hill Branch
Conference calls upon NSW Labor to conduct a reassessment in consultation with local
branches of the way election campaigns are managed in regional seats, in particular
remote regional seats without extensive public transport links. This will ensure a more
targeted and better use of limited campaign funds.
Recommendation: Support
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